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for,

is prima

DOVER;
In this

respect it is the prettiest city I have visited
in China; the only other one having any
resemblance to it is Shaohing, near Hangchow. Hills surround the city on all sides
except to the seaward. A ‘couple of miles
to the south is Miaushan, the highest point,
crowned with a temple and small pagoda.
At the foot of this hill, "on the south, a valuable silver mine was once wrought. But
now a stone slab states how it was closed
by imperial edict, and forbids its being reopened.
To-day we expected to start for.

and five mule

litters had been engaged to

-

Volume

accommodate the whole party. But early
in the morning I heard. the pattering of
rain, and though it slacked a little at inters
vals, it has poured in showers nearly all

day.

Tungchow

is so surrounded

by an

amphitheater of hills,except to the seaward,

that during

such

violent

and

protracted

rains, the water comes rushing down

from

the hillsides in myriad streams, flooding the
city, many parts of which occupy the lowest point of the valley.
My
been interrupted by a tramp

writing
through

has
the

city, to see the extent and effects of the
flood. We had scarcely reached the street
when we were overtaken by. a furious

shower; however, we had good umbrellas,
and pushed. on, thinking we would not be
stopped by a little rain.

oceeding a short

distance, we came to a street

dwn which a

stream of water, its entire
width, was
sweeping with great force; turning back

and through a cross street, we came to the
main and chief business thoroughfare of
the city, connecting the east and west gates.

N. ST
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20.

their knees. Bu understanding the hidden | his eyes glaring, ‘and of that brilliant_ apmeaning of his words, we promiséd the ‘pearance which the organs of vision precash we knelv he wanted, and the holted sent in cases of insanity. Foaming at the
doors swung open and we stepped into mouth, he ‘crept over to a pan containing
the North Gate Street, to find the water by water, and stooping down he lapped it up
exgetly after the manner of a'dog. In this
actual measurement up to our hips.
” The storm had abated and the water was condition he remained, presenting a most
rapidly receding. The natives were every- frightful appearance.
where busy with cases of salvage. We # Dr. Rankin has had several brother physaw two men wading in water nearly to sicians to see the case, and all admit that
the neck, to push a valuable piece of timber nothing so terrible ever came under their
into a quiet nook where the owner would notice defore.
not likely; find it. In this flood the water
Christopher Columbus.
has risen higher than during the two pre‘|
ceding which have occurred lately. But,
The Hartford Courant isin a humorous
such storms are altogether unusual, nothmood over the memory of Columbus:
‘ing at all like them having happened for
It was certainly time that something
many years past. Much damage has been
should be done for the memory of Chris
done to property, and some lives are lost,
topher Columbus.
It is to be hoped
I'hear. Tt must occasion great discomfort
that the thirty-seven guns fired off for him
and, ene would think, sickness, gmong the
natives in whose houses the water has been on Thursday, in Boston, were some satisto him. They were discharged by
two feet deep. I say nothing of the Man- faction
|¢countrymen
of his, who are justly proud
darins, who put into their own pockets the
that he should have been able, after a
public funds which should furnish dikes to
search of only a few weeks, to find a land
prevent these inundations.
Tora.
where
the hand-organ had never been heard.’
Tungchow, China, Aug. 15, 1871.
The Italians, as a people, have not profited

*wsRobert

much by this discovery;

Halls

not so much, in-

deed, as the Spaniards, who got a reputation by it which even now gilds their decay.
A correspondent who had the privilege That Columbus was born in Genoa entitles
of hearing Robert Hall preach, sens the the Italians to celebrate the great achieve-following pleasant extract from “Gardine! S ment of his life, though why they should
Recollections:
"| discharge exactly thirty-seven: guns we do
Though Mr. Hall was great as a writer, not know. Columbus did not discover the
and

powerful

in

conversation,

yet

as

a

United States; that we partly found

Number

1871.

our-

Caries. Weights,

|’

—

Events of the Week.

—

.Rev. A. L. Stone thus discourses on this :

9

WaIRN

Such a conviction will disappoint his faith,
trouble his peace, cloud his hope and paralyze his efforts. Or he, thinksif he were
growing in grace, he would have a sense of
“becoming good ;” he would feel, “I am
holier than I was;” whereas ali that God is
showing him of his heart only breaks him
down with a sense of sinfulness and infirmity, and drives him in penitential humility
to the cross, and

he can not see that

this is

growth and progress. He interprets it as
‘retrogressive, and that hinders and distresses him, apd Joalls him down with a need-

léss weight.
Worldly cares are a heavy weight to
many.
They will take on their soul such a
burden of worry and anxiety about their
earthly affairs that they go every day.leaden-footed. The hard problems of their life
come between them and the brightest page
of the promises,. crowd into the closet with

preacher he was inimitable. His style was selves, and partly bought and gouged the
a When Agents redeive premiums, no percentage
bold and energetic. With a fine, open pro- Mexicans out of. He did not even appear to
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition,
&&~ We send no books out to be sold on commisknow "that there was a continent here.
It also was covered with a stream of water, nunciation, and great good sense, he powsion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
But Mr. He discovered the West Indies, which he them, sit with them in the house of God,
them.
beautifully clear, about four inches deep, ferfully penetrated his “hearers.
Hall impressed you with the idea that he thought were the East,and ten guns would be
and hang fetters. on every limb. So needand rushing towards the west: We had
was
an inspired man. He began with hesi- enough for them. It is probable that he less, so unbelieving, so fruitless this care!
come ott to see and expected to get wet;
" Not afew of us take upon our shoulders
our’ feet weresalready quite damp; and if tation, in a Jow and feeble tone. So great’ did, however, open the way to the discovIf he had waited, our constitutional peculiarities as a legitiwe were to reach the chief Doiaie ot inter» was the action of his mind in lessening the ery of the New World.
vital functions, that he could scarcely however, somebody else would have discov- mate part of .our spiritual burden, and the
est, we must wade; that sesme
WEDNESDAY,
DEG€EMBER
30, 1871. so, following thé current,” we deli
breathe.
His. voice trembled beneath the ered it—perhaps some Englishman,
and load is very heavy. We are naturally so
walked through the middle of the /street in images his fancy created, and would have then wé might have been spared all the old cheerful and mirthful, and we feel bound to
Weariness.
water over’ the ankle and splashing about poured forth a more copious stream had it French and Spanish wars. Columbus let fight against that, and win, instead, a staid
———
our knees, while the rain poured fn such a not been overawed by his imagination. As the Spaniards into the New World, and and sober gravity. We are ardent and imhis voice gained strength and their civilization has uniformly been a curse
Oh, little feet that such long years
shower as you are seldom ** caught out” in. he proceeded
petuous, and go with a rush; go too far and
flexibility,
his
utterance became more rapid, to it. If he had brought Italians, who
fears,
Must wander on through doubts and
About half way through the city this street
fast, often; and we believe that we must
and so neat was his delivery, that he would
Must ache and bleed beneath, your load!
at that time showed, nor since have shown,
crosses a large bridge of three arches and
eradicate this tendency from our nature.
1, nearer to the wayside inn,
.
very solid masonry.
We had often crossed distinctly delier twenty and thirty sentencs, much inclination to come, we should have We are phlegmatic and slow of temperaWhere toil shall cease and rest begin,
When he got fairly into had the opera, and made it a paying instituit, but never saw. as now the necessity of es in a breath.
ment, and we try to inject our veins with
» Am weary, thinking of your road.
his
subject,
and
had launched himself, it tion by this time.
Columbus was evidently quicksilver, and to make our ponderous
those three arches spanning little streams
¢ Oh, little hands, that weak or strong,
vou might step ‘across, or a dry river bed— was a display of human intellect which no a person who liked to sail about, and did n’t step§ light as a hart upon the mountains.
Have still to serve.or rule so long,
By falling back a lit- care much for consequences.
we could not,understand, before, why the words can describe.
Hard tasks!
Vain efforts! We need not
Have still so,
1 give or ask!
tle
in
his
pulpit,
he
acquired
a pendulumPerhaps it is an open thing whether have ‘any quarrel with our natural tempera1, who so much
book and pen
structure was so massive and strong.
Bpt
Have toiled among myfellow-men,
a good thing in first ment. We are as God niade us. He has
as we approached we heard the sound of a like motion that seemed to steady him in Columbus did
Am weary, thinking of your task.
coming over here—one that we ought to not committed any mistake in our outfit.
mighty rushing river. The stream through his discourses.
We have had all the short-hand writers celebrate with salutes and dinners. The In- Be natural. Be yourself. Be religious in
Oh, little hearts that throb and beat
which we had been wading was pouring
With such impatient, feverish heat, into this basin, a similar one came from the from London to take down his sermons, but dians never thanked him, for one party.
your own vein. Don't try to upset your
Such limitless and strong: desires!
west, and from every street, lane, drain or the moment (it might be said) he got under The Africans had small ground to be grati- constitutional furnishing.
You will not
Mine, that so long has glowed and burned,
gutter having its inclination in this direc- way, they invariably laid down their pens fied for the market he opened for them.
succeed. If you should, you would only do
With passions into ashes turned,
Now covers and conceals its fires.
tion, streams of water were pouring into and pencils in amazement and despair. In- Here are two continents that had no use for- mischief, and defeat God's plan.
Accept
dance of great your peculiarities, and get them sanctified,
—Henry W. Longfellow.
the river. But all these were but as ‘ a deed, nothing but an active mind and close him. He led Spain into_a
in her gor- not exterminated or revolutionized. Be a
drop in the bucket” compared with the attention could keep up with him, so as to expectations, which fit
take in his ideas as he uttered them; to geous ruin. He introduced tobacco into joyous and happy Christian.
mountain
torrent,
which,
finding
ingress
by
Be an ardent
Chinese Correspondence.
impossible.
His Europe, and laid the foundation for more disciple, with a contagious and kindling
the *‘ water gates” on the hillside, came write them down was
——
Sf
tearing down, bearing away every obstacle powers of amplification were unlimited; tracts and nervous diseases than the Ro- energy in you. Don’t break your backs by
TUNGCHOW.
he would run through eight or ten epithets mans had in a thousand years. He introThis quiet, but fine old city, is situated till brought up by this fine old structure, in a breath, each one enhancing the gran- duced the potato in Ireland, indirectly, and lifting needless weights.
which stands firm and defiant as it has, peron the most northern point of the Shantun
haps, for ages. Down the hillside the water duer of the thought. When arrived at this 4 that caused such a rapid increase of populapromontory. We have here two walled
Sauls
Armor.
comes rushing, foaming, lashing its rocky state, it was evident that he was dead to all tion that the great famine was the result,
cities” side by side. The wall of the ‘ waexternal
objects,
and
was
reveling
among
anc an enormous emigration to New York
banks as though loth to be restrained,
ter city” runs up over the headland and
It may seem to some nota vital point,
—hence Tweed and Hall and -the constitudashes ‘against the solid piers, and recoils, the magnificent images of his fancy.
along the seashore enclosing the harbor.
but
-who tan estimate how many-fold the
ency of the Ring. Columbus is really reto be met and heaped up by the flood pressAn upheaving of the earth’s surface at this
power of the average ministry might be
Singular
Gase.
sponsible for New York. He is responsible
wf
v
’
point seems to be destroying the approath ing on behind. But however turbulent,
instrumentally “increased ‘by “ simplicity,
for our whole tremendous experiment of
water must find its level, and it quickly
to the harbor. It was formerly accessible
Among the prisoners in the Pennsylvania democracy, open4®
all comers, the best naturalness, freshness and individuality of
glides into the arches provided for its oY
for large junks, whereas now small craft
A\Westein Penitentiary there is a young Ger- three in five to win. We can not yet tell style! We know it to be a common obserenter with difficulty. The wall around this cape.
vation that you may determine where any
.Calling on two or three friends, who were | man suffering from that dreadful disease— how it is coming out. What with the for- young preacher. has pursued his theologiity is of stone, about a mile in circumfer| hydrophobia. The prisoner, who is about eigners and the Communists and women, it.
ence and twenty-five or thirty feet high. not a little surprised to see us out in such a twenty-eight years of age, was a member
cal studies by marking what theological
is a great stage on which a comedy and
storm,
we
paddled
through
the
streams
It is surmounted with a brick parapet, with
professor is reprgduced in his pulpit manof
the
Virginia
cavalry.
In
the
spring
of
tragedy
in
one
piece
are
being
played,
with
embrasures at regular intervals. The har- which filled every street we passed, til we 1865, when near Lynchburg his company what denoument we can not yet say. If it ner.” We speak not of this point to foster
bor, sheltering
a few small craft, occupies reached the west gate. / A little to the north was ordered to sack a railway freight depot comes out'well, we ought to erect a monu- any idle conceit of independence, but bea large portion of the "city, though around | is the’ ‘‘ water gate,” three broad, high where a large amount of provisions was ment to Christopher as high as the one at cause in the great battle we have to fight
the banks are many houses. There are. no arches, to provide for the egress of such stoped. - The prisoner was the first to enter
Washington expects to be, and we presume for the Master, we need every ounce of
temples or public buildings except one,a floods. The water was near the top of the the depot, but scarcely had he done so when it'is well to fire a salute occasionally to power, every grain of powder, every partilarge Buddhist temple called Punglai-ko, arches, and rushing through with great vio- a large dog jumped upon him and bit him keep the ancient mariner in mind while we cle of legitimate force.
built on a hill in the north-eastern corner of lence. Before reaching this. point it had, upon the back of his neck. A comrade of are trying our great experiment. And this
Let the lumber, and the waste, and the
the eity. It is just here that the wall ap- however, overstepped its banks and flood- the prisoner killed the dog, and the, man reminds us that he ought to have had a friction of the pulpit be as little as possible.
proaches nearest vo the sea-shore,and a per- ed all the northwest corzer of the city. taken to the hospital, where the wound was naval salute,
A sling used with swift force anf unerring
pendicular cliff some fifty feet high render- We stood some time watching the: current
"skill
is “infinitely better than the best twoNine days after the occurrence
There is something almost heroic in the
sweeping along, bearing upon its bosom dressed.
ed ‘it unnecessary to continue the city wall
edged
sword awkwardly handled.
the
man
was
seized
with
convulsions,
and
idea of firing off guns for a man ‘who has]
in this direction.
Upon the top of this timber and large trees torn up ‘by the roots, so violent did he become that he soon after ‘been stone deaf for about four centuries. | Then apply the principle to our church
the evidence of its fary, Passing through
bluff, the most extreme point of the promThe tendency of afl
the * water gate,” it crossed a narrow val’ was discharged from the army and returned It must have had a lively and festive sound prayer-meetings.
ontory in this difection, has been erected
prayer-meetings
to
drift
into formality and
to
his
home.
He
had
been
with
his
parents
_in Boston when the meaning of the salute
ley, and dashing against a ledge of micaone of the most extensive temples I have
ceous quartz it fell back and ran alonga but ashdrt-tine when bis father died, leav-. was explained. No one could hear those a general “mechanical, humdruin condition,
_ visited in China. To the south, by broad
slight descent around the outside of the city ing him $5,000 with which to visit Europe great guns without a quicker beating of the is proverbial. What is the difficulty? The
flights of stone steps, you descend to the
Davids are trying to work themselves into
a moat, to the north gate where, to be treated for the awful disease from heart in ‘gratitudeto the great discoverer
harbor and level of the other buildings. wall, like
Saul’s armor. Brethren of the laity, be
joined by a stream about two feet deep which he was suffering. This he did, and who had made Boston possible. We are
The top of the hill is nearly covered with
nutural. Dare to use your slings. If you
under
advice
of
several
English
doctors
to
trying to *‘ realize”to ourselves the imporof that gate, it passes through
temples and buildings connected with them. pouring out
have ‘had one breath of Christian experibridge, and a few whom, in London,he stated his case,he pro- tance of the 12th of October as an anniverthree-arched
another
A part of the building, just over the
ence,
if you are ‘conscious of 4 single naceeded to Berlin where he was treated for sary. of our potential existence. If any one
rods furtheron falls into the sea.
tive
talent,
if faith, hope and love, and.
precipice, is two stories high, and from this
about
six
months.
At
the
end
of
the
time,
wants to see how vivid is the gratitude to
We linger to take another look at this
elevation there is a magnificent prospect ;
actual living have taught you one single
having
gone
through
nearly
all
his
funds,
Columbus,
let
him
start
out
among
our
you look down far beneath upon the rough, part of the city under water. The house he returned to America, and about one year business houses with a subscription-paper lesson in respect to the manner in which
rocky shore, and while passing the en- of one of our friends is located heye, and
ago made his appearance in Pittsburg. He ‘to raise money for powder to be exploded you may be most efficient, then dare to folYour weakness "will be
trance to the harbor the eye runs along thé though upon - géod high foundations, . the | had not long been in the city when he was in hig honor. And yet Columbus was a low that hint.
low sand beach. The sea, *‘ the ever roll- water is knee deep all around it, and to ap:
made
strong
if
you
are backed by the Lord
arrested for larceny, fried and found guilty, well-meaning man, and if he did pot discoving and tumultuous sea,” is beating against proach it from where we stand we should
of
Hosts.
We
may
even glory in our,
and sentenced to the Western Penitentiary, er'a perfedt continent, he found the only
the rocks and throwing the spray high: pass the spot where those men are wading
infirmity——we need not seek to hide it—if
The unfortunate mai never gave such one that was left. .
against the cliffs. A line of smoke far in water up to their breasts. A party of
we make sure that Christ is Speaking: through
startling
evidence of the malady from which
discovhave.
away ‘on the’ horizon marks the wake of a two or three on the lookout
our mouth,
us, and we exchange ‘signals. The he is suffering as he did on Saturday afterReader, off with Saul's armor if you can
steamer. Nearer, two or three sails are in | ered
©
——
noon last, He was sitting on the edge of
| not fight well in it.)
sight. . A long island running north and gates on the wall at this place are locked,
a bath tub in the hospital department, when
A glass of whiskey is manufactured from
south furnishes a good shelter for vessels | and however deep the water below, we
must-either retrace our steps or descend. a dog which had found its way into the seventy grains of corn, the value of which is

|

seeking it during those. terrible north-easters

which

are

sometimes

experienced on

The

way

we

had

come was too long, and

chap) adjoining began to bark.

No

soon-

too

small” to

Which?

be

estimated.

A

glass

of

this mixture sells for a dime, and if a good
brand, is eensidered worth the money. 1t
the city of Tungchow, with its ¢ water
is drank in a minute or two. It fires the
furnkeys
immediately
rescued
him.
anc
city,” lies like a map, spread out at your
pits. Down we went, and made for the’ carried him to bed, where he required the brain, deranges and weakens the physical
feet.
L
system. On the sathe sideboard on which hb
bagk.
deor of a house through which we united efforts of four men to restrain him
The walls of Tungchow diy’ may be
the
deleterous beverage is. served lies a
from
violence.
But
traced in their sigaag course winding over, might pass to the North Gate Street.
newspaper.
It is covered with half a. milIt
was
found
necessary
to
remove
»
the
man
waThe
objected.
the sides of the hills and across the valleys. the ; occupant decidedly
lion
type—it
brings
intelligence from every
to
an
apartment
where
he“could
be
treated
said,
he
street,
the
on
higher
much
was
. Every prominent building and all the prin- ter
This was done; the room being first land. The newspaper costs less than” the
cipal streets might be seen, but for the pro- and if he opened -his front door it would alone.
fusion of folinge. Large tracts of tha city come pouring in, We did not see the force covered with mattresses. * On entering his. glass of grog, yet three. are many people
look at first sight like a thick grove; though of this, when he and all his family who new quarters he dropped upon his bands who think corn juice cheap and newspapers
and knees and began to bark at his keepers ; dear:
closer observation “reveals the bi
were on the floor stood in water. above
8
x
\
user
+

this coast.

Lookipg in the other direction,

li

®

we were too tired and too wet withal to
care for wading, though it was not quite
pleasant to think of going in up. to the arm-

er did the'man hear the dog than he fell in
the bath-tub in a terrible fig,

Several of the

THE

PARTY WAR BEGUN.

stibject :
The deplorable sectional strife in the U.
" Many, Christians make slow progress in S. Senate has already begun.
If was preChristian running, because they “oarry cipitated last Wednesday by a resolution
weights.” I do not refer to ‘indulgence in offered by Senator Morton, to appoint a
known and positive sin. If any man insist ‘committee of seven to be known as the
upon carrying such an encumbrance, it not committee of investigation and retrenchonly affects the question of his progress, ‘ment. As an amendment to this, Senator
but it raises another question—whether he Trumbull moved the adoption. of his pre‘has ever entered the Christian course. But vious resolution, requiring the committee to
there may be, for instance, erroneous views report what offices should be abolished,
of doctrine that hinder a man’s running what salaries reduced, &o.
Tt was in opHe believes, perhaps, that his invol- position to this amendment that . the conwell.
untrary states of mind are sinful ; that he is test began. On the one side were the adverily guilty for the onset of every ‘evil deministration senators, Morton, Conkling,
sire against which be struggles, with the
Edmunds, Sherman, &ec., and opposed
whole, force of his loyalty to his’ Master.

The Morning Star

®
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We_

should look upon content as the

these

were

Schurz,

Thurman,

Patterson,

Wilson, &c. The contest was very spirited, but the Morton resolution was finally
adopted by a vote of 35 to 24.
The question is conceded on both sides to be purely
political and

presidential in

its

bearings

and significance, and even the friends of
the Trumbull amendment do not deny that
it is ai
attlie administration. The merits of the debate were nearly equal on both
sides; and the opponents of the resolution
demonstrated that, whatever they may lack
in
number§,
in force of intellect and

strength of prestige they: ask no odds of
their rivals. Moderate and prominent republicans of both houses regret that the
breach has been thus early opened and is so
rapidly widening:
The interest of both
factions in the Senate seems

more decided--

ly and bitterly hostile than ever before, and
the issue has been forced at this time with-

out adequate cause or reason.
SUNDAY-PARADERS.

The New York Internationals are bent on

a Sunday parade.

They attempted

to do it

-on the 10th, forming a funeral procession,
as they said, in mourning for Ferre, Rossel, &c., lately executed in Paris; but the

pelice arrested some of them and prevented
the parade. But the Internationals entered
a protest, sought permission first of the police and then of the Governor to parade on
the following Sunday, and as we write they
are beating the air with their fists, tearing
their clothes, cursing capitalists and governments, and declaring they will parade
anyway.
The Governor rather evaded
their request, and there is quite a feeling
against the parade.
But there is alsoa
feeling in favor of it, and trouble is appre-

hended if it is attempted.

It seems very

much like'the conduct of their brethren in
Paris last summer.
SUSPENSION OF N. Y. BANKS.

Three of the New York city national
banks, the Ocean,the Union Square and the
Eighthshave suspended payment. It is said
that Tweed and other members of the Ring,
are prominent on the Board of Directors of

these banks, and
caused by their
brought

about

the public uneasiness
present: situation has

the

actual fajlure to meet

suspension.
assets is

But an
not antici-

pated in either case. Receivers have been
appointed and depositers will be likely'to
save all that was committed to.them. These
suspensions create considerable excitement
in the N.Y. financial market, but no seri-

ous complications are probable.
RESIGNATION

OF ATTY.

GENERAL

AKERMAN,

Attorney-General Akerman tendered his
resignation to the President last Wednesday, and it was at once accepted, though it
will not take effect until some time ‘in January.
This extension is desired in order

to allow the retiring Attorney-Geheral to
complete several important official matters
now in progress and transfer the business
Exsos
in good condition to his successor.
Senator Williams of Oregon has been determined on for the prospective vacancy,
but his nomination will not be sent to the
"Senate until after the recess.
A U.S.
judgeship has been offered Mr. Akerman iin
Florida, which itis not likely thathe will
accept.

His

career

in The

Cabinet

has

brought upon him the tisual_abuse, but bis
measures will compare favorably with, those

of, most of his predecessors.
THE ‘CUBAN. QUESTION.
Late intelligence from the consul-general

at Havana indicates that the situation of affairs in that city is very much more serious
than heretofore reported, and
the necessity
for strong force in.its vicinity,
fér the protection of American life and propefty, imperative.
Members of the committee on foreign affairs state that the attitude and tone of

the State department upon our Cuban policy
has undergone a very marked change during the recess of Congress, and that the recent rumors of a-more decided stand in the
defense of our own rights and for the protection of the Cubans are well-founded.
The infliénce and representations of the
Spanish minister are of perceptibly less
weight with the Secretary of State than
they were a few months ago; in fact ave
weaker than at any previous time sce the

outbreak of the Cuban rebellion.

It is stat-

ed on good authority that should the reports

greatest good. , Not .that it is requisite we
should have ‘only a little to live upon, but
when we -have only alittle we should be

strations by the Spaniards in Cuban waters,
in consequence of the recommendations of

satisfied ; for

the President's message, prove

this

reason,

that

those

best

enjoy abundance who are contented with
the least, and so that the pains of poverty
are removed, simple fare can give a relish
equal to the most expensive luxuries.
-|

of enlarged fleets and other hostile ‘demontrugredog-

nition by the government of the belligerent: .
rights of the Cuban insurgents will proba
bly follow without delay.
The recent massacre of students ou the Island, because

they had indulged an exuberance of spirits,

When a man has no design but to speak
plain truth, he may say a great ‘deal in a

and several other circumstances are convincing most people that the Spaniards de

Yery

serve a summary checking.

nmnar row

Compass,

‘408%

Communications,

——TE—————

and serve

land becomes Christianized

-as

an

Our fryit forms a very important part

Lord.”

of our diet, and there are few days througheven thrice, on our table, and the comfort,
health and economy thus secured are by no |
means small.
With a generous supply of
it

certainly

able

hardship to

fruits and

zone.

dispense

berries.

The peach

right

hand of my

© J. A.

STETSON.

A

few young

us

con-

all, I

gave this

mate of Orissa appears to be

damp for

fruit and may be had every day throughout

the year. The plaintain tree “is a beauty,
growing 15 to 20 feet high, sending out
glossy leaves,

T_at
there is joy coming to the soul from a religious life, and-sorrow from an irreligious
life, we are not disposed to deny. That
the true road to endless happiness lies in the
path of rightegusness is an undoubted truth.
But that the true children of God are not
subject to quite a diversity of feelings while
they are unchanged in their religious character is one of those errors frequently
taught and embraced by some conscientious

He bade him fear nothing, but follow: close-

light showed him

buf the cli- ness or nonacceptableness with God?

too

most valuable of all our Indian fruits, since
it is both a very wholesome
and luscious

magnificent

walked the guide, holding a lantern, whose

and so

lem,

Oh, must this be the last, last time,
These little lips Itpress?

Or the last time my babes will feel
A mother’s warm caress?

five

to seven

feet in length, and from one to two in width.
The blossom shoots forth from
apex of the stalk, on a long stem

the very
nearly as

Christians.

Acting upon

ly in his footsteps.
So,

the heavy cluster of fruit, and requires a
_ prop. The sane tree never bears but once,

promised

that, by

though the

light shone

only on a little

And teach them sinful paths to shunt” >

he went on,

They can not stay my spirit’s flight,

this false idea,

light came for each

To walk in ‘Wisdom’s way.!

Nor pluck death’s cruel dart.

ing step, until the end was reached, and "he
was gladly welcomed safe at home.
30, said our pastor, ought you each to

And listen, Jove :—when
Me tenderly to rest,

trusf in that Saviour whom you are seeking.

And sit beside the tarf you've placed

His power and love are infinite.
surely lead you safely through.

1f ’m perniitted, 1 will leave

One

soul there

My home above the skies,
And come and sit beside you, love,

new wave of by this simple story, clung to the guiding
or conditions, and
pleasurable emotions sweeps over their hand of the Good Shepherd, and so found
souls, they crown this state with the name rest and peace that never failed in ail the
of *‘ Higher Life,”—thus implying that a coming years.
Long ago, that good man heard the Massoul could not be
in a true Christian
eut from its roots large shoots, more than.
ter’s call, “Well done, good and faithful
condition and be sorrowful. But Christ
sufficient to supply the place of the parent
was exceeding sorrowful when praying servant, enter thou into the joy of thy Lord,”
stalk, which latter requires to be removed
but his words live after him in the loving
in the garden, and no doubt. he
was
as soon as the fruit has matured and been
in as high
a spiritual condition as at other memories of those to whiom he ministered in
plucked.
spiritual things.
GRACE.
times when he rejoiced in spirit.,
IE
The papaw grows about the same hight as
Human beings, being imperfect in their
ences

and only one kandee, or cluster, at that;
but this kandee, sometimes contains as
many as 200 round, plump, juicy plantains.
Whilst fruiting, the plaintain tree. sends

the

plantain,

has

a soft,

spongy

stem, a

er main

stalk,

one

just

over

each

and placed amidst imperfect surroundings,
with infirmities of body and mind; and in
a condition of warfare, can not seftle their
acceptance or nonacceptance with God by
the! amount “of present joy they possess.

leaf.

The first set of blossoms start within about
a vard of the ground. The fruit very much

resembles, in

size

and

shape, the

green

flash melon.
Forty or fifty or even more
of these round,plump, melon-looking prodwets, completely stud, or surround the stem
of the tree, for two
nearest the ground

or three feet.
Those
ripen first, and are fit

True, the desire to be in a state of uninter-

rupted joy isright and comiendable.
But
joy is not the scale in which to weigh our
piety. For many seemingly joyous ones
live ungodly lives. Not but it is possible
| that there may be such a perfect trust in God,
such a fervent, vigorous engagedness of the
soul, such constant religious% action, “the
fruit of the indwelling of the spirit of God,

for use, while the upper portion is still
green, and by the time the last of the cluster have ripened off, » second crop is already in blossom on a higher section of as to produce joy of soul. But, on the
she tree, no fruit ever appearing a second otlier hand, false religionists raise their own

time on the same place.

very mueh like the
licioug pulp,
It contains

melon,

The fruit cats

has a juicy, de-

though not very
a large number

nutritious.
of round,

black seeds, which have a very aromatic,
spicy flavor, The pavaw is a very innocent,
as well as a refreshing fruit in a hot day,
and may safely be used by invalids.
The mango, common to most hot cli-

/

mates, like the applic husa

2

rieties, and is much
sion and grafting:

"May and may be

great

improved
It begins

had

many va-

by - cultivato ripen in

till July or

Aug.

The choice varieties of the mango are per“haps excelled by no other fruit in the rich
delicacy of its flavor.
Itisa fruit much
valued both by snatives and Europeans. - ;
The pine-apple flourishes on a dry, gravelly soil, and is fond of the sea-air.
Like
the plantain, the

same

stalk

produces but

once. It however abounds in
for seedlings. This fruit is
June and continues more or
months.
They are very

young sprouts
in season in
less for three
easily raised.

minds

by

false

ideas

into

a condition

which to them is joy, nearly all of whom
bring their joys as an evidence of the truths
they claim to declare.
i
:
We can not test our religious condition as

the work of God in the soul by the frames of

P

.

Francis

And though my form you may not see,
You'll know I’m hovering nigh,

So soothingly I'll hush your griefs,
And banish every sigh.
I’ll guard you and my babes, ’till we
““Shall meet on Canaan’s shore;~
Again united in that land
We'll dwell forevermore!
O blessed hope! that we shall meet
Where ties are never riven,
Where farewell téars are never shed,
Nor parting hands are given.

———

Newport was a well known «

del, who died in 1692.

of

his life were

truly

The

Ah see! with
The waiting
Farewell, my
And joined

closing scene

agonizing.

On

a

certain occasion, while looking at the fire,
he exclaimed, ‘‘Oh, that I was to live and

broil upon that fire for a hundred thousand
years, to purchase the favor of God, and be
reconciled to him again! Bat it is a fruitless, vain wish.
Millions of millions of
years will bring me no nearer to the end, 3

BY

Indifference to our

soul's

con-

tively

unimportant.

What

>

we are, and

what we are striving to do and be, is m
to us than what we enjoy. The rest
maineth for the people of God.

will do to live by, it certainly «will not do to

die by, as the language just quoted evidently
shows. Ifall professed infidels were put to

The Precious Psalm.

Mueh has been written about the beauties

of the eleventh Psalm, and it is truly beautiful, It is full of tenderness, and 1 love
its strain of deep humility. Buf is there
not another psalm that is equally glorious,—
the twenty-third ? ¢“The Lord is my shep-

3 | herd, I shall not want. He maketh me. to
lie down in green pastures; he leadeth me
Our garden at S. produced over 300 beau- ly as Christians ought, or is doing to the beside the still waters.” What comfort we
tiful pine-apples this year, and as they were best of his present ability, to cast away his
| derive from this psalm. Is not the Lord alallowed to ripen on the stalk, the flavor confidence in God or in himself, simply beso our shepherd? Do we not lie down in
was excellent.
:
cause he can not tell of so much joy as oth- green pastures and beside the still waters ?
The custard-apple4s produced on trees, ers may represent, or so much as he may
And when we walk'through the valley of
the same ‘as common apples. It begingto have experienced at some. previous time. the shadow of death, we will fear no evil,
ripen in May or June, and continues till the You may hope or trust in God. You may for his rod will comfort us. Does he not
cold weather. It i a very rich, juicy fruit, labor for a greater deadness to the world. prepare a table for us, as well as for David,
and is a great bearer. When allowed to thor- You may draw nigh to God, You may in the presence of our enemies ? Do we not
~ oughly mature on the tree, it has a pulp press on, conforming more strictly to eat of that heavenly manna that the world
and flavor that strikingly remind ope of Christ's spirit. You may know more of knows not of? Does not our cap of mercies
a custard, whence its name.
yourself, though clouds of darkness are ever remain full, and as the sweet singer of
The pomels,a species of the lime,growing round about you, instead of joy. Yes, you Israel says, run over? .
% a large size, not unfrequently six inches may be a solid, growing Christian,living an
Let us bless God for the twen ty-third

One has no right, if he is living upright-

in.diameter, is a delicate tart fruit and much

unselfish life,and gather a riéhGliristian ex>

prized. Tt ripens in July and Aug.,
‘may be had until the cold weather.

perience, though you do not get so ,unspeakably filled with joy as to shout incessantly, or go through any other excessive

The jack-fruit,

king

of fraits,

as a rich,

food.

for

nor

size, is probably

is

nutritious,

and
the

it to be despised

palatable

article of

The tree grows large, has a smooth,

dark greep,

glossy

léaf, while the

springs from the trunk and
at times

quite

under

biowever above ground

ground,

fruit

large limbs,
generally

in the open -air.

The jack-fruit has a coat like the skunk cabbage, but in ghape and size very much resembles a large, long pumpkin.
Specimens of the jack are seen to measure more
than two feet in length and three in girth,

expression of gladness.

4

* Whether we are joyous or the reversé, we
must take into account
and the real condition of

our surroundings
the soul, in order

to determine how much

of our joy really

comes from the spirit of God within us,
Sorrow
comes
or how
much of our
from God's disapprobation. If we are

living in tbe

practice

of

known

sin,

what avails it though we have much joy?
If we are in captivity to our habits, of what
benefit is the joy? If we ure neglecting

and to weigh ower sixty pounds avoirdupois. known duties, wherein have we to glory in
A footto eightern inches in length is very “our joy? We may well know our joy to be
common, The fruitis very nutritious and false if we are lovers of sin ; and we know,
The

.

guava

grows

like the apple, and is

ANo. 1 fruit, for making jelly. Tt flourishies better in the interior, than near the

.

on the other hand, that sorrow of soul is not
an indication of God's displeasure when we
are lovers of righteousness.

“Quarterly Meeting

how

24.

“At

in

perintendent to abstain from it altogether.

~ G. Waldo Smith thought we make a mis[This was the first take in not looking sufficiently after our
oft

would

I have]

converted scholars, We ought to have an
experience’ class, "under care of a judicious
leader...
pr

General Locke thought we ought to avoid

Irirshness,

on

a

one-half

various

mostly

from

ways

in

the

Suirday-school work.

counsel

all

comfortable season to the children of God.”

© 7.“Fast day. A good meeting.
Gréat
tenderness among the people. Glory to the
King of heaven.”
There lived in New Durham at that time

He had served in the

French war, and was an officer in the war
of the Revolution. He was a man of influence and had great respect for Randall, who
‘most of

Christian.

all,

desired

that

he

the - audience”

perchance

were

grown boys and girls. © This class of, young
people would rather be called anything else
«
than children.
:
i
A recess was then taken for social conversation, after which Dr.

Vincent review-

ed the errors which had been mentioned,
and found there were about forty.
The rest of the evening was spent in farther discussion of mistakes, and in listening to eloquent-addresses from Col. Griffin,
of London, and Rev. R. W, Childlaw, of
Cincinnati.—S.

S.

Workman.

CONVERSION OF CHILDREN.

New

York,

with

a

fes<ion was made of mistakes committed in

day, in examining Bro. H. D. Buzzell. A
most blessed day of the power of God. 25.
The ordination took place. A most powerful time.”
:
Fes. 21. *Fastéd all day, visited some
and had some trials.”
ArriL 3.
“First day.
Meeting at the
meeting-house in New Durham. Felt a remarkable degree of the power while speaking. Oh, it was almost too much for my
poor frail body to bear. In the afternoon,
to Middleton and attended the funeral of
Benj. York. Felt a great weight on my
soul.
Evening at a school-house in the
same town, spoke from, ‘To-day if ye will
hear his voice, harden not your hearts.’ A

Col. Thomas Tash.

and yet not lean so much to the

side of good-nature as to throw the school
into disorder by too much free-and-easy conversation with teachers and scholars.
- J. Bennet Tyler said that a very common mistakeof superintendents and Sunday-school speakers is to address schools as
‘my dear children.” He had known distinguished Sunday-school speakers who are
if the habit of saying ** my dear children,”
and constantly repeating the phrase, when

sprinkling from Brooklyn and Jersey City.
After a bountiful collation, Dr. Vincent
took the chair, and for about two hours con-

JOSEPH FULLONTON.
—

Gilmanton

But nobody

seemed to be able to give exact information.as to the amount which might exedi
ently be used. Some even went so faras
to say that it would be very nice for a su.

:

Jerusalem,

present,

hGamhspn FROM ELD. RANDALL'S JOURNAL.

swal-

dition is sad; but the loss of joy, in the
earnest conflict to overcome, is compara-

:

carrying

on

of

-

our

The chairman began by stating that he
considered ,our {wo prominent mistakes to
be—

my tortures than ohe poor hour.Oh
iJAN. 8, 1803. “Spent the day and night,
1. Failure to appreciate the dignity of the
ty! who can properly paraphrag
upon the till after midnight, in religious visits from affice.
words—*forever and ever’? ” Just before his, houseto house, in which had some sweet | 2. Failure to appreciate the importance
of Bible study.
departure to the world of spirits, he cried consolations and refreshings.”
Ralph Wells said we must remember to
out with much grief, ‘Qh, the insufferable
23. “First day.
Attended meeting in be personal in this matter. My mistakes,
pains of hell and damnation.”
New Durham. In the forenoon spoke from, nos yours, or those of somebody else. He
In health and prosperity it is quite’an ‘Behold the man’ in the afternoon, ‘Be- had formerly made the mistake of trying to
easy thing to say that religion is a phantom ; held your King.’ A good season, glory to govern by physical strength. Better try
moral stamina. He used to thipk he could
but.in the hour of death it is quite a differ- God.”
.
do all the work himself. - Better to organent thing to believe itto be so. If infidelity

the tendency is to bring us nearer and nearlowed up.

wings all plumed for flight,
angels stand!
love, and babes,”—s3he said,
the heavenly band.

Barly Sketches.—No. 27.

our mind alone.
It is rather walking before God, living near to him, and faithfully the test, what, would become of their infideldischarging our duty. We may be grow- ity? It would take its flight as it did from
ing Christians without our joy being much Newport, Voltaire, Fainé, and others, at the
increased. What is needed in our time is approaeh of death. #"Therefore, take warnnot joy, but deadness to the world. We ing ; be not deceived ; *‘buy the truth, and
B.
are in the whirlpool of worldly excitement ; sell it nod.”7, oS
we are it may be in the outer circle; but
<
er the inner circle where we shall be

;

And dry your weeping eyes;

A Warning to Infidels.

organization and imperfect in knowledge,
of themsélves, of one another, and of God,

beautiful spangled leaf, und is a perpetual
‘bearer, having habits peculiarly its own.
The fruit blossoms spring from the trunk,

you have lain

So gently on my breast,

that night, aided perhaps

the next yearin

Some one

8S. S. Department,

‘Wrung from your breaking heart;

He will

v

It is

writing in the Sunday-school Times says:
If parents could only be brought to realize that the first half dozen years of a child’s
\life are really the: forming
- yedrs, how
great a change might we look for in theiy
practice. Scarcely any one looks for the
{
conversion of & child under ten ortwelve
Mistakes of Superintendents.
years of age, and even then the ginoerity of
tl OO
their piety is offen seriously doubted, esThe best of men make mistakes, and the pecially if they should apply for admission
wisest: dre. those whe are not ashamed to to the church. A dear child of twelve years,
acknowledge what they have done in this in our Sundaysschool, has for. nearly a year
direction. A man who never made a mis- git bright’ evidence of true conversion,
‘take in his ite will do to hand down to posut is rot permitted by her<parents to unite
terity as a monument of excellent deport- with the church, on the ground that she is
ment, but it is. questionable if he is one of not old enough. An experienced minister
the men. who can be relied on for help or says he has often had cause to régret tak%dvice in any of the work of this life that ing older people into the church, but never
The man who, knowing he a child.
| must be done.
:
:
;
has made mistakes, refuses to confess them,
Lady Huntington writes, that she well
{ and persists in bis mistaken course of con- remembers, at the dge of three years, de| duct, is valued more for his obstinacy than liberating, whether she would give her heart
| for his efficiency.
;
to God then, or wait until she was older,
| Accepting the fact that we are all prone and of deciding to wait.
President Edto error, and that confession and compari- wards mentions a little girl who was hope-.
| son of our errors are good for us, the sub- fully converted at the age of four, who
jeet selected for discussion at the ** Super- adorned the Christian profession through
intendents’ Sociable,” held at Dr. Crosby's her whole life.
Surely such instances
| church last week, was a well-chosen one. | should arouse us to- greater diligence In
It was *“The Mistakes of Superintendents.” | using all good influences which may be the
About one hundred superintendents were | means of bringing about lke blessed re-

Oh, hush those stifled sobs of grief,

succeed-

tobe fussy.

a mistake for him to use too much tobacco.
Mr, Stearns asked how much tobacco a

Silas Willey spoke from, ‘I have "caused
thine iniquity to pass from thee, and I will
clothe thee "with change of raiment.’
It
was to good satisfaction.”
[This Willey
was of Pittsfield and a clothdresser by
trade. He ‘afterwards lived in Raymond
where 1 knew him.
Later he went to
Maine, improved as a licentiate and died
about 20 years ago, at an advanced age.]

Deal kindly with my little ones,
‘When I amdar away,

of the road, he had full confidence in. the
power and willingness of his friend to perform all he promised, and. trusting to his
guidance, took one step at a time. Ever, as

they account themselves the children of God
one day and the children of wrath another.
When in the providence of God they are
brought under favorable : religious influ-

large round as one's wrist, and, in due
time, this bends over under the weight of

He

take for a superintendent

dom and great attention. In the afternoon,

.

My love, I leave them to your care:
You'll be their all on earth;
Deal gently with them, for the sake
. Of her who gave them birth.

so doing, he should be guided safely home.

There are some superintendents who. make
more noise than they prevent. It is a mis-

was

‘power

gathered thee, &c. ”.
Q. M. held in that place. ' The meetingTiouse was in the Ladd and Philbrick neighborhood.
A few years ago those were living whom Theard tell of the great interest of
that meeting and how Randall preached.]
In Sept. Randall was at Yearly Meeting
Hé continued in that
in Woolwich, Me.
section several days and saw much of the
work of God. He mentions that in a meeting in Edgecomb,” Sept. 14, many were
.
sk
He writes that,
{| struck under conviction.
Gy
“The next mornipg several in great distress
came where I stayed and we prayed with
them; then went and visited others under
conviction,”
Oct. 2. ** At New. Durham.
Good free-

My life is almost o'er;
For I would press them to my heart
Until it throbs no more.

only one step at a time.

It is & mistake for the superintendent to
be too noisy in his attempt to secure order.

Deerfield. - It was a glorious time of power.
The last afternoon I spoke from, ‘O Jerusa-

Send, bring my precious babes to me;

illustration Hf faith in

much

[M. George was a Con-

AuGs 17 and 18.

‘Weep not, beloved ; know Stig, ‘He
Who doeth all things well;
In his embrace to dwell.

But does the joy or sorrow which rests upon the soul form a true test of its acceptable-

temperate

here,

any variety ol grape as yet introduced.
The plantain; or banana, is perhaps the

i

century.]

‘Whe takes me from your tendér arms,

think that they wanted to be Christians, had

doctrine

year, for the use of a certain pulpit for advertising .purposes. He urged the use of
a blackboard in the vestibule both for .
church and Sunday-school notices.
.

Barnstead where he preached about half a superintendent ought to use?

* ‘Which gathers on my brow.*

people, who had begunto

His

gregationalist and settled

So gently raise me now;

gathered one night in their pastor's study.”
One und another told their temptations,
their fears and perplexities. Then, to help

religion

in the meeting,”

”

“Pillow my head, and wipe the damp

»

Chamberlain's.

very clear, but there ‘was not

“I am dying, dearest, dying!

“a

Faith in Jesus.

:

that

And thus to him she said :—

f.

a

Some appear.to think

the

with

uphold thee

righteousness.”

20. - “Went to hear Enos George at

5 self,”
Capt.

A manly form bent o'er her,

eter-

Trust at all times in God. *‘ Fear
I am with thee. Be not disfor Iam thy God; I will strengthyea, I will help thee; yea; I' will

nal life.
not for
mayed;
en thee;

27 and 28. ‘‘Out-visiting the people, but
did not find much-lifé in them nor in my-

A fair young wife, and mother
Lay on her dyingbed ;

work |

rest. and

.

——

with rich

of the

flourishes

does the grape in_the interior,
°

r

lead the world to Christ for

MRS. J. DEERING.

Ly

the most of ourselves, to do
well,£0imakt
the “gréatest possible good to ethers, to

Lack of Joy in Christians.

can be

our Christian

do

BY

sists in making themselves or in: being Jesus, |
Oh, who will Jove, as'1 have loved,
One dark, stormy night two persons werg
cakes, pies, puddings, pastry, &e., &e., at: made supremely happy;
and anything
My little ones so fair;
.
One, the
the same time’ effecting a large saving in which fails of this is no Christianity. If they: traveling on a dangerous road.
So gently wipe their falling te ars,
He knew
Or smooth their sunny-hair?
, the items of medicines, labor and ‘table ex- have enough of this, so that they can have a guide, had been over it before.
all
its
windings,
and
just
where
the
hidden {~
penses.
Why does not everybody, with a sort of glorification over themselves, they
!
« Who'll feel for them as I have felt,
rood of spare land, raise fruit?
What that think they are in a very fine spiritual con- dangers were, Ie had power to protect
And $hare their every grief;
his
friend
from
them
all.”
He
loved
him
comes of the earth, more nearly allies one | dition ; but if a cloud dims the vision of their
And teach them patiently to bear
Their little trials brief?
to Eden itself, than a fruit garden?
joy, they suppose their Christianity to have and was willing and anxious to conduct him
Here we hdve at least a score of different taken wings; and God's Holy Spirit to have safélyto his journey’s end. To the ether,
So kindly,
tend their fevered limbs,
He only
varieties of indigenous fruits worth culti- been w:thdrawn. And hence.a gloom rests the path was wholly unknown.
Or bind éach aching brofv?
vating, and still we have not the apple, pear, over their souls resembling midnight: dark- knew that the home and friends which he
Who'll take these little hands in theirs,
And teach ‘Our Father’ now?
:
sought Jay at its end. But just before him
"plum, cherry, currant and many other valu- ness,
Le
:
deemed no.

~

a determination to

J
“a

be brought out and rejoiced greatly in the
Lord.”
ore
i ——

round about us.

Do it when the sun shines and the soul is
over flowing with joy. There is virtue in

J.P,

Sept. 5, 1871.

R 20, 18 1.

Er

x

a

and the inhab-

ah

* SantTpore,

out the year, but it:may be seen, twice or

ym

his

darkness are

clouds. of

excel.

itants acquire Habitsof industry and thrifty
it may be ‘made as ¢ the garden of the

and soiled and forced-ripe fruit of the mark-

ripe fruit at Rand,

.

"

lime are ‘common,

fresh from the tree, ih place of the bruised,

.

wo

»

lent substitute. Tan
‘
While the.above sketch of a few of our
most common and most valuable products
of the garden will show that India is not
“= . Our Indian Fruits.
denied, nor stinted in, * the precious fruits
/
Diring our first sojourn in India, we brought forth by thé sun,” it may also show
the distinctive influence of Hindu idolatry
came to like the fruits of the country,
but
on
the people, when it is known that of the
_ did very little in the way of cultivating them:
great masses: very few indeed are everat
ourselves.
Now, we have a good variety
the trouble of supplying themselves and
“of excellent fruit in our awn garden. We
have the pleasure of seeing it grow and families with even a single variety of good,
wholesome fruit permanently. . Once this
ripen under our own eye, and of using it

rich,

A

al
rT

et.

/

.

td

Si
*

should

bea

ize a school well, putting the right man in
the right place in every department.

It is a mistake to be afraid of hard work.
It is worry that kills people, not work.
It is a bad mistake to think there is any
strength in ourselves.
in Christ.

All

It is a great mistake

our

to try

¥

strength is
17

to please

everybody.

the

school

during

the

lesson.

I have no

If any stranHe was injured very much by a fall from. gers come, I have to set them at work as
teachers in vacant classes.
his horse and sent for Randall to visit him.
12." He did not appear to be acquainted
with the Lord.
Conversed and prayed with

*

THE ““ MUTUAL Crass.”
Such a clase
gives dignity and character to the school.
Its members are better qualified than young
pupils or young teachers to manage iy
rect the societies, to look after the library,
to arrange for excursions, picnics, and afiniversaries,—all of which are a part of the

Sunday-school of the present day.
The mutual class will have perhaps thirg
or forty members; and each one will

:

free to express his or her thought, and each

one who is willing to do it may in turn take
the place of questioner or teacher. Let ho
one be forced to do this. Let the understanding De that it is a mutual * interchange
of views and thonghts¢acquired by study of
the lesson.—There —_—_ always be a leg
son

to

study,—some

subject of the

Bible

history or truth commenced and systematically followed up.
It is astonishing how little most, people know of the
Scriptures. Make proof of this assertion
by asKing some Seripture question of your

-

wife, sister, or husband, who is sitting near

you as you

read

this.

derful,

how

much may be learned by

too,

It is won-

the one weekly recitation and talk of suc
Mr.’ Van Vliet had found harshness and a class.
>
scolding a great mistake.
He gave an incident from his own experience by which a
promising boy was lost to the school by un- |, MEMBERS ALWAYS.
As a rule, children
necessary severity.
:
who enter the
Sunday-schools in ‘Wales
Mr. A. D. Matthews would sum up the continue in them as members till old age.
experience of thirty years as a s:perintendminister writes, ‘“ We have in
ent by saying that there is not enough of ourA Welsh
Sunday-schools some who have seen
the ** good shepherd,” as a general thing, fourscore years; and we have many who
attached to thes office. The power of the can not see to read, yet attend to hear the
superintendent ought to be felt at the homes word of God read, explained, and applied.”
of his flock. Let the scholars and their
This is as it should be everywhere, There
parents be encouraged to ask for advice. - ought
to be no ‘such thing heard of as a
Mr. Merrell, thought there was too much scholar leaving the Sunday-school bécause
.loose and loud talking before school. There he may think himself too old to be instructare superintendents who magnify their 4 ed in Christian truth or to instruct others in
office in talking all they can. Loudness can it. What an idea! Children of our Sundaybe corrected by tenderness, Set _the key schools, consider yourselves life-members
right, and there is mére spiritual-power.
of them. Neverthink of outgrowing them.
Dr. Vincent said that for the superintendRe———
ent to march around the school while the
lesson is going on is a great mistake,
;
CHrist 1x THE HEART.
Rev. John BarMr. Hogg: I have to go round throug

He was then 81 years of age. -gecretaries or other officers.

Randall writes : —¢* Visited Col. Tash April

sults.

.

J=N.

Stearns, of Gréen Point:

Not hav-

ing a Teachers’ meeting,—not having a
Teachers’ Library.
(We find ours of one
hundred and thirty ,volumes exceedingly
valuable.)
Taking anybody and every-

rowes, of Milford,

followed.

He

said:

I

find in my own county that the great lack
is the personal application of Christ to the
heart of the little child.

The

teachers

tell

all about the lessons of the Bible, they go
all round and about the matter, but never
bring the question to the hearts of’ the children.

They

never.speak of Jesus as hav-

ing died for them, or in any such way as te
him with some degree of freedom,” draw out their hearts to the Cross on which
‘
:
May 7.
‘About a foot of snow fell.” . ‘body who offers to teach.
Mr: Hogg related an imcident showing Christ hung. This is the great difficulty in
psalm. It fills the soul with joy unspeaka- |* 14. “A meeting all day from house to
the
power of kindness and Judgment in re- our schools. They lack personal applicable, when one reads its blessed promise, | house.
tion, and in bringing home to them that
In the evening a meeting at Bro. proving the unrul
j
that goodness and mercy shall follow us all ‘Isaac Chamberlain's. © A marvelous seaMr. Bond i 4 of the importance of blood ‘* which speaketh better things than
We must take and
the days of our life. How great was Davids son.”
ithe culture and nurture of children who the blood of Abel.”
3
have found Christ. It is a mistake to leave feel an interest in. every child, and bring
faith in the Lord, his shepherd! Ours may.
18, 19, and 20, he was at a Quarterly
them uncared for, as if they were advanced them to the throne of grace for Jesus’ sake,
be equally strong, for he also leadeth us in Meéting in Meredith.
The next day he Christians needing no guidance,
and thus accomplish far more than we do.
. . .
the path of' righteousness for his name's rode home 82 miles. The following record
Dr. Vincent: It is a mistake to belittle
’
sake, and we will dwell in the house of the shows how much he made of this journey our work by beginning every address with
«
Lord forever.
J. K. KILLGORE.
Wny Keep OPEN.
Overcoming difiliome :—**Called at a number of places and “My dear” little children.” The majority
to the season will develop
of ¢ deat little children” thus addressed are culties incident
had
most
blessed
refreshing
seasons
at
every
|
true character.
There was a fine Christian philosophy in place, in singing, exhortation and pray- over sixteen years of age.
Geo. A. Bell, of Brooklyn: The questhe cheerful remark of a bright young
The fevils of disorginization every fall
er.”
;
:
How can we
tion is constantly asked,
| will be avoided.
Christian on his dying bed : ‘When I have
26." ‘At Wolfhorough and married Bro. keep our older scholars? - Certainly not by
Scholars will be impressed that teachers
most pain in my body,” said he, ‘‘I have
treating them as “little children.” Young
Wm.
Rust and Sister Susanna Melville, people
of sixteen or eighteen years of age are thoroughly in earnest in seeking their
the most peace in my soul. I do not doubt
Then spoke from the words, ‘But your time wil not stand it.
pat
Superintendents and eternal welfare,
but there is love in the bottdm of the cup,
is always ready’. A good season.”
ymn-writers
ought
to
be
on
their
guard
|
The
avenues
of
Christian
usefulness and mouth.”
the
in
bitter
terribly
though ‘it is
against this error. It is a mistake to say. sympathy] will thus te kept open all the
Jury
1.
“At
Portsmouth.
Spent
part
It was at the bottom of the cup that the
In con- one word to the school while it is tn disor-- time betweén' teacher and scholar, .
was deposited, and he of the day with Eld. Elias Smith.

precious blessing
must needs drink the whole bitter draught

to reach it.

:

dal

.

’

versation, found him very loving, free and
clear. Then went to Kittery with him,
He gave an edifying discourse.
I found
freedom in speaking and it was a powerful

;
Let not then the unstable human emoSubtility in, the extreme is false delicacy
» a
season.”
:
Those tions ruleus in our Christian life. Let us true delicacy is solid subtility.
coast. The same also of oranges.
26. “Was sent for to go to Wm. BenLower Bengal and Orissa are dare, in the name of Christ and our allegivery inferior. The real lemon, I have ance to" him, to rise up. and assert our “Men resolved dipon spobelief, can yield net's. His wife was in groat distress of
soul, but blessed be God, she appeared to
never
seen in. India, but varieties of the Christian manhood. Do it when -thick themselves to any delusion. ly ~
y

der. Secure order with dignity and calmness.
:
Ralph Wells thuogh t it was

mistake to make an advertising

mediugof’

the superintendent's desk.
ere are 00
many notices
given out in school, some of
them of things in which the school has no
interest.
|
IE

« Alfred Taylor told of a sharp business
man who offered two hundred: dollars a
bd

-\

a grievous

The winter months fui nish special oppor- :

Hy

for the growthof adult classesin

numbers and proficiency."

Satan does not suspend operations for six

months in the year.,

(lan

istian teachers

afford to do so?
!
Si
Death is busy all the yesw round, and so
should

those

be

who

death, —Bap'dst Teacher.

are

preparing for

a

Shi

.

.

4

~

i

-

[3

Selections.
Not,

Now.

etl)

ture does

Not now, my child—a little more rough tossing, ,
Alittle ro fou on the billows’ foam ;
“A few=more
Journeyings in the desert darkness,

And then

Not now, for I have loved oes sad. and weary;
Wt thou net cheer them “it a kindly smile?
who need thee in their lonely sorrow,

Wilt thou not tend them yet a little while?

Not now, for wounded hearts are sorely bleeding,
And thou must teach those widowed
hearts to sing;
Not now, for orphan tears are thickly Talling;
They must be gathered ‘neath some sheltering wing.

yd

And souls are perishingin helpless sin;
Jerusalem's bright gates are standing
open —
Go to the banished ones and fetch
them In.
.
I

Go with the nantof Jesusto the dying,

And speak that name in all its living power;
Why should thy faltering heart grow chill and weary?
Canst thou not watch with me one little hour ?

One little hour! ind then the glorloud crowning:
the victor's palw;

One Htttle hour! and then the hallejujah!
"
Eternity’s long, deep, thanksgiving psalm!
,— Dublin Trast Depository.

:

Grumption in Ministers.
—

All of a sudden the moderator of our parmeeting inquired,—*‘What

is the most

important quality tb be demanded of our
new minister?” Nobody could guess the
answer to this conundrum, until

Whittling

Joe, as he was called from his Yankee habit, said, “I’ve gocit.

We must havea chap

that can whittle.”
“What? ” cried Miss Simple.
“Whittle! ” said Joe, solemnly.
“Not on my carpet, as yoa do,” reforted
she.
:
.
* Joe acknowledged the *‘deiicate hint,” as
he termed it, bu: ‘soon returned to the

charge.
0 tell you whitfliag is the

:

toast.

Let me

see what he will make out or’ a shingle with
a jack-kunife,

and

I can

guess what

he will

“I
nist.

5

blame

them

knowing

the

wo

STAR,

EE

JDid He Love God?

the

:

can ghess already,” said his antago“He'll make nothing but shavings,

just as you do, and they will all have to be
swept together and burned up.”

of nature.

My

sentiments on this topic meta cheerful and
ready response.
“Strange,”
said I, “ that so few’ of us
love (od, when we all of us think hin so

good. . Do you love him ?” I asked sudden-

:

.

cm——

=

>

———

CR

—

20,

—

:

ae

tn

=

forest

and

tree dropping

the little shoot

its seed

one

appearing

autumn,

above

the

. ground by the next autumn.”

“ What signs?”
:
‘ For instance, if we love any one wl
think of that ene often.
This is,so much
the case that it has come to he an equivalent phrase. We say of one that we love,
¢ 1 think a great deal of so-and-so.”
Isn't
this so

“Yes.

Iam

even

think a good deal of

that I love
* Well,
for God.
God
The man_
‘¢ Have

more
a

apt

person

to say I

than

to say

him.”
:
r
now apply that test to your love
Do you think a great deal of
:
hesitated.
you thought of him to-day ?”

“Why,” exclaimed I, ‘that was the most
beautiful thing in the sermon.
How did it
spoil everything ?
“Simply by being a lie,” answered the
* Can't say that I have.”
schoolmaster, sneeringly ; -‘‘that particular
:
:
-seed he alluded to never germinates till the |° ** This week ?”
*¢ Couldn't be certain that 1 have,”
second year. "¢ Within a month ?”
Vexed at betraying my
ignorance, I
“ Well, yes.
I should say that
I have
could only maintain that the minister
shouldn't be expected to know just how thought of God within a montn.”
“.And do you suppose you average a
long it. takes every particular seed to gerthought of God once a month P”
minate.
:
¢] think I do.”
*All right,” said the dominie; “only Why
*¢ Is thinking of God twelve times a year
should he say it will germinate in a year, it
thinking
a good deal of God—is it loving
he doesn’t know it?”
him
?”
“Come, come,” brokein the Admiral,
e man was silent.
‘that is mpeg,
child's
play; now, my last
¢ There is atiother test. We are certain
chaplain was
fool, The first Sunday
A mother
out from Charlestown, he sent to know if I to talk of those whom we love.
wouldn't give orders to, have the ship stop ‘knows, who are her son’s favorite companreeling and tossing during divine service, ions at school—he has so much to say about
them. You can consider within yourself
because it made him sea-sick.”
. “Why can’t you all be serious ?" said the how much you spontaneously talk about
“I, was president of the Steamship God.”
: FJudge.
Something in the spirit of our conversas]
-Company when the old Massachusetts blew
I suppose it was, or perhaps it was
up near the outer light; and the next Sun- tion,
day, the parson preached on the reckless wholly a heavenly influence breathed into
sacrifice of human life, and accused us of the man, that made him not merely patient
manslaughter in sending out a boat in so bad under this cross-examination, but even de-

a condition.

If he had waited a week,

he

would
have found that every competent
witness testified that the explosion came
from a

flaw in the iron,

at present,

knows

which no

how to detect.

science,
The

man

was worse than a simpleton.
He laid himself’ open ‘to charge of libel, and I never,

went to the church again till his
sermon was preached in 467"...
Raymond,

our bank

clerk,

farewell
.

thought

the

sirous, apparently,

to feel

the

deeper yet into the quick.
“ One more

test of love,” I said,

are fond of doing
love.

fal,

probe thrust

You are industrious,

kind-hearted,

"Why are you so?

‘We

things for those whom we
your

Have

honest,

neighbors

truth-

say.

you a thought in

it of pleasing
God?
Do you ever say to
yourself,
Now this I will do because it
will please God, for I love him '?”

minister who presented the check at the |. That candid witness againet himself con~'desk “yesterday was about as green as any, fpssed that he could not remember having
«for he did not know what
do when he ever in the whole course of his life done a
was told to endorse it. When he left the single act for the sake of pleasing God.
bank, the cashier said, “‘the Elder would The evening drew on, and I bade hm
1 never knew whether he
escape one great trouble in life, if he only good jet,
ound out afterwards how industry, honeskept ignorant of the way of endorsing paty,

”n

truthfulness,

and

kindnoss,

become

re

vessel groans and straius in | half its misery, and to which death’ comes | person and property, If the Sunday laws | L I TT LE
The sea rages. And now in a balmier dream, It is’ aonsiderateness.
e neglected or dispised, the laws of person
the shout comes down, ‘On deck, thers! I It is-tenderness of feeling. It'is warmth of and Proper; will soon share there fate, and LI1*TLE
ses the light.’
“Where away?” “Two affection. It is promptitude of sympathy. be Seua ly disregarded, —Atlourney General
lexrTie
lw
points off the Jeshow »' “Steady, quarter- It is love in alkits depths, and all its delica;
itis
master; keep her full!” And on she plows cy. 'It is everything included in that
LITTLE
her way, cheered by the guiding light. Ah! matchless grace, the gentleness of Christ,
whatis this? She is in the midst of breakRO
ers!

And now she

> Why Should

strikes on the reef, and

When the Lord

‘ Please

yourself,

was

his
people from the
bisa
wholly unhe did not Hey
kingdom, on which

Insurande companies have failed.

NOW

come,

:

are heirs, and to the inheritance of which we

: AND

OFTEN.

AND

OFTEN.

“AND

OFTEN.

.AND

OFTEN.

cause it is not seen, and because it is

or care for one of its

|LITTLE

AND

LITTLE

AND

or, the

Biblical account

of Man’s

ini

Anti,

by

aL

ED

a

DOVER, N. H,

Clergymen.

see

And

dress the SIRARD
eow2md4-

shall I,

Messrs. ID.
lected

in the

United

States.
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AGENTS WANTED. EXTRA TERNS,

Publishing House

work extant which satisfies this want.

and circulars

free.

Address,

standing this terrible “ BAPTISM
It

reality of

MACLEAN,

AGENTWANTED

system from its origin

dS.

to the

present time,

and civil and religious liberty, it shows

exposes

its

strongly tend fo bring this

FORD, CONN

this sudden change, I closely questioned
¢ Q, sir,” she replied, *“ will not my
her.
dear mother be glad ! Why, she has becn
times took the form
of a severe
repartee,
but only when it was deserved.
* Sir,” praying for me for twenty years.”
I wasonly. reapI understood it then.
said a blustering, low-lived man, who attempted to push against him and throw ing in the field carefully, tilled by a loving
Oh, the minishim down, *¢ sir, I never make way
for a mother's prayers and tears.
fry of prayer, how its power prevails!
fool.”
**I always
do,” replied
Wesley,
Take the fact of Sunday-school effdp
stepping asigle’ and calmly passing on.—
Jible-classes,
prayer-meetings; how
Stevens's History of Methodism.
.
tinually is the pastor reaping the fr

3. Will

you think of the meeting during

the day, and come resolved and prepared to

’

BETTER

country

A

AND

CABLE

13w38

CHEAPER

SCREW

take some part in the exercise, and seek
the earliest opportunity of carrying your
resolution into effect?
4. Will yow occupy the nearest vacant
géat to the leader of the meeting?
J
wlton.
5. Will you join heartily in the singing?
6. Will you speak or pray briefly, and to
the point?
Ge
:
Things to Give.
7. Will you bring some unconverted or
backslidden friend with you?
Our hearts to God.
Prov. xxiii. 26.
Praise to Him.
Psalms xcvi. 7, 8.
They can be ** fitted X to almost any meet~
Thanks to Him.
1 Thess.v. 18.
ing, to its improvement.
>
Our bodies a living sacrifice.
Rom. xxi.

WIRE.

A Beautiful

1.

Thought.

7
Dickens wrote: ‘¢ There is nothing beautiful and good that dies and is forgotten. An
infant, a prattling child, dying in its cradle,

2. Cor. ix."
>
- More blessed to give than receive.
Acts
THINGS TO KEEP,
Our hearts with diligence. * Prov. iv. 23.
The commands of God, 1 John iii. 24.
The truth, Prov. xxiii. 23. .
A good conscienc®. 1 Tim, i. 19.
The tongue from evil. Ps. xxxiv. 13.

will Jive again in the better thoughts of

those who loved it, play its part though its
body be burned to ashes or ‘drowned in the
deepest-sea. There isnot an angel added
_to the hosts of heaven

but does

its

blessed

work on earth in those that loved it- here.
Dead! Oh, if the good deeds of human
creatures coudd be traced

how beautiful
for, how

much

would

even

charity,

to

their

death

mercy,

The Sabbath

source,

appear;

day.

James i. 27.

Ex. xx. 8.

growth

Love.

» FRUITS OF THE

@

is

by Vol-

taire to sup with him and stam Cs

gemial, it

is not

long before it bursts ; for the life within is
so abundant that it can no longer contain it
all, but in blossomed brightness and swimming fragrance it must needs let forth its
joy, and gladden all the air.
And if, when
thus ripe, it refuses to expand, it would

Wh

then, my lord, can

be

we are able

GOODS,

Elegant

STUDY

4d

the

116

Pan

to offer

Price,only

One

St.,

Boston

.

Dollar;

Cop-

EVERITT.
Dozen

ies. $10.50,

tid

reason

Successors to Wa.

aware

felicity, and rioting in riches

of its

which

own

it has

“The worst of it is,” said our old deacon,
‘they are ignorant of so many other things,

transfigured from a task into a delight,
when they are animated with: the loving

t00.

spirit of a conscious personal love to a perto bliss“tvithout foreboding.
sonal God revealg¢d and accessible in Christ
Prack. Peace.is love reposing; it is.love
Jesus.—Chris. Weekly.
i.

no/fearof exhausting;

it

is. love

taking a

' Spasmodic Religion.
Sr

ANEW

—

‘This kind of religion that

CHURCH
SINGING

Health
Just

& CO.,

& CO, New

Economy,

Boston.

York.

Good

published, a revised

fi)

’

Living.

edition of Mrs.

CORNELI-

two leaves of the book,) $225.
A Complete HHousehold Guide, and the standard book for all culinary
and household duties. The interleaved edition is es-

pecially
ded to the attention of young houseeepers, to whom no more acceptable present conld
be made. For sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail
THOxPSON, BIGELOW&
:

Wait!
THE

BROWN,
4w4 ©

Wait
SINGING

BOOK for

BOOK

THEODORE

t047

per 100.
Sample copTo be published by

E.

PERKINS,

143 Sth Street, New

c- CHRISTIAN

York.

BAPTISM.

This little book has been revisedby the author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
‘a very comely appearance. It should bg in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of this newly revised and useful
Price,

in cloth, only 25 cts.;

mn

paper covers,

AGENTS WANTED FOR

BRINGING IN SHEAVES.
FRUIT

OF

HIS

LIFE

COMMISSIONS LARGE.

For terms, address,

JAMES H. EARLE, Publisher, Bostox, Mass,
WwW

od

~~

=

ONIL.Y
DON'T

”

Rad

THE NEW CHURCH MUSIC BOOK.
“ THE SCEPTRE.”
By Dr. A. BROOKES

MUSIC BOOK FOR
SCHOOLS,
4

WORK.

“Is haying an immense success.”— Daily Standard.

B. BRADBURY.

ho

alternates. be-

DETSON

us’s
COOK BOOK
4ND
YOUNG HOUSEKEEPERS’
FRIEND. Enlarged in all its departments, and very
handsomely bound. price $1.50. Interleaved (4 leaf
ot blank paper for additional receipts between every-

&: MAIN, 425, Broome 8t., N. Y

quickly rot at heart, and die.
And Chris- they tolerate so great ax absurdity as «the
Catarrh!
flan Jove is just piety with its. petals fully Christian religion®”. “1 suppose, mad- Catarrh!
spread, developing itself, and, making it a ame,” replied his lordship, ¢“ it is because"
IT CAN BE CURED.
happier world. The religion which fancies’ they have not been able to establish any- |
When they can,
Circulars. price, liets, and all necessary informathat 1t loves God, when it never ‘evinces thing better in its stead.
tion can be had by addressing (with return stamp)
love to.itg
brother, is not piety, but a poor, 1 do'not doubt hut that in their wisdom
&
Rey. T. P. CHILDS,
mildewed theology,—a dogma with a worni they will readily adopt it."
wid
Troy, Ohio.
:
in the heart.
} Joy. ‘Joy isthe happiness of love; itis
love exulting ; it is love

0.

C.H.IDITSON

Sent by mail on receipt of One Dollar.

BIGLOW

with

Rondos,

. By Rev. A. B. Earle,

SCEPTR
Per

Quartets,

Pricé, Boards $2.50, Cloth $3.00, FULL GILT $.400.
sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price. «

THE

"

By Dr. A. BROOKS

Duetis,.

Polkas.
Polka MMuzurkas,
Scheottisches,
Quadrilles. Galops, Marches. Four-Hand
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wlio am the son of the King of kings, and
heir-apparent to a crown of glory, to ‘an
inheritance incorruptible and undefiled, and
that fadeth not away,” care for worldly distinctions or courtly preferments, or aught
appertaining to the rebel and corrupt
sovereignties of the earth ? © Thus it is the
heliever, embodying to himself that future
reign of glory which awaiteth him, seeketh
earnestly to be possessed of it in the good
time and pleasure of the Lord, and in the
faith thereof is content to pass all unnoticed,
all despiged and trodden on, through the
possession only he desireth—the righteousness®f that kingdom, which is its earnest,
and the seal of admission to its glory.—Edward Irving.
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yet fa-
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* No, sir,”
“Then [ will ask gours,” replied the great
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“Very well,” retorted he, *“‘then that [ ly and bluntly, just as I would have asked
THAN ANY OTHER
which could 1mply no
be your fate after he has preached to us a any other question
BOOTS
OR
SHOES;
offense.
Sh
year or two.”
:
:
THOSE FASTENED WITH
+¢ Why,as to that,” said
he, ** I should
_I thought him too hard on the good old [
that everybody
ought
to lowe
lady, and tried to turn off the, joking, by | consider
saying, *‘Perhaps he won't have a jackkaife | God."
BETTER Because they are more Pliable, more Com| * Yes, no doubt of that. Still the obligato whittle with,”
fortable, are Wat€p-Proof and are warranted not to rip
ordape
*
x
tion
to
love
him
and
loving
him
are
uot
“In that case,” was the reply, “‘he doesn’t
{CHEAPER—Because, while their first cost is not in ex| quite the same.
Yoa admit you ought to
ngss of sewed or pegged work of a light grade, their Ducarry metal enongh for this church.”
rability is far great:
they preserve their Shape much
epfover- Rercr
othery labors.
How often the s
Then we were silent again.
Only this loye him; now do you love him ? {low as
and the metalic fastening
insures a more Equal
Direct Questions.
:
is the
ges ‘the reaper! Evem\go
bless
ear.
time we thought over Joe's fun and saw the to that?”
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
It
was
rather
eloser
quarters
than
he
had
And,
some|
.
ommon
fellowship
of
toil.
—Henry:
Varley.
real truth he was aiming at.
The immense demand having called forth imitationss
But he made up his
‘A pastor who sought for a revival blessconsumers should be sure that every boot or shoe bear,
how, every one of us remembered that be- prepared himself 1Qr.
the Patent Stamp. a
AT
~
*
mind
to
face
his
didemma.
sides religioniand theology, we should like
ing for his people in the Week of Prayer,
: Sold
by dealers
everywhere.
Repentance.
« Well—yes—I believe I do love God,” he last year, presented thid list of questions to
a little more common sense than the R-ETwi6
answered, manfuily resolved to take a step
V's generally showed.
The farmer—‘‘old
forward without well knowing whither it | each-member for self-answer :
man Forest "—spoke first.
A MONTH—Hor%e and outfit
furnished.
You might pound a lump of ice with a pes- 5 37
24
Address, NOVRLTY Co., Saco} Me.
}
1. Will you epdeavor to attend all these tle into a thousand fragments, but it would
“I guess. Joe is just about right. There would lead him.
13wi6
“ You still answer a little uncertainly. meetings, and at the appointed hour ?
was gur last minister, with lots of good
still continue ice. But bring it in beside
We generally
2. Will you read over the lesson, and
things in him that I liked; but I used to You believe you love God.
our own bright and blazing fire, and soon,
know when we love any onc. . There are seek God's blessing on the meeting, before in that genial glow, the living waters flow.
feel so ashamed, on his account, when
you come?
strangers were present in the church, and several pretty sure signs.”
A man may try to make himself contrite.

he talked about ‘planting’ wheat It was
‘two years before I could make him ‘remember that wheat is never planted.”
“I remember,” said the schoolmaster,
“when that Old Colony minister came here
in the spring and preached that beautiful
sermon on Sowing and Reaping, and then
spoilt it all by that illustration about the

ea
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“I left Epworth,”

benevolence of God

!

DECEMBER

great satisfaction, and about one, preacha theological, student at Rochester, "ed at Clayworth.
I think none were unk a quasi-pastoral. charge for a moved but Michael Benwick, twho' fell fast
of a small countty church ‘some asleep under an adjoining hay-rick.”
twelve miles distant, too poor to maintain a
He could be noble in his reproofs as in
resident hinister.
As 1 could command all things else.
Joseph Bradford was. for
leisure for the purpose, I used to visit the many
years his traveling companion, and
people of the community, from house. to ‘considered no assistance to him as too serhouse, with the errand of the gospel in free vile, but was subject to changes of temper.
and familiar personal talk.
Wesley directed him to carry a package of
It was near nightfall of a lovely summer letters to the post; Bradford wished to hear
Saturday,that
1 called at the house of a pros-- his sermon first; Wesley was urgent, and
perous young farmer, of whom I had preévi- insisted ; Bradford refused. ¢ Then,” said
ously heard as a man of excellent moral Wesley, *“ you and I must part.”
¢ Very
character, but. whom I had
never
met good, sir,” replied Bradford.
They slept
before,
1 found him frank’ and friendly over it. On rising the next morning Wesin mumner, and there was no obstacle to ley accosted
his old friend, and asked if he
_easy conversation.
had considered what he had said, that théy
After a few preliminary commonplaces must part ?. * Yes, sir,” replied Bradford.
exchanged between us, the transition=was *¢ And must we part?” inquired Wesley.
natural enough to

.

ri ci

‘‘was a simple matter of fact, that my

as displayed m the bounty

make out of us slub-sided men, anfl women,

too.”

not

dominie.

_-

Wesley's humor enhanced the blandness
of his piety, and enabled him sometimes to
convey reproof. in a manner that could
“All which,” said Joe, ‘““merely confirms
hardly be resented with ill-temper.. ‘ Mjmy opinion that whittling is the testdf a chael Fenwick,” he. says, * was often hinminister,
For whittling,” and here he dered from settling in business, because
straightened himself up with an air of mock God had other work for him to do. He is
importance, as he looked Miss Simplé in just made to travel with me, being an exthe face, ‘whittling is Nature's own test of cellent groom, valet-de-chambre;“hurse,
tion, and all that has been said for the and upon occasion a tolerable” preacher.”
If hour simply means that ministers This good man, one day, was vain enough
ought to have gumption, like the rest of to complain to him, that though constantly
traveling with him, his own name was
us.’
}
never inserted in Wesley's published journals. *In the next number of the journals
he found his egotism effectually
rebuked.
tain,

Not now, for hell's eternal gulf is yawning,

ish

for

the

‘

Chaplain was one of your goodish men who
do make
hetter sheep than shepherds.”

Not now, for dungeon walls look stern and floomy,
And
prisoner’ sighs sound strangely on the breeze-Man's prisoners, but thy Saviour's noble freemen—
Hast thou no ministry of lgve for these ?

—

said

not
giving a prompt answer to a civil letter.”
“And what I told,” interrupted the Cap-

one is Dining:

golden harp-strings and

=

claimed the deacon. ‘Ministers all know
how to write, and they have no excuse for

Avy] hand must be outstretched and free;
'ather hears the mighty cry of anguish,
nd gives His answe:
messages to thee.

The

ds,”

:

the masts ‘ge by the board "—amd the
cause of steamboat disastecs, but for telling wreckers come tumbling in over her bulwhat the causeis when they don’t know,”
‘warks, and their knives are red, and their
“I acknowledge my mistake,” said Ray- hands filled with plunder,” Their false light
mond. “I don't wonder that parson Reed ‘has cast away the ship. So a treacherous
didn't learn when he was young how to Christian says to the souls of his fellow-men,
draw from a bank; the'poor fellow never “Follow me! Iam going into port—I will
thought ministers would have occasion to guide you safely,” and following, they come
use such knowledge.”
.
- upon
the rocks of
perdition—and he is.a
‘But I am not going to back down,” ex- murde
souls.—Rev. 4. L. Store, D. D.

And
thou must call themln with patient love;
Not now, for I have sheep upon the mountains,
And thou must follow Diem where'er'they rove.

Not now, for many a hu

in the

.

MORNING
:

bites

“Remember,” called out the Judge, “that

I don’t

the sunshine of thy Fathér’s home!

Not now, for I have wanderers iii the distance,

Wick ones

-

“Not at all,” eried out old man Forest.
“I don’t blame him for not knowing that
we sow wheat, but only for saying that we
plant it, Wish we don’t. He needn't say anything abouy iv, if he doesn’t know,”
“That's just my idea about his raising
trees in his sermon twice as quickly as Na-

1i
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READY.
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Bates College, - Pablishefs—Dover: Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment; Boston: D. Lothrop
& Co; Biddeford: J. E. Butler.
Price $2,00. Illustrated.
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The great success of the first volume of Dr. Butler’s Commentary (the Gospels). having passed

through two editions in as many months, assured the
Scep tre.
The
and the celfar—now
treasure;
and surrendering itself tween the house-top
publishers of the demand for such a work embracing
Dr. A. BROOKES EVERITT,
not in Onl yOne ByDollar;
elated and now discouraged—jé
as it does, valuable features and arrangments found
per dozen copies, $10.50,
here, I wrote to ten different ministers on
harmony with the arrangement of heaven.
ASK YOUR BOOKSELLER FOR IT.
J
in no other work. These have been retained hereir
business matters which they could answer in
on the green pastures; it is love beside the “Abide in the vine,”—not be alternately in
while the clear expositionof the dificult: passages’
PUBLISHED BY BIGLOW & MAIN, New Yokr,
afew ininutes, and required a prompt reply.
and
out
;
but
*
abide”
in
Christ.
This
getting
Successors to WM. B, BRADBURY.
and doctrines of the books composing this volume,
still waters.
Itis that great calm which
Only four, out of ten, teplied at all; and
145
renderit a valuable aid, if not “a necessity, to all
comes over the conscience when it sees the religion, when we are destitute of it, isa
:
Like Wreckers.
they delayed so long as to
bother me,”
it
when
lovers of the Scriptures and to the student.
|
————
Wo
atonement sufficient, aud the Saviour will- right; but it is far better to ke
“The fact is,” said the Captain, *‘that a
we get it, than. to
get it severa times a
Though not exclusively a subscription book, agents
I remember a word of President Finney, Ling. It is unclouded azure in a lake of year. It is God's will that the Spirit should
great muny ministers are like our Chaplain,
are solicited for this as for the first volume.that it may
pacbas
Christ
which
soul
the
is
It
glass.
in
one
of
his
discourses
in
Boston
a
few
who never done much harm or much good
more immediate attention from our churches.
‘ dwell in you,” instead of aying ou an
PERYECTED 1871,
| receive
years ago, addressed to ‘“ lukewarm” pro- ified, spread out in serenity and simple .6ocasional visit. Then the Spirit will ever
either. The good old mau was browsin
Persons in New Hampshire and
Massachusetts
graand
merciful
God,
Lord
the
and
faith,
round one day, when we were on the Rapi- fessors. - It was, in effect, this; You lead
Moulton Rolls,
desiring agemcies should address Rev. N. Brooks,
be present to indite our petitions, and prayj
it.
over
smiling
cious,
Manchester, N. H; residing elsewhere, should addan, and my orderly turned to me, with a the souls of men astray’; you are like the
Most
Durable
er will thus bring us an every-day supply of
dress J. E. Butler, Biddeford, Mame. (GENTLENESS. (Gentlenessis love in so- this saered influence to stimulate us on our
little twinkle in his'eye, and said, ‘Captain, wreckers on the Florida reefs, who kindle
For sale at the offices of publication and at the
Spiral Oogs,
the Chaplain looks to me a great deal more false lights to lure vessely to destruction. ciety; it is love holding intercourse. with homeward Journey If reiigion is good at
Please sénd to the STAR office.for a
* like a good sheep than a good shepherd.’ It A ship 1s comjrg in after nightfall. The those around it. It is that cordiality of as- all, it is good all the while. Why not have
Easiest Working bookstores.
upply of these books.
N
was a breach of discipline for the orderly to night is dark ard stormy. The. sea runs. pect, and that soul of speech, which agsure it P—not the spasmodic kirfd, but . that |
CURVED CLAMP
‘The tempest howls | us that kind and earnest hearts may still be which gets deep in the hegrt, and lives
eominent on his superior, and I reported the highs The ship labors.
Holds Firmest;
through her rigging. The"great” waves met with here below. [tis that quiet in- there,
ass at once to te Colonel,”
'
of
flame
scented
the
The
Cheapest,
like
which,
fluence,
smite
her.
The
master
paces
thie
‘quarter. ** And what was his comment P? inquired
deck, anxious and watchful. Oh, if he coul
an alabfister lamp, fills many a home with
the deacon, .
Tay
The
Best,
religious haracter of an institution
“Merely that in-case of a fight the regi- see the harbor-light to guide him in the saf light, and warmth, and fragrance altogeth- yo The
‘The Most successful Church Music Book published during
ancient,
so
sacred,
so
lawful,
and
so
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deep,
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the past three years,
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men should save its mutton.”
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channel ! He hails the ** look-out” in the" er, 1t is the carpet, soft and
essary
to
the
comfort,
and
the
respectability
Hee the chairman very gio erly called | maintop, ‘Hallo,aloft ! ” dh f ay, sir.” “Do whilst it diffuses a look of ample comfort,
Price; $1.50. Per dozen, $13.50.
It is the of society, as the Sabbath ought alone.
is | you see the light?” “No light.” And again | deadens manya cregking sound.
YOUR BOOKSELLER SELLS IT.
us to order, by giving, ‘‘The i
~ taking ally
B
wide a range. You | keen eyes peer through the darkness.
The | curtain, from which‘many a “beloved form to be sufficient for its protection; but.
that
failing,
surely
the
laws
of
the
land,
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& MAIN, ublishers, New York.
“and
glow
summer's
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are expedi
(perieetly educated business | vessel rushes blindly on her course. Ah! is | wards offat once
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man 1o §
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prompts

harsh

criticism, is

They ‘are
They are laborers with God.
partners with him iin his highest “underta

the

ings.

of

readers.

|

of art. ; Toss than two weeks Temain during which the offer stands open to .our old
subscribers,—a fact however which they are

He does vot ask

Needing

their co-opera

in creating worlds, but in redeeming souls.

to

not likely to forget. We shall still. supply
it to new subscribers till Apr. 1. But it is
especially fitting that these begin with the
new volume, which commences Jan. 1.
Will our subscribers show the paper to their
friends,and say a word in its behalf,and thus
furnish it an opportunity to speak for itself? |

Fe Verified.

ERM

or

—** laborers together.”

We

worthy

patronage and a blessing to all its

In a recent letter from

a traveling cor-

respondent of
the
Christian” Register,
who writes from London," occurs this statement :

The General Baptists, * corresponding to
the Freewill Baptists with us, avow 'themwselves Unitarian ; and our men become their
preachers,
and their men receive calls to:
|p
our pulpits.
A hurried tourist can not be expected to
see everything just as it is, nor to hear and
Teckive the exact truth on all subjects, nor to
render alg his letters valuable contributions
to exact and permanent history...
Hente,
much must be
pardoned to such writers

dre being ds to render the Theological dé- | for several years ‘on account of his wife" 5
partment in the former, more efficient.
health, has returned; and before the ap-

The Printing Establishment has enlarged. proaching summer is over. brother Wi...

its business, and is publishing books of va- Hill, who has also been for some years in
rious kinds, as well as the Morning Star. ‘England, will return to his former sphere
The Christian Freeman,another denomina- of labor,
tional paper, is now published in Chicago,
‘Wehave been interested to hear of the
more than a thousand miles distant from noble work you are carrying on in connec-

the publication office of the Star.

We

Our Foreign Mission in Orissa is still are pleased to remember that’ you were alprospering, and: the churches were never ways the friends of the slave ;—may the

Y IELDING FOR PROGRESS’ SAKE. The Chris-

fian Era, of Boston, a good paper which

tion with the Freedmen of the south,

3

more interested in, the work, though

"doing less than we should.

still good Lord now make you very useful in
rescuing from the slaveryeof sin multitudes
in ru- of those who, thank God, are new no more

een steadily growing better from the
Many of our churchesjare locaged
hs has taken the quarto form, adopted
ral districts, and in former years good men
methods that promise to increase its vigor,
have been ordained to the ministry with)
variety and valub; and so struck out for itbut slight literary attainments, and have’
self an ample programme. 1t had some things
almost entirely sustained ‘themselves by
to say
against the qua
BW year
| . *
ag
juarte: form a few years manual labor during the secular days of the
since; But its latée deed has s¥wered i
week, and — preached —on—the ~Sabbath:

in legal bondage to their fellow men !
"Mention is made in your epistle of the
decline of some of your churches in the ru-

ral districts.

We regret to say that our ex-

He plans for them.
Ie opens their way.
perienceis somewhat similar:—the two ’
-He ener- Fe
* In thé year to come we trust that its value He points out their gnethods.
principal causes being the increased actjvipardones
2.50
TO
arguments in the best style.
Its [i
who must needs say something, and who |
These churches, in common with others, ty of the clergy and members of the statemav not be less than heretofore, but great- gizes their purpose. - He Kkindles their hope.
ony version proves it teachable, and so proHe feeds would naturally incline, when that seems nt phesies for it i still further increase of wis- now ask for an educated ministry, and be- church, and the faet that too many of our
to subHe keeps their patience alive.
As special enpouragements
er.
He crowns all allowable, to say w hat is likely'to prove dom and worth. - We expeet that result and ing unable to sustain such a ministry, are village-congregations, though small and
scribers in tie future, we offer the follow- their fuith with ggeat promises,
often left unsupplied.. Many of them are in weak, prefer a state of isolated independwork with successes. He makes their agreeable to theil readers.” This statement rejoiceSp it,
their
ing:
a feeble condition; and not a few have al- ence to united action under the, supervision
toil pleasant and their weariness lose its touchifig the General Baptists we think |
1. To every new subscriber, sending the | pain. And in the ever-growing victories of must awaken not a little surprise among
ity.
‘Here is one off of a common pastor. We hope, however,
SOMETHING TO BE WELCOMED,
‘Mrs, V. ready lost their visibility.
price of a year's subscription, $2.50, we will | his Son he bids them see an earnest of the our brethren across the sea. What isolated
G. Ramsey, whose poetical ‘contributions our great sources of weakness, and it pre- that the importance of union.is being in. Farrington may have gathered have enriched the columns of the Star for sents a question of no small solicitude.
~ send the remainder of the present volume | trinnédh which he takes care that no faithcregsingly felt,and that the result will shoytPad
up
as
a
basis
for his opinions and statement, many years, has collected and arranged. the
We are still a unit in doctrine and harmo- ly be the association of some of these
|
ful
lasorer
with
him
shall
miss.
For
they
free.
Or,
are to be victors with. him and sharers of we do not know ; but that the General Bap- | very choicest of the products that embody |. vious in practice; and believe that we were churches for mutual help.
'
2. To every new subscriber for the next |
tists avow themselves Unitarians, and that her work as a poetess, and they have been never ding more efficient service in the
kis throne and glory.
:
Since
the
receipt
of
your
letter, wonvoiume, who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents
Will not our churches hasten to become’ their ministry are associated as intimately
put into a volume rich and beautifui enough cause of Christ than now; though we re- drously startling events have occurred on
in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send working churches ? © Will they not’ enter with the preachers of that denomination as
to satisfy those whose taste is cultivated gret that revivals are no more frequent. the continents of Europe, which have ena new and beautifnl chromo entitled ¢* The at once into this labor ? ~~ Will not the tired this statement would imply, is what we are and whose estimate of her singing
»s | While we are slowly increasingin numbers, gaged very much of our thought and interWreathed Cross.” This is one of the most toilers labor on without fainting, as they wholly withouta warrant for believing.
LEGEND "| we hope that we are not diminishing in pi- est, exciting nbw.our fears, now our hopes,
the highest point, Itis entitled,
draw cheer from this kindling statément of
In all our intercourse with the General oF THE WHITE Hirrs, and Oth or Poems,« ety or in any of the Christian graces.
and now again our painful sympathies.
It
elegant works of its Kind that has been
upon has been a comfort tous to remember that
We
will not
encroach further
Paul? Will not those who have long stood Baptists, and in all the references made to and bedrs the same Mmpri
r books
produced, and is worth the price of the paidle, and who stand thus still, arouse and them by Christians of other denominations
state- * the Lord reigneth,” and that He both can
detailed
Peihael jaiugly by Messrs. D. Lothrop your time by a mor¢
per. This offer holds: good until Apr. 1, give themselves to service ? Their breth- in England, we havé nev er heard a word & Co. and the Printing Establishment.
ibe and forward and will make the wrath of man to praise
It ment; but I will tran
1872.
ren, heavily burdened, need their help; indicating that they were less devoted to the’ is issued in two styles. The edition in mus- to you the following resolutions adopt- Him,—bringing light out of darkness, joy
out of sorrow, and geod out of present eVil:
3. "To all our old subscribers who shall the world suffers for want of their fidelity; evangelical theology than the Particular lin sells at $1.50; that in “Turkey morocco, ed at our last General Conference:
‘* Resolved, 1. That we gratefully |recog- | Our confidence therefore is that, under His
settle all-arrearages, and pay for the paper the Lord waits to join them in their la¥or, Baptists or Independents. We believe they at $4.00. Many of our readers will want
unite with their catholicity of spirit a gen- it, both for their own ‘satisfaction and as a nize the generous and courtéous recep- guidance, here in old Europe as well as with
in advanee at least to Jan'y 1, 1873, and to make their toii re-act upon them in blesstion given , our delegates, Revs. G. T. you in young America, the world is moving, fill their arms with golden sheaves uine and earnest devotion to, the orthodox most fitting holiday gift.
It will ‘be sent
Day and
Kansom Dunn, by the Geh
forward 10 cts. to pay postage, &c., we will
izith,, ‘and mingle adoration of Christ's di- by mail, postpaid, on receipt of the price. Baptist Connection of England.
ing on in the line of real progress.
and their mouth with songs of joy.
also send a copy of this same Chromo.
Vinity with their appreciation of what is true Orders maybe sent either to the Messrs.
Here in England some of us are antici2. That we_ sincerely esire, both by let~
This offer holds good till Dec. 31, 1871.
and excellent in the spirit of all religious Lothrop & Co., 38 and 40 Cornhill, Boston, ter and delegates, the continuance of this pating very soon a great struggle’ between
Living Epistles.
men. The correspondent is right in asso- or to this office; and, unless they shold hitherto profitable and cheering correspond: - Christianity on the ope hand, and MaterialWe make this special offer as an expresLd
ciating them with the Freewill Baptists of come with too serious a rush, they will be ence.
ism and Pantheism on the other.
Indeed,
sion of good-will
toward the many old
3. That the clerk of this Conférence De we may say that it has already begun; the
A man usually writes what he “thinks.
America
; but the Freewill Baptists are at a filled with thorough promptness.
chosen to represent us in the correspond
and stanch friends of the Star whose ‘in- He puts ont ‘paper only a photograph of his
—
.
minds of many persons, especially in the
pretty long remove from the average Unience between the two bodies.
terest in its behalf "has been so unmistaka.
own inner self, just as hig features may be
4. That.we send a Dele
tion to repre- more educated sections of the community,
tarianism of both America and England.
We
have
THE
CHRISTIAN
CONVENTION."
J fixed on the glass of the artist., Add to Dr. Bellows would find that he had a
sent us in the Centennial Association o | being already agitated on the great quesbly shown.
:
received a pamphlet giving a full and inN. B. _It will be understood that no per- this, that he translates these ritten thoughts pretty large task on his hands if he were to teresting account of the’ proceedings of the our Gen. Baptist brethren in. England in tions involved. The final issue can not be
1870, provided it can be done without ex
into his own life, and inteérp¥ets and enfor- try and fashion the theological department |General Christian Missionary €onvention
centage is allowed in those cases where the
nse to Conference; and that Rev. Drs. doubtful, but the conflict, while it lasts, will
ces them by his daily conduct, and we have of Bates College into what he would think
Bali and Graham be appointed, with the ‘probably awaken much painful anxiety in
held at Cincinnati in Oct. last. At the suzChromo is sent,—that the subscription and a ‘living epistle, known and read of all
power of sending alternates.”
the heats of many Christian parents and
doctrinal shapeliness; and we suspect that gestion of Rev. Mr. Cook, of Lansing
postage are to be paid in advance,—and that men.”
In behalf of the Gen. Conf. of F. : Bap- teachers. The young, as we know, will be
James Martineau would find that the mak- Mich., our Gen. Conference’ prov ded, for
It is these living epistles, they whose dai- ing over of Chilwell to suit his ideas Was
those who wish the Chromo will need to
tists in North America.
more especially exposed to the seductions
Rov.
sendin g u delegate to that body.
Fraternally yours,
signify that wish in connection with their ly integcourse with the world is but the act- a task that burdened his
patience
and D. Bates attended and was most Sorsiciis
of unbelief. Should our forebodings prove '
I. D. Stewart, Clerk.
The received. His address is fully reported in
correct, may we ask an interest” ir your
Will not our subscribers gen- ual expression of their inner thoughts, that plagued his philosophy not a little.
vemittance.
Dover, N. H., May 25, 1870.
exert the chief influence.
Their lives only
sympathies and prayers ?
erally call the gttention of their friends to place before the eyes of the world their real returns of the General Baptists can hardly the published proceedings, and the body
—
It is almost unnecessary to add, that the
go into the statistics of the Unitarian Year || decided to send a delegation of three perthe paper and to this special offer? This selves, just as the bulletin board on ‘Change
The General Baptists of England, assem- interchange of correspondence from time to
Book just yet.
sons to meet our next Conference.
The
bled at their 101st annual association in th IY
is the season for canvassing, and some publishes news that migat otherwise be a
ig
| "denomination,—sometimes known as Dis- town of Leicester, to-the Freewill Baptist S time will continue to be to us a source of
long
while
in
getting
to
the
knowledge
of
thousands of new names should be added to
pleasure.
We shall also ever give a hearty
The Shadow in Royal Circles. ciples,—numbers nearly half a million of America:
;
welcome to any of your accredited minisour list before the first of Jan’y.
- the masses.
—
QO —
. if
members,
and
is
made
up
of
an
earnest,
BELOVED
BRETHREN :—The interesting
.
It was this life that Christ hived, There
The dangerous illness of the Prince of working, energetic people.
Catholicity of letter written on your behalfby the Rev. I. ters or. representatives. ,
was nothing concealed ; nothing written in Wales has stirred the heart of two contiPraying that the Head of fi J church may
Laborers together with God.
spirit i8 increasing among’ them; they lay
D. Stewart,
expressive of sentiments
so
diaries to be carried in dark pockets, nor on nents.
continue to smile upon you, that He may
The telegrams for several days less stress than formerly upon the mere
—
W—
¥
cordial and Christian-like, was duly receiv
parchment to be folded away under the held out almost no hope of his recovery.
form of words; there is less of the contro- ed at our Centenary Asséciation, and but bless your efforts for the extension of His
This is Paul's statement of the sphere
robes of his garments, nothing of a partial At the time of our writing the symptoms:
a kingdom, and multiply you exceedingly,—
versial element and more of the devotional
Though made
sand function of Christians.
for an oversight would have been answered
nature at all, such that the rich and learned are somewhat more favorable, -though he is
and that though we may
not see one anapparent in their gatherings; they are at- before now.
originally to and of the church ag Corinth,
could profit by, while it remained a mean- by no means considered out of danger. An aching increased importance to what is viother's faces in the flesh, we may yet all
yet it is not meant for them alone.
They
In connection with the animated and
ingiess jumble to the poor and ignorant. unfavorable turn of the disease might end tal and spiritual in religion, and welcoming
meet in the heavenly home,
:
do not monopolize the privilege nor finally
crowded services of the Associatien-week, it
He
rather
opened
his
life
to
all,
acquainted
I am, dear brethren, on behalfof the genhis life at once. The Queen and her fami- with new cordiality and interest the fellow- gave us additional pleasure to find that w e
dispose of the duty.
The words hold a
truth as applicable in the nineteenth cen- them with his mission, passed along the ly are smitten at the tender point in their ship of other branches” of Christ's church. were remembered with brotherly affectio n eral Baptist Association,
Yours affectionately in Christ Jesus,
tury as in the first. It isa message to the coasts, and through the streets, and into the affections, and the burden is very heavy Their true growth is a thing over which we
beyond the Atlantic waters; and thut in anWy. R. STEVENSON.
He is may all tingly rejoice.
western continent as well as the eastern, to temples,’and even into the palaces of the upon their highest earthly hopes.”
other. land and under other skies there were
Nottingham, England, May 29th, 1871.
American no less than Asiatic Christians. rulers, proclaiming the truth, a living letter, husband, son and brother, as well as heirmen and women speaking the same sweet |
apparent to the throne; and it is, first of all,
And it is a word full of practical meaning known and read by all.
and noble English tongue with ourselves,
1t:is this life that Christ's followers should the agony which comes to thefn as men and
Scmething must be’ Done:
and vital importance.
Te
holding
the same great gospel truths, lov
live.
It is of not much benefit to the world
women that is so terrible. - That which
1. It honors true work.
It reminds us
ing and worshiping the
same God an d
that we have religious creeds in theological comes upon them as sovereign, princes and
Something must be done for Bates College.
that God is busy with service; that Christ
Saviour,
"Correspondence.
who were sympathizing in our
seminaries, and church observances, unless princesses, is secondary and subordinate.
To go mo turther back than six” months,
is satisfied only2s he sees of the travail of
proceedings and rejoicing in our joy.
we prove to the world that there is wholeIn the presence of this sorrow, the voice
things have occurred creating such a necessihis soul ; that the Spirit is forever seeking
[ By vote of General Conference, the following
We were
delighted
also to welecom Qe
Neither of severe criticism is silenced.
some, vital truth in those creeds.
Charity
ty. I can not enter into.a full explanation
correspondence
between
our
own
denomination
to” purify and , stimulate hearts.
And it
amongst us two ministers of your body; th e
does it especially profit the world that we hushes censure,
The Prince has awakened
and the General. Baptists of England .is pubin the Star. Oar friends should visit Lewsummons each Christian to the sphere of
mentally assent to these principles, if they but little pride and affection among the Eng- lished im the Star. The clerk’s absénce ex- Rev. R. Cameron, M. a.,"of New York, an d iston in order to understand our true conditoil. Ic allows no drones in the great famthe Rev. H. N. Herrick] of Minnesota, wh 0
give no vital force to our lives.
lish people; he has stirred up a large plams the delay in its appearance. ]
tion. I will only say that four men, as the
ily of God.. , It makes churches bands of
who’ did honor to you and good service t 0
The
twentieth
General
Conference
of
F.
e
world
is
bes
Unless we are mistaken,
smallédt number, must-bé added at once to
amount of disappointment anit regret, and
It pits idleness under ban,
workers.
us by the efficient help they rendered in
our Board; of Instruction and government
whether it be of the stagnant or the bust- coming suspicious of that religion that is not a little indignation and contempt® If he Baptists in North America, to the one + connection with our meetings.
that is; three men to the College Faculty,
ling sort.” It admits no useless human or- kept confined in meeting-houses and not al- were obviously on his way to the throne in- hundredth Annual Assoc iation of the+ New
In your letter kindly reference is made t 0
It pre- stead of the sepulcher, there would be a free”) Connection of General Baptists in Engand one man tothe Fac culty of the Theologinaments.
‘“Go, work,” is the mandate ad- lowed to go abroad on week-days.
the Centenary Bazar. We are glad to be
v
cal school. Thq men have all been chosen
dressed by it to every memberof thé sa- fers to meet it om the street, and feel the use.of detraction. The weak and bad things land: —
able
to inform youn that ils success was ‘and, as’ I understand, they are ready to take
BELOVED BRETHREN:
Allow us, your
cordial
grasp
of
its
hand,
and
hear
its
words
about
the
Prince,—and
it
must
be
owned
It
assumes
that
every
discred household.
more'than equal to anticipation; it’ was a
We now have as our worktheir chairs.
ciple can. do something, should do some- of friendly cheer, and see love and courage that there are too manysof them,—would fellow laborers and sympathizing friends in. great source of attraction to visitors who ha
d
thing, must do something, if the disciple- and hope in its eye, and witness the great be called up and commented on. Slander a distant country, to rejoice with you in the congregated from different parts of our ing force on the ground, Profs. Stanton,Stanship«is to be honored.
It urges each to crowds of all classes following closely after and complaint would be busy. Bad tem- Centenary meeting - of your Association. country, and from the proceeds” about £500 ley,and Angell in the college,and Profs. Fullstudy his capacities, survey the field, find it, just as the bits of metal yield to the at- per would supplant pity. Old scandals One hundred years of joyful labor, some- were realized towards the Centenary Fund. onton, Butler and Hayes in the theological
a
school ; and there must be brought upon the
would be revived, and portentous prophe- times $haded with sorrow, must be fraught
his place and duty, and then address him- traction of the magnet:
With regard to this Fund, it is impossible ground to join the College Faculty Prof.Malwith scenes of thrilling interest to you,
The worjd will do business; that can not cies uttered.
“
sélf to his work. Tt calls for as large and
to say at present what will be its total com, Chase, and Wendell, and Prof. Howe
But the shadow of death, falling on the whose honored fathers have done good
varied a service ass can be rendered.
It be helped. Shall it not then have a religion
amount,
Many individuals and churches to join the Faculty of the Theological school.
service
for
the
Master.
As
you
will
sit
that
it
can
take
along
with
it
into
its
busipalace and darkening the realm,subdues feelcalls for steady and earnest ‘and patient
have
contributed
very liberally; others, This would give*-us ten men in all,—six in
service,—noty fof an enthusiastic spasm to- ness, without dt the same time seeming to ing and chastens'speech. A more sympathet- down fraternally together and look back
from
whom
we
hoped
for considerable help, the college and four in the theological school
day, to be fdllowed by a long list of indif- féar’that its sharp eyes will detect dnright- ic and generous spirit finds room and voice. over the pathway along which the Lord has
excuse
themselves
at
present
on the groun d| —a small number,as those well know: who
eons
dealing,
snd
so
‘flee
away
to
a
purer
thus
far
brought
you,
may
the
sweet
memoThe verdicts have a forgiving tone. Men
ferent and stupid to-morrows.
of local burdens. At the next association, | know anything of the work to be done.
And it can be proved true and’ illustrated place !? Indeed, it already has that religion; now think of what was pleasant in his ries and encouragements of the past so inwhich will be held in the city of Peterbor-| Indeed, in a yery few years the force in the
here and now. Some can publicly speak it is able to go anywhere that honest men youth, and hope that his mature manhood spire your hopes and invigorate your purough,
toward the end of June, 1871,we shall college must be four times our present
can
go,
and
if
it
is
often
found
running
poses,
that
still
greater
success
may
attend
might be wedded to nobleness. And every
effective words? let them be spoken. Some
know more exactly what will be the peuni- working force, if the college is.to have a
away,
it
is
not
so
much
the
fault
of
religion
your
labors
in
the
fugure.
thoughtful person perceives that his death
can win a ready and deferential hearing in
We regret that no delegate, nor apy v ery ary result of the effort.
standing with the colleges by which it is
the social circle; let them fill listening ears that it detects the wrong as it is that of would cause a great political shock, "and
"
Ini
our
Connexional
Institutions
thiére
has
surrounded.
To bring Profs, Malcom, Howe,
creditable
collection
for
the
Bazar
will
be
business
men
ii
committing
it.
possibly open the door for the coming: in of
with Christian speech.
Some can lead up
ot
been
much
change.
recently.
SomeChase
ind
Wendell
to Lewiston will relikely.
to
go
expressly
from
us
to,
you
on
|}
Let
these”
men
show
that
they
are
really
a whole train of disasters. There is a dread
the devout feeling of a great congregation |
Even Sir Charles this’ extraordinary occasion. And we re- what increased interest is manifested in quire ‘an annual expense of six thousand
by the force of prayer; let them pray so as zealous for the right on Wednesday as of a probable chaos.
Home Mission work, and at, Dewsbury 1 n| dollars. Even if there shall be no loss on
that the highway to’ heaven may be plainer they are on Sunday; that their religion is Dilke, who just now uttered a severe dia- gret it all the more, beeause our CentenYorkshire, an important sea of the wool- the income of: the coliege,. we have not a °
ary
will
come
in
1880,
when
a
deputation
not
bound
into
the
-skirts
of
their
black
tribe.
against
the
extravagance
of
‘English
to dim eyes and easier to leaden feet.
will be most joyfully wel- en manufacture, a handsome chapel, the dollar in prospect to meet this expense.
Some can teach effectively in the, Bible dress coats and left entirely’ out .of their royalty, speaks tenderly. The most advanc- | from England:
comed.
But
our
sorrow is relieved in part first Baptist place of worship in the town, The Theological school will take six thouclass or Sabbath school; let them not turn brown business suits; that they would hes- ed republican’ leaders, counsel ‘moderation,
sand dollars from the college treasury anby the hope that cur dear brother, Rev. is now in course of erection.
itate
just
as
really
to
do
a
wrong
if
nobody
and
are
free
and
honest
in
expressing
their
away from the blessed, service.
Some can
nually
on the salariés of its professors, to say
The
“college
at
Chilwell,
near
NottingRobert
Cameron,
now
in
England,
will
be
make their honestly “earned money work or an Irish laborer was looking at them as sorrow over the calamity, and their earnest
nothing
of other expenses by way of a
ham,
which,
as
we
suppose,
corresponds
in
“with
you
and
represent
the
F.
Baptists
of
for human ‘welfare ; let them thus copse- -they would if“their pastor had his eye upon desire that the Prince may rally and prove
character
with
your
Theological
School,and
building,
&c.,&c.
crate wealth, and it ‘shall make the gate of them ; that thei¥ Téligious profession is only’ himself the possessor of a manhood that has America.
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their cobperation.

to make ‘the paper

mere

put unger ban by this word of the apostle,

ad-

the law that The profess to bear written on
their hearts.

plans.

| man company who toil with the Master that
who have appointed their tasks looking on from afar.
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ambition which divides hearts, and foments
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A

binding them into
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heaven swing widet,instead of shutting and
locking it against souls.
Some:.can carry
the light of sympathy,to dark homes which

the gtad expression of what they redlly pos-: some royalty in it. And the. monarchical
sess, and not a mere advertising medium; governments throughout Europe, dreading
—then that relicion would stay by them in the reaction against thrones which might at

sickness

their business hours and work like a poweronce follow the Prince's death, are sincere
ful leaven i in all their lives.
| in-assuring the Queen and the English peo-

hearts

has

shadowed,

which

death

and to

has

smitten

laid desolate.

Others can help the poor,or counsel the per-

plexed, or warn the erring, or encourage
the despondent, or lead back the feet that
begin to stray, .or act the

part of father or

What seems to be a pressing reed then
is that there should be a mone natural, free
and ready expression of - religious opinions
in the commion affairs of life ; that we should
feel incomparably more elated over the possession of that in the heart that is commend-

mother to those who walk in orphanage,
who find the way of life weary, and grow
old before their time. All may live so that ing us all the time to the Master,than we do
the daily walk shall make the true path ob- over that in the pocket that can at least only
vious, and the divine faith look beautiful, commend us while it lasts to doubtful elassand the radiant or patient face set forth the es of our fellow-men; that we should wear
reality of God's peace, and the loving tone truth as a real ornament, and prize it as a
‘land, say-. priceless boon, and defend and advocate it
- sound likea call from the
“ing, “Come up hither.”
Ad/church thus as the world’s best possession. Living thus,
made up interprets the apostle’s statement, known by their cheerful and helpful lives,
and sets the gospel | walking incarnate and read by those groping in sin as the bewildered traveler would read a guide-board
Christians’ are labor- in an unknown country, Christians would
J + It ésslts ey:
They find their common themselves be the best recommendations of

through society.

ple that they are eager for his recovery.
At such a time, we can not well help re-

joicing that we live under a government
which can not be thus seriously disturbed
by the death of any such young man as this,
Mr. Lincoln’s assassination, while it filled
the nation with deep personal grief, scarce-

ly produced a jar in our political machinery.
At no distant day, England

will have put

her great civil interests beyond the pewer
of any such experience to imperil them.

At our last General

several

associations

Conference, in

of

General

1868,

Baptists

united with us, and steps were taken for the

union of otheregmall Baptist bodies, both
North and South. "The-crime of slavery is
now congtitutionally abolished, thank God ;
—and we hope to do good and receive
strepgth in that section of our country from

which our well known

anti-slavery senti-

ments. have heretofore excluded us. Our
labors for the Freedmen have some years

‘amounted to the employmentof more than
40 missionaries and teachers among them,
As a part of the result of these efforts, we
now have Storer college, with some $30,000

worth of property, established at Harper's
Ferry, expressly for the education of colored people, 30 churches, 83 colored preach-

| ‘Tae Premium. Orders for the chromo,
offerpd both to old and new subscribers to -ers, and 1,677 church-members,
Hillsdale and Bates colleges are prosperthe Star; come in very freely, from both
classes. We have been able to fill these or- ous, and fairly endowed ; and the Theologders.with very little delay, and the **Wroath- ical School has recently heen located condied Cross” is recognized as it 1s, a real gem tionally with the latter college, while efforts
4

3

is conducted

by the Rev. Dr. Underwood

Now,

how shall that be done which needs

and the writer of this latter, continues to b e| to be done? 1 do not know. I indicated a
well-sustained by the churches. In com- pian in October last ; but it may not be feamon, however, with most

other Institution

s|sible.

of the kind in England, it suffers just now
from a dearth of applicants from the class of
well-educated young men. ‘Whether it be
from a decline of the evangelistic spirit o r|
from the small salaries of our ministers ,
fewer young: men
than formerly of the

1 only desire the best plan, the one

thay shall umte ail our friends in sustaining
our edueational work/at

Lewiston.

1 wish

some one would’ suggest such a plan.

Jel,

mean all I say, when I say that something
| must be done, and done quickly,
in be-

half of the college. I thank those of our
middle-class in society seem tobe offering friends who have forwarded their words of *
good cheer within the last two months.’
themselves for the work of the ministry.

You will rejoice with us in the fact that,
in connection with our Mission stations in
Orissa, there have been recently many baptisms, no less than 104
ons having been

added on the year ending

June, 1870.

God bless them all.

I desire to hear from

others.
Deeds, not words, however, are
the demand of this hour.
SOMETHING

MUST BE DONE.—O0, B. C.

Ha

Git

But our band of Missionary laborers greatPike, N.Y. Ih the commencement of
ly needs re-inforcing, and it is cause ‘of the fall term of Pike Seminary, N. Y.,1871,

deep regret to us that the state of the funds|the Lord made our hears glad with the
prevents us sending out all the help that i 8 | songs and praises of a few happy conyerts.

needed, Since the Association, however | Three young ladies of the school decided to
brother Wr. Bailay, who had been home follow their Saviour in the holy rite of bap-

:

. THE MORNING STAR, DECEMBER R20, 1871.
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Rev. E. A: Stockman having closed his labors
with the Haverhill church, has assumed the pas/~

torate of the Charles St. church, this city.

‘9

its last session with the

Spirit, and many

could say it is good for us to be

very ih

tion, as

:

his labors in

Hatley are

#ooiba

about

vite in such help

Portland,

A brother writes from Compton, Province of

The
mates

Catholic

Hunter's point.

Money

privilege to help so worthy a cause, may remit
to L. R. Burlingame, this office, L. L. Harmon
ROrIHOWE; N. H., or Rev. M. Ulmer, Calais’

population

portant advance wotild

that sometimes happen when.

in vocal music,

mistakes

traveling

on

the

United

it thinks another

no class of men

need

has purchased the studio building from Cyrus
Wakefield for $550,000, and this gentleman has
presented them with $35,000 to inake the alterations needed, which will necessitate an almost

we

his

usual

energy

entire remodeling.

well sustained by the membership.
This village (East Franklin) is one of the most
enterprising in the state, and is’ growing very
" fast.
The business
enterprise manifested, is
not
lost when church
matters
come up for
consideration, but the same progressive spirit is
seen in the church, as is found in the regular
Sbhusiness of the plac
his is as it should be.
We hope for much fromthe
og Paper
*
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visit north, various sums were given, to assist in
lifting this burden, in the following places: —
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:

WARREN & CLINTON Q. M.—Held its last
session with Beech Grove church,Nov. 24 and 25.
The churches were all reported by’ letter and
«delegate, and they i in -a good condition. KElder J. F. Tufts, of
Miami Q. ny was with us and
preached the word to good acceptance. Next
séssion with

Sev-

raise $150,000 to aid
in building
40
churches,
which
are to .cost mot less
Each

Q. M.—Held its last session with the
and

to send

field in Siam.
The Presbyterians

Sup. of Mission.

Next session with the church at East Orange,
Jan. 19—21.
C. D. BURGIN, Clerk,

mencing

#at-

The Baptists of Nova Scotia; New Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island sustain thirty native
preachers and two Bible
women, who labor
now propose

Meetings.

West Topsham,

other large sum of money to
stitution for girls.

makes

Dhaniel H. Ross, of B., an

The lady who presented Mr. Spurgeon with
$100,000 some time ago.to found an ofphanage for

among the Burmese, Kurens

The above is approved.
A. H. MORRELL,

Ofice

Lesters

form of

boys, has, it is said, offered that gentlemen

and Aftica, ;May the blessing of Heaven abide
.

*

in their

eral omit the so-called Apostles Creed.

Reading,

Providence, Pawtucket, Newport, Charlestown,
Lowell, Lawrence, Cape Elizabeth, Portland,
Gray (at Q..Meeting), Dover, Great Falls, Lynn,
Portsmouth, Candia, Canterbury, Manchester,

Fairport,

Poss

have

worship,” tosuit their own personal views.

George

to

Sixteen.

Address

Rev W C Hulse, Garland, Mé.

than our

the debt on our house of worship. , a hile on my |_cfilireh ministrations, the ‘‘ authorized
N.Y. City, Harrisburg,

Clerk.

BY MAIL.

Quite-a

is

one hundred copies, $7,00. . Postage on a
copy 2 cts; the same on two copies; on a
copies 12 cts; on one hundred copies,
which is to be paid by the purchasers.
are solicited, and will be promptly filled.

~P

are among the * signs”

‘ Are we

Balm

turning gray.

pastor of the Lynn church earnestly requests that
this vote be complied with.
3
1
J. L. ROBERTS, Clerk.
a
RENSSALAER Q. M.will hold its winter session with
the Free Baptist church at West Siephentown, commencing Friday P. M,, January
13, 1872.
I. B. COL&MAN, Clerk.
|

Tuesday evening lectures in St. Paul’s Cathedral

Card.

book

ron, and a lady has done her happiest thing in the
way of adornment. It is the best Dressing in the
world, and prevents the hair from falling out and

in Lynn, Salurany, Jan. 13, at 9 A. M. By vote of
last session, the churches are requested to close their
houses of worship, so that the pastors and a large
delegation may remain over the Sabbath; and the

ed that over seven millions of copies of the Word
of God were put in circulation last year, a greater number, by millions, than were ever before
distributed in one year, and three millions more
copies than were in existence in the world in the
year A. D: 1669.
‘
Canon Gregory is delivering a course of four

Mury thanks are hereby returned to the church¢s and friends,
for the generous and timely aid we
“have recently rigeived in our efforts to remove

Philadelphia,

BosTON Q. M. will conyene

Beebe and

Ata recent Bible Society meeting, it was

This

@

C. Eggleston,

Mary

¥

!

, and

gn

E. Dodge,

:

I ® vour : Family 8

Mrs. 8. Newbould,

90

a luxuriant head of hair,produced by Lyon’s Kathai

2

ing “we repaired to the church where we enjoyed a very interesting and social entertainment.
Prayer was offered by Rev. H, F. Dickey, there
was excellent singing, and appropriate remarks.
Many valuable presents were made, among which
were several gifts in gold, and a sofa presented
by the citizens.
i
This man, venerable in years, has stood for
more than a half century as a pillar in religious
society, while his heart,hand and pocket have always been open to every good calling and work.
Iu the renewed marriage celebration, all things
+scemed to conspire to social friendship and lasting benefit.

The

Mary

®

transparent and lively. It removes Freckles, Pim
ples, Moth-patches, &o., and instead of a red rustic
face, you have the marble purity of a city belle. It
gives to middle age the bloom of youth. Add to this

A
5
An earnest appeal has been made by missiona8 B Arno—M Atwood—8 Ambrose—I Amsbury—Mrs N
Breed, Jr—L Ballard -O.8 Brown—N aii
| P Bickries in heathen lands for the aid of pious physiford—E Barton—Nancy Baker—W Bates-D Barker—G
cians, or préachers who have studied medicine
H Bowle--J Dirackett
—A F Benne‘t—M Barrus—S F Bean
as.well as theology.
This class of missionaries .=8 P Baker-N W Boody—8 Coombs—J Chamberlin—M
F Chadwick--A Chadwick—C Cox—A Coon—M Crawford
accomplish much more
than those who only
—W Campbell—J M Coffin—S W Cooper—N Chadburne —
J W-Carr—A H Cobb—M Carnuchad—Lizzie P Davis—R
preach—thelr medical skill being in great de
Deering—J
Darling
-G Curtis<¥irs S M Coburn—-R W
Drake—0O Conly—J Ferguson—A L Fuller—Leafy H Fulmand and giving them access to a class who
ler—Mrs A Flood —A P Foster—S P Fernald—Lucy Folwould not listen to a mere preacher.
som—Millie E French—N G Gould—L Gilman—J Given
—G W Gould—N Gordon—S Ginn—=N Gammon—Mrs D
Fhe temperance
movement
in the Roman
W Gloyd—J Harrile—R L Howard-I Hutchins—P F
Hackett—S8 B Harriman—J H Hall-RG Hodgdon—A 8
Catholic church seems still to be making excelHilton—Patience Holden-H J Hall-M J Hughes—M C
lent progress, especially in New England.
We
Henderson -MrsS8 C Hodsdon—H A Haynes—G Hilton—
MH
Hagor--D Inman—J Inman—B F Hayes—I Hucknotice several celebrations of Thanksgiving day,
ins--J M Beggs —A Jehnson—T Johnson
—M J Joiner—C
Jordan-D
¢ Knowles -S Keyes—E Knowlton—M
A
by Catholic Total Abstinence Societies, the reKing—E Knowlton—g
Langdon—J
B Loveland—H P
form having the sanction and kindly encoursgeLamprey—S Lougee#
H A Litchfield—E R Littlefield—C
8 Loomis—Mrs T R Luce—H 5S Limbocker—B F Lane—H
ment of the clergy,
With plenty of Irish TemMoore—W KF Mitcheil—D ~ Mosher—E E:- Meader—S L
perance Societies we may have St. Patrick’s Da
Martindale—O T Moulton~T E Meader—W Morse—Mrs
Julia Mason—Martha B Marshall—J Miller—A F Murand Orange celebrations without any danger o yw
Nutting—D Palmer —A Pierce
—~W C' Peck—J Pobloodshed and murder.
|
.
. and—J C Purinton—R E Patterson ~A P Pomroy—Janmie E Pickering—D N Patterson—L Pl
-~—B P

favored couple at the dwelling of Bro. Chubb.

A

them.

&

|]

—

Zo

hair.

session with

S. M. HAGGETT,

of the hour as related to the spirit of Romanism.

Bro. John Chubb and wife celebrated,
the 50
Anniversary of their marriage at East’ Orange,
Vt., Dec. 6.
os
>
A- general inwitation had been
given which
was responded to by a large ‘gathering of the
older citizens, children and grandchildren of the
was served, of

“

one,

hands, and Lyon’s celebrated

!. SPRINGFIELD, Me., Q. M. will hold itsjnext session
with the Springfleld and Carroll church, commencing Jan. 5, at 1 o’clock, P.M.

In Hartford, the priest of St. Peter’s church,
on the Sunday before Thanksgiving, contemptuously refused to read the proclamations of the
President and the Governor, and openly de-

Wedding.

“A bounteous supper

-

any

thal

fi

Yourself

A

Geo.

PHYSICIAN,”

in

;

Home Paper,

Edward Eggleston
.

If you wish to look young as well as beautiful, use
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm upon yéar face, néck and

The

AMu8 HEALD,

then be sufficient to rapidly extinguish the mortgage.

to

Sweet

Counties,,

the Athens church, commencing Jan. 5, ’72.

Benjamin E. Bates, have given $5000 each.
An
effort is to be made to pay off half the cost of the
building at once, and the income from rents will

At the Dec, session of the Anson, Me., Q. M.,
Bro. Brice Edwards was licensed to preach the
gospel, and is so recommended to the churches.
A Golden

‘are- Janes M.

&

make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which ecii person can prepare.
Send your diregtion to Dr. 8. 5, FITCH & SON,
714 Broadway, New york.
1y18

No. 11, Wall Street, N. Y.

WELLINGTON Q. M. will hold its next

The transfer Will take place

chants, among Ww

by mail,

combined

CHEAPEST |

& i

(Established in 1868)
. EDITORS:

Maine Mission Society.
«
eyery reader of the Star makes its appearance
There will be a meeting of the Executive Board of ‘promptly upon the first of October, and is ready
this society at the vestry of the main street Free to be supplied to any who may want it at the,
Baptist church, Lewiston, Tuesday, Dec. 26, ‘at 3
following rates, viz:
o’clock, P. M.
C. F. PENNEY, Pres.
Augusta, Dec. 13,
2t51
Single copy 10 cts; one dozen copies,
96 cts;

on the first of January. The assets of the association when the sale was negotiated were about
£60,000, and- have -already been
increased to
about $100,000 by subscription,
Several mer-

and hope,

free

all

admirable Illustrated

This annual which has become so essential to

The Boston Young Men’s Christian Association

found the

members active and hopeful, and straining every
nerve to build their church. It is plastered and
frescoed, and they expect to have it finished and
ready for,occupancy in January,
It is a very
neat edifice, and the location is one of the best
in the village.
Bro. James Rand is pastor, and
is laboring on with

13wd6

a

organized

But

pages,

Notices and Appointments.

few educated men know less about it.”

a short time.

“FAMILY

W.N. COLER & CO.,

knowledge of singing more than ministers, yet

the

his

© ® Good Reading

8 Hearth and- Home. @

R,

DR. §. 8. FITCH,

sends

PER CENT.

offer for sale the Bonds of

R.

t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Dealer sand Brokers in Municipal Bonds

be to provide instructors

“as

TO TWELVE

"are
: S

sues

10,10 A Meso snnoes280 PM eo nes 5.40 PML

Townships, Cities and School Districts at prices that
will yield interest at the rate of ten to twelve per
cent. per annum.
Send for a descriptive price list.
Other securities taken in exchange at their highest
market values.
Persons having bonds for sale are requested to
communicate with us.

im-

cars, we were compelled to remain at Franklin
over last Sabbath. Our church <here has been
but

INTEREST.—We

Expelled scholars are to be tak-

teachers of elocution, and

ls

of those

in

MUNICIPAL BoNDS—TEN

The Presbyterian Banner says that several
Theological schools have determined to employ

:
By on¢

for 1872 esti-

sean TED

* Or on their drrival from the East

Freewill Baptist Books, including Sufiday School

en back. The Catholics will not hereafter oppose
the reading of the Scriptures, and the Catholic
children will'be allowed to remain in the class
rooms during the exercises.

is

needed to'help defray the expense of purchasing
4 house of worship. Any one ¢steeming it a

FRANKLIN,N. H.

the

Almanac

DdD

TFaiiis 164ve Dover T6F Wollhoro? & Center HEFboY, |

vig-

As practical as it is attractive,

save

& WINNIPISSEOGER

Books, may be obtained at’ Dover prices of Rev.L>»
C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich. *

re

A compromise has been effected between the
Catholic Committee and the Commissioners, at

one in which it

Me,

MISCELLANY.

Family

fresh, direct,

vans S400

10.10 10.35

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,
10,10 Au vvne es e240 PMycvnoaa 5.45 PML

t.A god assortment of Freewill Baptist Books, including Sunday School Books, can be obtained at the
same prices as at the office of {ublication, from our
Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by calling upon or addréasing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 783 Woodland
Avenue,
as above.
J
“

L. HUTCHINS, Clerk;pro tem.

Catholic

CoMPANION.—A

AM. P.M, P.M. PM. P.M. P.M. P.M.

ees

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871.

|

proper, and

States at 5,500,000, with 4800 priests, worshiping
in 4250 churches and 1700 chapels and~stations.

preaching and gathering a F. B. church in Calais,
. seems desirable to establish a church.

deem

General.

. Rev, M, Ulmer writes that he has commenced
locality and

Me.

RELIGIOUS

H. C. WILSON.
rt

‘Me., an important

as they may

hold their meetings as soon as convenient.
Any church desiring the March term with
them will please address the writer, at No. New

Com,

Quebec, to inform us that a pastor is wanted fo
the F. B, church there. (This is an enterprising,
Wwell-united church, with a new house of worship
all paid for excepting ‘a trifling sum. Correspondence is requested. A single young man, or
-. 0 mun with a small family, is preferred. Address
Compton, P, Q.

THE
, YOUTH’S

AM. AM. AM.
DOVER

Tureisn

desirable that each chureh take measures and in- |'orous paper.

closing.

:

‘

bestfiiieict
aid which English and American scholar-

aan
pean

that each church hold a three days’ Testing between this and, the March term; and it is

Rev: Jolm Brick at the Masgawippi meeting
house, on the 28 inst., for the: purpose of a dona,

parish that should pro-

@

Instructive, @

4

Trains leave Dover for'Great Falls,

A WISE INVESTMENT.—The

"=

»

Beautiful,
. Interesting,

* Prains leave Dover for Portland.
AM. AM. AM: AM. PM, P.M, P.M, P.M, P.M, P.M.
veo 100 10.85 via B40. hee BAD vara TDL uu ys

sound and pure with that who %
A v rétable elixir
NO
NE. Do tiis, and they will
last .as long
ge the breath lasts, and the breath itself will never

\

>

the natural teeth

cure for its minister a set of Smith’s Unabri:
Picsignary of the Bible (Published by Hurd & SI)
ton, New
York), would find that the four volumes
dt
$6.50 each, would return to them in the shape of tw:
sermons a week, that would surprise them by the!
with
the word in the demonstration of the Spirit and | follness. Nobody can work enjoyably or we
tools; books ‘are a ministers’ tools, and if one
with power, The meetings of social worship poor
wishes to hear the Bible. intelligently expounded, he
were characterized with the presence of the Holy ought te see that his minister is. furnished with the

;

~

- AM. AM. AM. P.M, P.M. P.M. P.M.
6.50% 8,00 11.20% ,... .... 5.05 5.45%

a

—

ANSON Q. M.—Held

in Sutton, N. H.,

|

Are not desirable; therefore

®

| Traing leave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,

Substitutes in The Dental Ranks

Athens church, Dec, 9th and 10th. The churches
were nearly all reported by letter and delegation
and several reported revivals, - We Wwore-yored
with the labors of Rev. 8. 8. Paine (Methodist,.of
Minnesota), and G. W. Bean, and 8. Bowden
from their, respective Q. Meetings, who preached

Rev. E. Smith and wife gratefully acknowledge
amounting
to $125.
b

pointed Rev,

4

Ministers and Churches.
their, friends

A

000000
m@
The BEST

"Good, @

THE

I

.

from

Q. M,

-@ Pure,
>

BOSTON AND MAINE RAIL ROAD,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT, June 5, 1871.

2
RR
TR

D. JACKSON.

"4 donation

Monroe

N. Y., reports

charge, his been hat-bim
by steam for nearly
17 years, and will now do as much work as ny Wa
Shite; wow or old, of an
e. From September1868, to 1869, it bound 187,
ats, and the operator
earned $6564,17. The previous year she earned
$507,
B
]

8. W..8choonoyer,
Cor.
Mess. to the Monroe Q.
M. Col. for Missions, $26.51.
:
Next session with the
Fairport church. Rev, Cy
H.Jackson was appointed to deliver the Sabbath-"
school address, and the clerk o preach the opening sermon.
WM, WALKER; Clerk.

joiced on the river banks with the heart of
the young man, who had witnessed a good
profession,

the

Yonkers,

that a Wheeler & Wilson Mitchie, No, 38, under his

and
and
the
Cor..

ie pet—
I

ess, from

re-

Special Notices:

LADIES.
of

A
yr
i
A ot me

to the Free Baptist church in Pike, We

THE

STEWART,

3

1560

100
175

150

Overcoming,
x
125
Perfect Man,
100
Willie Maitland,
405
Who is my Neighbor ?
4,56
Triumph over
Midian,
,
50
When we were Young,
:
55
Sybil’s Way,
=
125
Rescued from Egypt,
»90
Claudia,
+90
Child Life,
rr
100
Any of which will be sent' by mail, free of postage
on receipt of the price.
‘

Parties designmgto get new Sabbath School Li-

braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their
orders which will he immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
817 Market Street, Philadelphia. Pa.:
ubliskers, and will be furnished to Sabbath school
Kellogg & Loomis, 45 W. Washington
n Libraries.at wholesale
prices.
:
street, Chleago, 111, Agents,
a
L, R, BURLINGAME, DoverN,,H
VEY
’

125

Building Stones,

200
a5
50
100

Hours of Christian: Devotion, Tholuck,
3s,
© Alice Benson’s
The Quiet Hour.
Dr, Lincoln,
Child Life in Mauy Lands,
Ruthie Shaw ; or,
The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,

100
100

100
100
In Prese
¢
a

"Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
Trifles,
Flower by the Prison
Daisy Seymour,
Torch

Bearers

"

Olive Loring’s Mission,
Suops Speq

SSL

“appointed day” brought joy and gladness

JAMES

all

The business was harmoniously transacted,
the truth was delivered in a plain, searching
practical manner. We were favored with
resence aad labor of Rev. D. J. Whiting,

FOR
MR.

RE RS

stances beyond control prevented. A young
man, who had recently been converted,
joyfully improved the opportunity, and the

ROCHESTER Q. M.—Held its last session with !

the Hamlin church.
All of ‘the churches were
well
Zepresenied
by letters and delegation,

a

tism on the following Sabbath, but cifoom- |

“

cles,

“

Milbrook,

|

“

x.pCiWR. BURLINGAME, over.
N. H.
,
y

:

~

TREATISE.

The Now Treatise,

just revised by order

of the General Conference, can now

be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy,
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single. one, or

2 cents each

for two or more copies. « Or-

ders are solicited.

oH

0

:

-

\
ere o————————————————————

at

Ptr,

showed him a© snall, neat
2 a

little, he had taken both Dot ahd’ the big
doll in his arms, and they were alljthree sitting in the edge of the mother’s bed. =~
Very

pale

yet

was

the

dear face,

but

wreathed with smiles at her little daughter's

~ Memori ies.
a
BY MARILLA.

"After her treasure had been duly

delight.

olga,

whas: his

son had established a school; and where he
caused all the poor children who had Jost
their parents to be received and nourrished
at his own expense.
‘The children in this house looked so happy and innocent that the Erench gentleman
was ‘very much pleased, and when he re-

What was

team all at once?

Did |

he know his little daughter was in danger?
No, indeed, he thought she was safely cared
for at home.
But he was a noble man with

a large, kind heart, and he would
ingly

yr

it,Alo you suppose, that made

the
Tar

Review,

THE BAPTIST Hy Mi AND TUNE
. lic Worship,

“ John M.

not. will-

Music ad: apted

Evans.

Phila.

els, and

KREG AN

her spirit

practical and

ITALY

>

a

is so ‘thoroughly rue,

religious,’that

she

ig sure to deal

with what is deepest and most vital in the expe-

BOOK, for Pub
and arranged by

rience of souls. This book therefore holds
story and something more. And the story is the

Bible and Publica-

ion
Society, Square octavo. pp. 432.
f our public worship fails in any essential respect, it can not be owing to the lack of choice

hurt the least of God’s creatures; so

———_————

subordinate element, and is used only as the instrument for bringing out riglit views of life, and

such as are especially needed by young people
who are just assumingserious responsibilities and
‘Here, Tom, come and hold the team. hymns, orto the want of exéellent collections | fashioning their plans for the future, If Horace
turned
to
the
castle
he
said
to
the
Baron:
devotion
Dot's
for
reward
a
is
doll
~ “The
‘ What a happy man you are ja Je | There's a lark’s nest somewhere near-the of music adapted to congregational use, or to the ‘Wheeler is Aunt Jane’s hero, she'is in a’ higher
absence of skill and good taste in bringing the gense his heroine, counselor and inspirer; and
__And early hopes, which, slumbering long, . -| to her mother; and auntie hopes she may sucha good son.”
old butternut yonder. I'll hunt it up, and hymns and music together in single and beauti- the reader will not fail to recognize ‘her as the
have enough good times in the days to come
Are wakened all to-day.
“ How do you know I have a good son?” you can drive arolind so’s not to hurt, | the ful volumes. The last tifteen years have, given central personage and ber influence as the quickto atone for every one she has given up 80
¢ Becau+e I have seen his. works, and I birds i
us a considerable number of such volumes, any ening presence ‘of the book, It is one of the
Our early home,~—the gathering there,~—
cheerfully.”
The smiles of
gure delight,—
{one
of which has merits-enough-to justify strong ‘choicer things among Mr. Randolph's exocent
know that he must be both cleyer and good
| *
and eat her
fo free fromcare. . .. ..._{. Dot could hardly. Wait so. dress
The
pleasurés,
on he found his darling Patty sitting words of commendation. The sacred poetry of publications.
if he bas done all you have shown me.”
breakfast, so eager was she to show
The thoughts of each Thanksgiving prayer,—
The same House sends us also a fow less prethere, How fast his heart beat when he all Christendom and the musical. genius and tal‘* But you have never seen him.”
Are clustering 'round to-night.
“Goldy,” as she had decided to call her, |
ent of several centuries have been laid under tentious but very choice juvenile books, excelthought
of
the
danger
she
had
been
in,
and
*¢ No’; but I know him very well, because
contribution, that nothing might be ‘wanting to lent in purpose, Wjse in teaching ‘and pldasant in
“from the color of the hair,” to her little
Again [ hear my father say,
how thrilled and softened as he caught make our hymn and tune' books unexceptiona- style, and which will find a fitting place in the’
I judge of him by his works.”
friend
next
door.
Then
Goldy
must
be
un« "was well you all came home ;”
**You do; and please now draw near to her in his arms, covering her face with kiss- ble. And the rivalries that have been concerned family circle or the Sunday school library. Bic
dressed and dressed again, and every artiAnd mother’s thankful smiles display
in the various efforts, even if they have now and
Hér joy that from the fold away,
cle of clothing examined and exclaimed this window, and tell me what you observe es, and saying, *‘It was the birds that saved then exhibited elements that spoke quite as strong- NAL L1GaTS will be found very suggestive ar
full of vivacity, ANNIE MASON, or the Temple
her!”
frem
thence.”
Not one has wished to roam.
over!
Then mamma must say she was
ly of nature as of grace, ‘have not been, without of Shells, tells the story of an orphan gilin a
When
the
first
excitement
with
the
men
“
Why,
I
see
the
sun
traveling
through
beautiful, every time Dot asked the questheir influence in giving us choice products.
Alas, my golden dream has fled,
life-like and most instructive way, and can hardtion ; and Bridget must be shown the won- the sky and’ shedding its glories over one was over, and Patty had bee carried safely
Thig new book is an example of painstaking,
And left a tearful prayer!
ly fail to exalt in the mind of the reader the
e
in
her
father’s
arms,
and
the
men
of
the
greatest
countries
in
the
world;
I
good judgment and skill that would be anywhere
derful creature, and duly admire it.
qualities and methods whish alone issue in a true
+ My father’s form is with the dead >—

““‘Shure, Mjss

No more liis festal board is spread

Po call the loved ones there.

jest like an angel

And mother’s tears afresh will flow,
When others laugh with glee,

‘Were playing freund her knee.

been trying to be a good

How could I wake a gladsome song,
When thoughts of Death's dark wing
Around my harp of memory throng,

TA lilt one glad thanksgiving strain,
“With more of joy, and less of pain,

on

with

The harp’s sweet touch to cloy.

* Our Saviour’s voice we hear,
‘We ope our hearts, and evermore
. He sups with us as ne’er before,
Nor leaves us lone and drear.

.

Like the breathing of a prayer.

i

And the darkness falleth o'er me

i

As it were the veil of night;
|

While the stars shine out above me
With a ealm and holy light.

|

i|
|
|{

v

Then I wonder, yes, I wonder
“If the stars, so pure and still,
Dazzled in their lesser brightness

i

By those bonfires on the hill,—

|

)

If the stars, that bend above me
In the evenings golden tide,
Are the homes of human struggle,—
The abodes of human pride.
.

|

}

But my questions are unanswered ;
1 have asked them of the breeze,
But the breeze stops not its sighing’

In the branchesof the trees.

standing

time when

morning that w as!
songs in the child's
and wings upon her “willing feet!
afternoon came, there were errands

off yo your
U senses.
1

has

=

.Alrthe Tight seemed to have faded out of
the sky, and the shadow of her first great
sorrow had fallen upon her.
Then she remembered that in her joy, her
morning prayer had been forgotten; and

in

the | hastened to her little chamber to pour out
all her trouble intd the ear which had alow over her pretty face! holding in her ways been so ready to listen to her prayers.
hand the waxen-faced dolly which she had Did He not hear the sorrowful words, brokcalled her own, not even one whole day- en by the great sobs, and was not his heart
yet, and which was now so spoiled and far more pitiful and tender than a mother’ 8
would have been?
broken. Poor little Dot!
»
That very night, another doll, as lik» as
Her dear auntie had sent it all the way
from beautiful France, for her little name- possible to the dear Goldy, found its way
sake. Dressed all in white, with golden into Dot’s chamber; and beside it," in a.
hair, in
i such lovely curls about her pink and small velvet-lined case, lay a plain gold
face; what a precious treasure for band, just big enough for one of the little
any little girl to possess! And very pre- plump fingers; and within it, Dot read
-gious to Dot since it came as a reward for with shining eyes, the one sweet word,
many hours of patience, when she had un- ¢ Mother."—Christian’ Union.
eomplainingly given up her play to wait upon her sick mother.
A’ German Story.
Up and down the long flights of stairs,
many times a day ; always ready to run, at | "In that beautiful part of Germany which
the ifvalid’s slightest wish, dear little Dot borders on the Rhine, there isa noble castle

had been a blessing indeed, in that darkened chamber,
So her father,

in writing to his far-zway

which,

as

you

We hope the danger is

quite past, and our dear one slowly recoverering. As soon as we can, we mean to send

Dot away into the country, where the green

"+

fields and blue skies and bright flowers may

travel on the western bank

which

would

Corporal.

judges

Rich Young

so does his mother, and

his

please

. the little girl most; and, one day, in pass:
ing a shop-window, this same beautiful
doll attracted her attention, as the very
thing. So she was bought, and packed very
- nicely, and before many days, was sailing
~ along, on her way to America.
You may imagine the child's wonder and:

father,

+ Aight
blue eyes.”
Where had she come. from? Could she bg
dropped

her

straight ‘down from the skies ? or had the
(brought her, while she slept? Sure:
dear mother

was too

sickto know

aboutit, and her papa was always so busy!
. Bo she
her up very tenderly in
her arms, and

ran quickly down

‘ball which separated her

~~ chamber,to know what

the long

from the sick-

it could mean:

‘Her father had lead the pate: of the little
bare feet, and came

out

The

of devout

The

hearts, has

chants are

consecutive order, and

Lee

&

———

.

.

Shepard

. A

\

=

are outdoing them-

selves, and surprising that part of the public that

knows them best,
oent issues.

‘trash,

abundant

fact that the hymns

~

Messrs,

were first

collected, arranged and published by themselves,
and the tunes afterward adapted to them, has
rendered it impracticable to arrange them in

made it necessary to re

fer to the page as well as to the number of the
hymn, when using the
collection. The unity
seems a little marred as the result.
But it is, as
a wholeya collection of rare value.
Mechanically considered, the - book is almost perfect.
The paper and type are exquisitely rich and
beautiful:
The musical type is really superior
to anything that we have elsewhere seen,” The
whole work of compilation and arrangement has
been done with conscientiousness and by most
competent hands, and the book can hardly fail to
be prized in proportion,as it used and its less obvious merits brought to view.

greatly,

hone: he
00.’

interested

in

out in the yard

has, as be

Watching | |

behind

calls it, ‘ built

the | |

drains | |

| them “‘goes to market,”

*¢ Lightie,

let

me

have

the

pickax, and

you take the shovel.”
‘So they exchange
tools and work on as zealously as ever.
Pretty'soon, however, Little Light Boy,

opposite

side,

above

the

father, but a blessing

to all who

his father’s land.
It happened on a certain
this

young -man

being

from

lived

on

occasion, that
-home, there

one

of

them

It is such a pretty thing, and so bright!

He

turns it over, views it in every light, and
tastes of it. If you should lay a ten thou“sand dollar greenback down beside it, he
in his turn, gets tired of the shovel, and he would grasp in preference, that
rgeous,
says—
magnificent rag.
You couldn’t bu that
“ Now, Brownie, you take the shovel, from him with ten or twenty thousan
doland let me have the pickax.” And Little lars.”
Brown Boy gives upthe pickax and takes
Then he hss, a great many fine musical inback the shovel, and Wie two
t
play oni happi- struments that he plays on splendidly.
|
ly.
Every newspaper he can get hold of he
How ‘much better this way than if Little turns into a piano or an organ. He scratchBrown Boy or Little Light Boy should say es his nails on them,and digs holes through
when the other asked for the pickax, “No, .| them, and ycu ought to hear how beautifulI want it myself. You can’t have-it.”
ly they do rattle ; but the brown paper that
This is the unselfish way of playing. This comes around the sugaris the best, thatis
is giving up. Little Brown Boy and Little so crackly and high-toned.

Light Boy, though

not yet four years old,

have learned a good

lesson, and set a good

example. I wish other little boys and girls
~would follow it.— Nursery.

How

God

Saved Patty.

Patty lived in the country, and on bright,
to the

the

and

He has quite a respectable. shovel .of his) | “stays at-home ;” and there is a little mite
own ; and he borrows of Mary in the kitch- of a one that don’t get any bread and buten the poker for a pickax. With these tools |... - " How he does squeal! Deg? dear!
he digs a big hole in the ground, with a You would-think this young man would ery
ditch leading to it, and fills it with water. to hear him, but he don’t; the ripples o f
This he calls his drain.
laughter come gurgling up his little fat
Sometimes Little Brown Boy comes over throat, until, when at last the poor piggy
to play with him; and the two work at gives his very hardest sfjueal,he almost ®xbuilding drains together. Little Light’ Boy plodes with glee. It’s so pleasant to have
takes the poker aud picks away stoutly; jolly little fat pigs of one’s own to play
‘and Little Brown Boy takes the shovel, and with! Ten live pink piggies! Just think of
digs with great resolution. ‘By and by Lit- it! But that is not all—oh! no! He.owns a
tle Brown Boy gets tired of the shovel, and most lovely old piece of red flannel, which
he says to his companion—
his,grandma gave him, that is very valuable.

towers

on

He thinks they
There is such a drove
are the cunningest.
of them! He can’t count them himself, but
1 believe there are as many as ten.
One of

in the abundance

And they do not send

Their juveniles

of theit reout

literary

are well known and en-

thusiastically welcomed

all over

the country.

THE AMERICAN HOME BOOK .of in-door games,
amusements and occupations, by Aunt Carrie, is
all that its title would suggest.
All sorts of

pleasant and exhilarating games, just such as
are needed for home recreation, and in which
the various classes of home-stayers may. participate, are here plainly described.
The number is

immense, and the variety ought to rfieet the demands of every taste, and help in making the
fireside attractive.
When we state that Prot. De Mille has written
another book, that is entitled, AMONG THE

BRIGANDS, and that it is the first of a series to

be

known

shall have

as * The

Young

said enough

Dodge

Club,”

we

to stir up the boys and

girls to a clamor that nothing but the possession
of the book will silence.
It 18 a 16mo. of 828
pages.

AUNT MADGE’S STORY is the third of Sophie
May's new books, known as * Little Prudy’s
pyaway Series,” In its quaint, breezy freshMODERN SKEPTICISM.
A course of Lectures
delivered at the *request of the Christian Evi: | ness, it is worthy of iss predecessors.
To say

fields

where

he

make him a little visit.

was

at

work, and

One morning” in

the harvest time it looked bright and sunny

out of doors, and Patty could hear the hum

tree.

Suddenly ‘a bird

flew out

hung it up in his o
niece who loved Jesus,
One day she
the time.
After playing a
office.
erything she could find

He

to meet her; and

re she could do anything but exclaima

open ?
Such

a nice place for a Dost, 400, ‘Patty

LIGHT AND TRUTH:
or, Bible Thoughts and
Themes.
The Revelation: By Horatius. Bonar, D. D;
New York: Robert
Carter &

Brothers.

1872. 16mo. : PP: 431.

& ni
ig
Dr. Bonar does

not attempt

Sold by Gould

the

work

>
of the

sists of five volumes,

uniformly bound, most of

which are original publications of their own,
though the work of reprinting what is rjchly
worth the honor, is involved in one or two cases. The titles re a8 follows: 1. Katie John-

stone’s Cross.

2. The Grocer’s Boy.

the Billingses.

8. One of

4. Emily Millman. 4. Cottages

of Glencarran.
A very beautiful and wdmirable thing also is
their AUNT DEBORAH'S LIBRARY, containing

six 18mo.

volumes, every way excellent.

They

are, 1. Swries from Aunt Debarah’s Drawer: 2.
Lonely Lily. 3. Clari¢’s Little Charge.
4. Nelly Rodney’s Sorrows. 5. Frankie and his Friends.
6. The Little Missionary.
A very entertaining little volume from the

same

source is CURIOUS

FACTS

FOR

LITTLE

PEOPLE ABOUT ANIMALS, written in a plain and
pleasant style, dealing with the animals with

which the readers are

familiar, and finely set off

with illustrations,

erable freedom among these apocalyptic \splen“dors.
But he is thoroughly evangelical
\n .all
these fervid utterances, éarnest, reverent,
ulating and practical.
He writes for the spir

al profit of average Christians rather than for the
intellectual satisfaction of dritical minds. And
these sixty-five brief chapters are

richly

worth

‘their

highest

purposes

manliness, duty
lent additions

in

teaching

lessons

and faith,—~we have
to

their

*

of

two excel-

Fatherland

Series.”

They are entitled, FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH, atid

THE Hop BrossoMms.
They are reprints from
‘German authors, and are especially instructive
and interesting.

reading. They draw much in the way of suggestion from that book which has been the puzzle
THE ALDINE is the most nearly perfect epeci-,
andthe battle-ground of formal expositors, and |
men of art in its own department that has apso make it serve some of its best purposes. In
style it 1s like the

volumes from the same source

which

have

preceded

eye in

appearance, as

‘it,—full of beauty to the
it is

wholesome

for the

spirit in its contents.

peared in this couatry; we doubt whether there
is a press anywhere else in the world which sends

out so beautiful a monthly paper as that in New
York on which this sheet is printed.

The

No.

Pravel, Exploration and Adventure,” which this
House has

and was happy all
visited her uncle's
long time: with evwithin her reach to

She could not understand it, and looking

been promising

miruble beginning.

us.

1t is a very ad-

Though mete ‘specially for

the young, it will be found full of interest even
for mature minds.
One might be sure that Bay-

subscriber for 1872,

$5,00 per year.

New York:

ard Taylor would do his workwell. He knows
both what to use and what to omit. He would

James Sutton & Co.

never countenance a dull prolixity,and he would
keep clear of all mere sensationalism.
So he has
done.
Instruction is always provided for, while

Tae FRUIT RECORDER AND COTTAGE GARDENER is a live, practical, excellent monthly pa-

interest is never sacrificed. We have the history of Japan pleasantly epitomized, extracts from
the journals of several travelers, pictures off the

country

in its general

| features, accounts

day life and

of the

aspects
people

and

its specific

in

their every

their great festivals, photographs of

royalty and of the lower orders of society, statements respecting the art, literature, mythology,

popular superstitions, and the

|,

cured for it. A fine chromo, entitled *‘ Dame Nature’s School,’ whose fidelity and excellence grow
upon one by study, goes as a premium: to every

recent changes in

i

per of 16 pages,edited by a skillful horticultural
ist, who draws freely both oh his own experience
and the valuable suggestions
cheap at $1,00'per year, aside

premiums which are offered.

of others,
It is
from. the liberal

Subscribers to thi

next volume, who express a wish to that effect
and send a stamp for postage, will receive also a
64 page pamphlet,giving plain instructions in the

culture of the choicest of the sill frujts,
a larze return for a

dollar.

Published by

It is
A. M.

thought and policy which these interesting orientals embody : and the whole is set off with am-

Purdy, Palmyra, N. Y.

ple illustrations and putinto a very attractive
looking volume, The success of this Library of
Travel is.not likely to'be less noticeable than
that which has attended the Library of Wonders,

for 1870-1871 is a splendidly printed pamphlet of

and that is something creditable alike to the pub-’
Hehery and the public,
,

THE

PRESBYTERIAN

*
MEMORIAL

OFFERING

more than 100 pages, giving the reports and resolutions of the two Assemblies that bear upon
the question of re-union, the plans’ for waising a large fund as a special offering ' which
should properly signplize the event and consti-

WORDS OF CHEER for the Master's workers, tute a fit expression of gratitude for the biessing,...New York: A. D. F. Randolph. Square 16mo. and a list of the sums raised for this purpose, as
pp. 379. Bold by D. Lothrop & Co.
weil as an indieation of the objectsto which they
God, and ‘return; think upon grace, ‘and | Few finer compilations of poetry, such as will were devoted, “The whole amount to $7.833,hope; think upon glory, and press on- gratify true taste, nurtuse a genuine religious | 983.85,~n glorious exhibit for the Presbyterilife, and give wholesomé and grateful expression
ans, anda stimulant fo all other branches of the
ward.
to the soul’s best aspirations,
huve ‘been made Chrisie
ow York: Deyit C. Joant
‘A transcendent faith, a cheerful trust, than this which Mr. Randolph has sent ou
b
log
Co.
ES
»
The poems are drawn from a wide field, but ev-

Then the Baron went with the visitor.in- thought. It was like being in golden forto the garden and showed him" many beauti- est in there, for the grain was high above
a pillar of
ful flowers and plants.
her head, and¥she laughed softly al to her- turns the darkness of night into
fire,
and
the
cloud
by
day
into
a
perpetual evry one. of them has character, artistic excelWoy
laughn supposing that the CHRISstraw
yellow
The
ofit.
“Who has the ordering of the garden?” self thinking:
lence and heart food. It is a beautiful gift book,
to be suspended after the
ed too, a waving, murmuring
Jaugh, and glory. They who thus march on ‘are re- an ornament for the center table, and may be TIAN {
said the gentleman.
, of Cincinnati, will
Moore
8
#
t
presen
freshed
even
in
the
wilderness,
and
hear
Bitingly and profitably rough into daily use.
but never
“My son,” replied the Baron; *‘he tossed its heads back and forth,
jiblish it. In which fact.we"
eairand
er
hereaft
in
knows every plant, I may say, from the whispered to the child of danger, ‘nor ever streams of gladness trickling’ among the
take rol SAUSIGRION. Ed
\ AUNT JANE’S HERO. By E. Prentiss, author of
—
cedar of - Lebanon, to the hyssop on the told to the men, coming rapidly along, the rocks.—Chdpin.
Hon Stoppiba
Hexveliwird » ete,
ete.
New
story of the little girl hidden in its midst.
wall.”
J
Pir is as full of good things
Hom
Randolph. 12mo. pp. 22
It is a pity that those who taught us to "York:
Indeed,” said the gentleman, *‘ I shall The ‘men came on, the’ machine leading
Sold by Aor & Co»
gaind that is up.to the brim,
ad it hy
them, the horses drawing steadily, and the talk did not also teach us when to hold our
Mise Prentiss #fin not write in a dull way if or rath
think very highly of him soon.”
» to cover, New ‘York: w.
she
does
offyviing
like
Justice
to
her
Own
pow:
|
tongue,
R.
De
The Baron took him into the village, ani knives cutting sharp and sure.
fy

.

pa

_

formal expounder. That is not his forte, and he
fortunately knows and accepts the fact. His mil
From the Lutheran
Board of PublicaMon,
lennium theories are now and then implied in Phila.,—which makes a specialty of juvenile books
these devout meditations upon the great book of that deal with the noted historic periods and perimagery, and his poetic mind revels. with ¢onsid- sonaged of Europe, and compels them to serve -

hada little

of the wheat near by, singing a rich, clear
song. Patty clapped her hands in delight, down on the floor repeated the words. She
mistaken. Then she
and,
as the Lird rose higher and higher, thought’ she was
old man’s blood, on which the Baron re‘commenced again, so loud that her uncle,
proved him, saying, ‘Are you not afraid and the notes grew fainter and sweeter in
who sat at the desk, heard her, G-0-d—God,
of offending God, who reigns above, by the distance, she fairly held her breath i-8—~ig, n-o-w—now, h-e-r-e—here. *‘ That's
lest
she
should
lose
one
of
those
delispeaking in such a manner?”
right,” she exclaimed, looking around, at
The gentleman said that he knew nothing cious sounds. * Perhaps there is a nest
1
The arrow had struck home.
in there,” thought Patty, when it was still her uncle,
‘about God, for he had never seen him.
Her uncle became a changéd man. He be,
and
“in
there”
she
went,
looking
The Baron did not notice at this time | again
lieved in the true God, and sought amd
what the gentleman said, but the next with a pair of bright eyes eagerly about,
found forgiveness of sin beneath the *‘ erim«und, yes, there it was surely, a nest and

“ Then your son isa very clever man,”
replied the gentleman.

/

| publish largely and issue nothing of loubtful
teaching, tone and tendency, and w Mee list of
juveniles 1s equally long r and choice, send us th
following:
Tae KATIE JURNSTONE LIBRARY.
i cou-

“| for January has a fresh surprise on every one of
its pages,
Paper could not well be firmer,
There was a man in Dayton,Ohio,who was
our Day. Com
mpi and arranged by smoother, or of richer tint; for evenness and
perishing for want of a knowledge of him: Loar
Taylor. New
York: Charles i tl finish in the smallest details, the typography is a
whom to knowas Mediator between God | Bayard
§ CG
a 12mo. pp. 280.
Sold-by E. J. _ wonder even to skillful printers; and the fllusne
4nd man is eternal life. Not believing .
trations rival those of the best Euglish engravWe have here the first of the promised volthere was any God, he had a card printed
ers. The literary matter is not unworthy of the
umes
which
are
to
make
up
the
‘‘
Library
of
is nowhere,” and
with these words,
exquisite mechanical setting which has been se-

of the distant reaper through the open wininterest her, she began to look around on
dow. She thought she would like to go
the walls, and her eves fell on the card.
out to see papa, so in a moment the little
Having just begun to read writing, the letfeet were trotting across the fields. Patty
ters were not so familar to.her but that she
tried to catch up with the workmen, but
had to spell out anything that was written.
they worked very fast,and she got tired,and
So she began to spell aloud, G-0-d—God,i i-s
sat down to rest in the shade of an old but—is, nn-0-w-h-e-r-e=-nowhere,

ternut

and the interest is all the greater aud.the book
gaius in freshness as a consequence of the varied
tLorship,
Including the very admirable ex
planatory paper of Bishop Ellicott, there are
twelve lectures, or discourses, by as many strong
and eminent men, each of whom deals with just
that specific topic which he is best qualified to
handle.
These are some of the topies treated:
Design in Nature; Pantheism; Positivism; Science and Revelation ; Mythical Theories of Christianity ; The Completeness and Adequacy of the
Evidences of Christianity, &.
The very names
of the ‘lecturers are a tower of strength in the
refigious circles of England where they are well
known,and the volume is one that must take high
rank among the later contributions to our apologetic literature.
It will prove of special value
to theological students and clergymen.

A Child’s Influence.

delight, when she opened her eyes, on the morning took occasion first to show him a
mording of the day of which I writf, and veautiful picture which hung on
three of the dearest, sweetest little birdies. 1 son canopy of the firmament.”
wall.
"
saw this beautiful little lady sitting right at | “My son drew thay pictu , said the Was there ever anything so funny as. those
Think
upon
sin,
and
repent
;
think. upon
AO
. the foot of her bed, faring at her.with her Baro, ©
‘downy little Beads, with the tiny bills wide
ty
,

her very own? Had God

the affection

and choice.

We cal! him ‘‘Bobolink, "ard “Pappoose,”
and ‘Old Blessed,” and all sorts of names
—you know how they do call babies. You
great six-year-old Harry would not think
him much of a fellow, I suppose,—this
is, and

und

been taken and used.

Man!

Little Light Boy | pink fellows down below.

warm days, she liked to follow her papa in-

came a French gentleman to see the old
bring back again the bloom of health to‘her Baron. As soon as this gentleman came
_ pale cheeks.”
‘into the castle, he began to talk of his
Auntie Beth pondered what she could heavenly Father ‘in terms that chilled the
send over the ‘water,

A

charac-

of the river, you may see lifting its ancient

sister, had said,
‘grove of trees which are about as okl as it“Qur little Dot has indeed proved Terself self. About forty years ago there lived in
the best of nurses.
She is a great comfort that castle a noble gentleman, whom we
to us, and has cheerfully denied herselfa shall call Baron. The Baron had an only
great many hours of play that she might be son, who was not™bnly a comfort to his

near her mother.

been

the work ; and

bright sunshine, but with such a deep shad-

*

the little birds.”—Lile
a ——

life.

sentiment, and clearly

expressive of the various phases of Christian experierfeg. The tunes have character, and are well
adapted ta congregational use. What has been
proved by trial and won the~approbation of good

;

with pickaxes and shovels.

she knew it, was crying, too. ‘Dot knew
that it would "nit do to distress her mother,
so the went out into the narrow little yard.

o«

out

while the tears glistened ini his

eyes, and his voice grew ‘husky , “God bless

ship, rich in evangelical

and all the family.
ter by seeing his works, how does it happen | He considers himself very rich too, or, as
that you form no judgment, of the goodness
grown-up people say, “wBl-off.” He has
of God, by witnessing such wonders of his such white, round little pegs fixed on to his
handiwork as are now before you? © Let me
| hands for him to play with.
He sticks
never hear you, my good friend, again say | the m up and looks at them sideway, and
that you know not-God, unless you would | edgeway, and every way, aiid they never
have me Suppose that you have mot the use | | get lost like your playthings—they are al-

“Oh, you naughty Dash, how could you
do it! was all she could say.
Bridget
vainly strove to comfort her, and, before

The Family Circle.
little Dot!

are able to judge of my son’s good

The pretty face was crushed in; part of
the curly hair lay upon the floor, and the.
clean white dress was soiled and torn in
many places.
;
Dot gave one look at her precious Goldy,
und one at Dash, who seemed to comprehend his mistake, and shrank out of the
house like a culprit; and then burst into a
passion of tedrs.

And they stiil remain unanswered,
And unanswered e’er will be,
From this world of joy and anguish
Till my Father calleth me."

. Poor

around her, in childish

| frolic.

By the weary feet of mortals
Are their golden pavements trod?
2 Or are they precious jewels
El
In the diadem of God?
.

rough-looking

smal! man of six months—but he thidks he

the family, so peacefully sleeping, speedily
dragged her down upon the floor, for a

|
dio

great,

noticeable. The hymns are choice, . abundant,
varied, lyrical, full of ‘the very spirit of wor-

@

| w ays on hand. - They are so nice to eat,too.
First one fist goes into his mouth,’ then the
dewmce Society, with an explanatory pa er, by
When
the Right Rev. C. J. Ellicott, D. D., Lord Bish- more is to waste Words and to attempt au inten- other, and then both fists, "The only trouPickax
and
Shovel.
op
of Gloucester and Bristol.
New York: A. sification of a surperlative.
they
are
to be doné, a few blocks away; and laying |
{ ble is he can not swallow them,
D. F. Randolph. 1871. 12mo. pp. 544.
Tie TURNING WHEEL is the third of Paul
ii
Goldy carefully down upon the parlor sofa,
Too bad, isn't it ?
| so big, ov something.
The phases which skepticisin assumes are con- Cobden’s * Beckoring
Series,” and introduces
There
are
two
little
boys
I
know,
one
of
|
with her best white sacque for a covering,
| But he den't get discouraged. Why, it was
stantly changing, and so, in order te meet the us to a great
variety of striking characters,
whom has brown hair, and the other light | only yesterd: vy he was trying to sw allow a necessities which they ' impose, the * Christin. among whom * Old Popperty” is thoroughly
she hurried off.
the unique, and whose wheel as he turns it is made
It seemed but a few hairt so I will call the first, Little Brown | large blanket-shawl and all’ his petti coats ; Apologetics need to present tl
Poor little Dot!
Boy; and the second, Little Light Boy.
moments, when she came bounding back to
| then he bunted his head into a big feathe or | evide nees in fresh forms. This collection of pa- | to teach and emphasize some of the most imporAcross the field in front of the houseoe!| pillow, and opened his mouth at that in a pers, ail bearing upon the same general subject, tant lessons of the book. Itisa pleasant addi
hdr dear Goldy, but what a sight met her
while
each deals with
some
specific branch | tion to what'has preceded it.
where
Little Light Boy lives, Mr. Palme
eyes! "Dash, the petted family dog, had
ale arming
way which must have been very
of
th¥"
discussion,
is
one
of
great
value.
Take nl
sprung in at the half open door, jumped up- has been busy with his men, building | to the pillow.
as a whole, they cover adarge part of the ground
Messrs, Carlton & Lanahan, New York, w fh
The men have dug up the ground |
Sometimes he gets hold of those little
whereon the good fight of faith is maintained,
on thé sofa, and spying this new inmate of drains,g

‘| heart,

It is twilight ; and the music,
That comes floating on the air,
Seems to waft my spirit heavenward

was a

relish the charms of such a scene as this?”
“ Well, then,” said the Barom, ‘if you

What a long, bright
There were ungpoken

SELWYN.

eward.

arm

somebody—it

man—said,

had grown into a Christian child, and would

a

Dot’s

her dear

never be able to remember the
she did not love the Saviour.

Twilight Musings.”
H.

girl, and to deny

and orchards, and vineyards, and

cattle and sheep feeding in greei™f®lds;
and many thatched cottages, here and
there.”
QD
*
‘* And do you see anything to be admired in all this? Is there anything pleasant,
or lovely, or cheegful in all that is spread
before you ?”
“Do you think that I want common
lost the use of my
sense? or that I haw
eyes, my friend?” said the gentleman somewhat angrily, * that I should not be able to |

accents asking the Father in heaven to
make her his.own child, and to help her to
be kind and obedient and unselfish; so that
though she was only seven years old, she

But list! He knocketh at the door!

GEO,

self, as is good

kept coming to her, .and her conscience
whispered that it was not undeserved,
which was sweeter than all the rest.
Her earliest memory was of kneeling,
every morning, by her mother’s side,sand

string?

Oh, could my spirit rise again
With olden, festal joy,

BY

‘grounds,

herself sometimes, because Jesus needed
her.
This thought, like a sweet refrain,

And clouds are drifting all along,

\

seen ;

enough to hav’ it.”
And Dot did not forget to be oh ad, all the
time, that her dear auntie knew that she had

Of all the band which, long ago

To hide each joyous

behold
a mighty river at niy feet, and ig were going down the field fain, leaving a
vast range of woods, and “1 see pasture wide, uncut space around ' the lark’s nest,

the good soul,

from Hiven; and it is

only the likes of yer own

For only two are left her now,

[4

Dot,” said

“she’s the béautifulest creetdr I ever

he said to one of the men,

—

admired, her father read her a part of her
Aunt Beth's letter in which she said,

JI eould not wake a.festal song.
Nor sing a thankful lay;
Too many saddening memories throng,

EER

A

i
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~w Biterary Wiscellany.

One and another study how

to, show their

sympathy, by little offerings of fruit and
flowers, x watching beside the invalid and
reading
aloud to him. And how those who

Co-operation Illustrated.
Jind

Lat all times live for his

happiness, at such

times become radiant with the tenderness
of .solicitous and ministering love! What

—
i —

I will tell you a single story; and in that
single story resides the whole offense, the

child but remembers how Mother was

nev-

whole

Who has not taken new lessons in the

spir-

intrigue,

the

whole

impiety,

whole agrarianism, and the whole

20, 1871.

=

er so much

the

benevo-

Mother as when

he was sick?

;
What shall we do, then? I we take with an undying hatred. ¢ And I,’ sir,”
away the story, the appetite is not satisfied. roars this
great statesman,—‘‘I, sir, for
The mind is left empty, swept, and garnish- one, wish itto go upon.the record of the
ed, and for one story cast out by parental legislation of my country that'I spurn Engauthority, seven others worse than the first land and despise John Bull; that I
will
will creep in. ‘We can only defeat bad sto- track that hoary liarto his lair, although
ries by good ones. The remedy for dys- he may seek to place it beyond the sunset
Pepsia ‘is uot’ starvation, but wholesome —ay, sir, beyond the Rocky Mountains;
ood.
J
i
that T defiantly ‘and contemptuously hold

Our Idle Beauties.
was cared for by a sister or a wife, through .
States. © Robert Peel, the father of the great ‘wearying days of illness?
:
Sir Robert Peel, was a comfortable
EngSickness, too,by very force of ip privas - An English traveler writes thus: —
lish mechanic. He started a cotton factory, tions, gives a new delight to the old“everysmall in measure and smaller still in profits. day Sjoyuents as Shey return. - You have I gan assure you that having lived in
It was at the commencement of the cotton ‘lain for
in a ‘darkened room: at last ‘different castles and manor-houses of Great
to the indusenterprisé, and Robert at that tim¢ was alou can
bear to have a blind thrown back. Britain, and been accusto
Wabits of duchesges pnd countesses, I
most unable to make his enterprise pay
ow the little picture it reyeals, just a few trious
lence, of the labor movement of the United

od, in the name of my

her

But they mourn not without hope.

open the fouth of the British. lion and exectorate into it fréely
; and that, Jibase

it that fills the life of a good woman, as he

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

ard Deacefully, like one going to sleep, she re-

signed her spirit to thé bosom of

4

loved

The WINTER TERM
tihues ten week.

Redeemer. Priorto her exit, she, with much
| composure, made a disposition ofher house-hold
effects, also made arrangements for her funeral,
selecting for the text, Job:19, 26—‘“For I know
that my Redeemer liveth,” &c., and Rev. Silas
Green for the preacher, With dear Bro, M. and
his two lovely
daughters, and son-in-law, many
hearts will sympathize in their irreparable loss.
A.

' Academies.

country, I wiltcon-|

began Nov. 13, 1871, and con.
5

A.B. MESERVEY; A. M., Principal,

J. N. Rand, A. M.,
W. E. C.-Rich,A. B.,
A. P, Shattuck,

Miss,T. A. R. Dow,
Miss Alice I. Libby,
Miss L. LU. Moore,

H. M. Willward.

Also a competent Music Teacher.
’
ExPENsEs. Bodrd, including room and washing,
2.75 to $8 60 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of
which there are several in successful operatigp,
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students
sirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-cases and towels,
TUTION from $5.00 -to $6.50
er, term.
Several

CAVERNO.

&c.

~

tinue to expectorate in that direction go
longas life and the expectorative power LYNDON LITERARY ENSTITUTION, ‘years ago the Trustees introduced
a Commercial De: rind , which has jut very
successful. Jt is
are granted me.” Thigis Bottom us the
LYNDOX CENTER, VT.
now proposed to add a Scientitte ‘and Agricultural
statesman, The thing’ that distinguishes
| Course, of two ous
each, which opened for the
Faculty :
.
udmisslon of students at the commencement of the
him is the length of his ears above his head.
all
térm.
’
d
A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Blissfully unconscious, he does not suspect J.A. C.8. Hopkins;
Denison,
Natural Science.
+ Bend for catalogue to the Prmcipal or to
he is an ass; and his
public, for he has a Miss ‘Mary C.” Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics
LEWIE,
Sec,
was
utterly
astonished
at
t
h
e
idleness
of
him. The profits fell fo often behind the trees and a bit of gras, fills and gratifies
and
Rhevoric,
y
public, with the blessed
blindnéss "of Tita~
Sarah E. Mason, French.
)
expenses that it is said he sometimes con- your sight! And-<when first
you slowly" wAmerican fine ladies! No Englishwoman nia, hugs those ears as his greatest glory. Miss
RIPGEVILLE
COLLEGE,
Murs. J. C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing and Painting.
templated ahapjoning the movement. The walk or ride a little way in the open air, of rank = with the' exception of a few —G. W. Curtis.
Miss
Ellen
A.
Perklus,
Penmanghip.
FALL TERM begins August 22d and continues 12
Queen downwards,
difficulty that beset him was apparentlya nature seems to have put on new garments. parvenues), from the
weeks. Tuition, $6.00; Incidentals, $100;
nSy hmm
, ¢ Onlendar :
;
¥
ship, $1.50 for twenty fessons; Instrumental Music,
. trifle, but it was a trifle that undermined Rather you are in a sense newly
created, would remain for one half-hour unemploywith
use
of
instrument,
$11,00;
Board,
$3.00
per
Spring
term,
of
10
weeks,
begins
Feb.
20,
1872,
-ed;-or-sit
in
a%ocking-chair
unless
seriously
his whole_effort. . The filathents
of cotten—. and
the world<is an Edén again
about you.
week; Board in ¢lubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms for selSummer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 1.
what we call the dust of the product—gathboarding at reasonable rates.
Among azspeople who, habitually over- ill. * They. almost all (with harfly_.an exFall Term begins Aug. 27.
N.B., Special instruction during this term to stuthe letters of business of
ered all over the machinery. - The bobbins work themselvés as we do, a real fit of sick- ception) copy
Turriov,from $4.00 to $600 per term. French,
dents preparing for teaching.
:
Music and Penmanship extra,
3
and the tapes were covered with it; they ness is often a blessing in disguise. It their husbands, fathers, or brothers; at:
WM. REED, Se.
Expenses.
—Board,
including
room
and
washing,
tend
minutely
to
the
wants
of
the
poor
Ridgeville,
Ind.,
July
8,
1871.
refused to move. Every six or seven hours says stop, and its voice is obeyed. It holds
PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obit from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in fanulies. In club or
the workman was obliged go stop work and one a prisoner while a work is ‘wrought in around then, and even take part in their
self-boarding, at lower rates.
:
;
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
uaries
published in the Morning Star, who do
amusements,
and
sympathize
with
their
The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
clean his machine,and at the end of the day him, the injury of which may be more than
course of study; and no pains will be spared by the
sorrows
;
visit
and
superintend
the
schools;
not
patronize
it,
must
accompany
them
with
cash
The
Fall Term of Lebanon Academy
will comhe had a oor day’s work to show, and one balanced
y the
enforced
leisure, the
Trustees to make the school eminently
worthy the
on Tuesda, , August 29, and continue eleven
that hardly enabled him to earn his wages. strength
which repose lays up for a new work in their own gardens; see to their equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion, confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough ‘mence
weeks
under
the
following
instructors
:
‘
The anxious master sought the aid of sci- start, “It is never welcome, it i8 dreaded household concerns ; think about their vis< Brevity Is specially important, Not more than a and Liberal education.
A. N. MARSTON, A.B., Principal. =~
The new Institution bui
is afine brick and
Miss. H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress. and. Teacher
ence j-he sent for Watt, the great inventor and striven against; yet often it brings itors; look over the®weekly - accounts, not single square can well be afforded to any single granite
structures ot beautiful architecture, affording
of
Instrumental Music.
;
only
of
domestic
exgenses,
but
often
those
amplé accommodations; and is located on an emiof the cotton machinery.
Watt exhausted blessings even by
‘its side, and leaves
MRS. BE. J. COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
of the farm and the estate; manage penny obituary. Verses areinadmissible.,
| nence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and i...
his ingenuity, and was foiled. He called upon a rich legacy beliind.— Christian Union.
T. A.8TACY, Teacher of Penmanship and
Lyndonville, and some of tue finest landscape scena—
clubs in conjunction with the® working
usic.
i
London and the engineering talent of the |
\
:
ry of the valley of the Passumpsic.
Miss
A.V. HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work.
classes,
to
help
them
to
help
themselves
;
|
Duprey
L.
PIPER,
of
Gilmanton,
died
iF
om
y
I
W.
SANBORN,
Sec.
and
Treas.
_great capital to help him, and was equally
ri)
| TUITION:
LymNonville, Vt., 1871.
heart disease in AltoA, Sept,
18, aged 28 years.
+ and with all these occupations, by earl
unsuccessful.
But it was observed ‘that
The Old Maid.
Primary Course,
- $4.00
hours, they keep up their acquaintance with He leaves a wife and one child, with other rela- |
theré*Was one man in the mill that never
Common
linglish,
Bil
Ho
omisiye
4.50 \
HILLSDALE COLLEGE.
J.C.O
the literature anid politics of the day, and tives, who mourn their loss..
. Higher English,
- \
=.
.
5.00
stopped. Every day he drew his full wagLet us take a girl who has arrived at the cultivate the accomplishments of music and
The
Winter
Term
of
Hillsdale
College
will
open
on
Languages,
=
=~
.
- 6.00
SEWARD Dow died Det. 1st, 1871, aged 81
es, His machine was never shes Sh,
Penmanship, (12 lessons)
=
+ «+ ° 150
mature age of 256 without having had a sin- drawing, and often acquire, besides, some years. For 44 years he had been trying to live a the 6th of December, 1871, and continue to March 2,
At the end of the month his pay-roll was gle eligible offer of marriage.
Instrumental Music (20 lessong)
- 8.00
1872.
=~
:
.
By eligible,
Christian life. When the I. Baptist church was
Use of Instrument,
2.00
fat. He produced for Sir Robert Peel a full we do not mean to imply that our only ¢on- knowledge of scientific pursuits.
FacuLTy: .'
formed in East Andover, he was one who then
An
excellent
opportunity
will
be
given
those
deThe
late
Marchioness
of
Lansdowne
was
united with it; he stood by it in all of its reverses, REV. DANIEL M. GR HAM, D. D., President.
share, and took a full reward.
They set sideration is money,—but just the contrary.
siring
a complete course of music, either upon the
DUNN,
A. M.; Prof. Bib. Theology.
his fellow-workers to pump him, but they We wish to have it understood that. nobody so well acquainted with the cottagers in and with its interest still st heart he passed © “% RANSOM
ence
SPKNCERJ.FOW LER, A. M., Prof. Mathe-)] Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large e
from Massachusetts,
qualified <to teach
Thorough
couldn't find it out; and finally, in_ despair, whose character promised some fair amount her neighborhood, that she used.to visit and away. Services by the writer. C. B. GRIFFIN.
.
matics and Nat. ¥hilosophy,
Bass, Secular, or Sacred Musics: .
.
Lis
look at the corpses of the dead; because she
GEORGE
MCMILLAN,
A.
M,,
Prof.
Ancient
LanRobert Peel sent for him, .
~~
copesial attention given to those preparing for
of happiness ever asked ouf young lady in
.
.
MINNIE MAY, daughter of Joseph and Julia HIRAMguages.
ollege.
F
:
=
:
A rude, uncouth,awkward country booby, ‘marriage. And as she is a sensible woman, found that her doing so soethed and comCOLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat.. Science.
2
Morrill,
formerly
of
Lyndon,
Vt.,died
in
Jackson,
forted
the
bereaved.
I
have
known
her
to
BOARD:
H. LAURA ROWE, A.M, Prin. Ladies’ Department.
Dick entered the counting-room.
Likea who has had a good education, and whom
Muy
20,
aged
14
years
and
4
months.
Towa,
de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.
Good board may be obtained in private families at
© sailor, ke
pulled his forelock with one hand, an excellent mother early taught the blessed- shut hérselfup with a mid woman in her Death had no terrors for her; she yielded u er JENNIE
ALEX. C. RIDEOUY, Prin. Com. Department,
y
$3,00 per week or pleasant rooms
furnished to those
and se
ed the floor with the heavy shoe ness of work and usefulness, she has refuse- poor dwelling, who used to lock - the, door, pure spirit to her Saviour willingly, trus gly: W. A. DRAKE, Instuctor in Penmanshi ip.
wishing to board themselves.
dil
nd
could
not
be
induced
to
admit
any
one
GEO.
B.
GARDNK¥=mstructor
in
Drawing
and
i
.
~..JOHN
H,
SHAPLEIGH.
and peacefully. While we mourn our loss here
of hig left foot to make a bow, and Peel said - ed to marry merely for the sake of avoidin
Wy
|,
Paint
po)
else.
*
.
we
feel
it
is
her
gain.
a
to him, *‘Dick, Fitzgerald, the overseer,says the misfortune of becoming
J. A. MORRILL {MELVILLEW. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental, 3]n
an old maid.
Lady Lamsdowne’s only daughter used
TYR.6.8. FITCH'S Family Physician, 96
+ _*
and Vocal Music.
that your bobbins are always clean.
Is it Under the eye of that excellent mother she
died at his residence in|
MB
HoLco
D.
DEA.
ages, sent by mail, free, Teaches how to cure
guineas (given her by her Dearborn Co., Sparta Sow nubip, in the fifty-fifth MRS. OLIVE C, CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.
so™ “Aye master, it be!” “Well, Dick, first learned to make herself useful to her one hundred
all direases of the porsok, skin, hair, eyes, compiexF.
WAYLAND
DUNN,
A.
M.,
Prof.
of
Rhetoric
and
father-in-law,
Lord
Suffolk,
to
buy
a
brace-,
ion.
Write
fo 714 Broadway, New York.
1y4.
year
of
his
age.
Dea,
Holcomb
was
an
exemhow is it # «Well, master, that's a secret. younger brothers and sisters (for we will
Belles Lettres.
|
he
Farther and
Rie arrangements will be made *for
If 1 should tell vou, you would know as suppose the family to be alargé one); and let ) to build pigsties, with his' permission, plary Christian. He had lived in the ¥. B.
for 34 years, and was deacon for 12 years. instruction in all the departments of the College.
muchas I”
“Exactly so,” said Robert; |. when they grew up she looked about for at her husband’s little country residence. church
He leaves a wife and a number of children, brothCatalogues sent on Bpplication,
\
‘‘but wen't you tell me?" “Wel, I don't some other occupation, or let us rather say She educated her own children without as- ers and sisters, and an aged mother, to mou
* L, P.
REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas.
Hillsdale, Mich., 1871.
;
:
want te, master.” ‘But, . Dick, I will pay work, for, though some young ladies are sistance—teaching the boys Latin; and the their loss; but they sorrow not as those who
‘We are now making a Specialty of ** Church Cushions,’
have ho hope. The funeral was attended by a
yeu if you will tell me. . What do
want always occupied, they never work. - As she girls all the usual branches of education.
stuffed with PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE,
It is cheaplarge
and attentive audience.
Services by the
MAINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE,
The
late
Duchess
of
Bedford,
I
accidenter than Hair, will hold its élasticity double the length of
for your secret P” The man looked\down a hae taught nearly all the younger family,she
writer.
I. STONE.
ally
discovered
when
on
a
visit
to
Woburn,
PITTSFIELD,
ME.
=
time, and is proof against MOTHS.
:
:
moment, and said he, *‘Master, I will tell has of course, gained some practice in the
We can refer to more than one hundred churches that
MARTHA J. LEWIS died in West Buxton, Me., ==pnvhishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academiyou it for a quart of beer a day as longas art of teaching, and so she tries to finda had for thirty years of her marriage life,risen
cal
and
Ladies’
Full
course
of
study.
Terms,
10
are
using
the
**
Elastic
Sponge
Cushions.”
We
invite
in26,aged about 15 years. She was a young lady
-~
i am in the mill.”
‘You shall have it,” situation. ¢* Oh, what a miserable lot!" we at six o'clock, summer and winter, lit her Oct.
vestigation, and will be pleased to send circular referring
of a very pleasant disposition, kind and conscien- weeks.
aye Peel, “and half a gallon ‘on Sunday, hear some of our lady readers exclaim, own fire, made some tea for the duke and tious in her conduct toward others, always read. Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
to Churches that are nsing our Cushions.
herself,
and
then,
as
he
wrote
his
own
let150."
Shutting the door -cautiously, and Granted, for those who follow this calling
to give her sympathy and help where she could. Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.
HALEY, MORSE & CO,,
ters
of
business,
she
copied
them,
and
they
She indulged
a hope in Christ some two years GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.
orvepingas near to Peel as he dared, the with unwilling heart and
411 Washington Street, Boston,
mind; but we came down to a large party of guests at ten since,
which she found a support in the time of Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
main whispered in his ear, ‘Chalk the bob- began by saying that our young lady had
Sole Agents for New England for the sale of PATENT
trial.
She
loved
the
SBunday-school
and
meeti
MRS.
AROLINE
M.
FILES,
Associate.
o'clock, to dispense breakfast, without saybins; ehalk the bobbins, Master Peel.”
ELASTIC SPONGE.
Ww3H
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prin. of Normal Dep’t.
fitted herself particularly for that vocation,
and was usually present when her health woul
Peel saw it at a glance. Unwatched, un- and that she did her work with a will. The ing one word of their matutinary avocations ; permit. As She approached the end the fear of Mrss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
so
that
you
might
have
been
a
visitor
in
the
Miss
ADDIE
SAWYER,
Teacher
of
Drawing,
Paintdeath was removed.
She trusted in Jesus, exdetected, Dick had covered his bobbins and consequence is that she soon gains the love
ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.’
WELCH &'GRIFFITHS
house without finding ofit that the Duke
her love and confidence, and hopefully MRS. . F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
tapes with chalk.
It prevented the adher- of her pupils. Thus some years
pass, and. and Duchess had transacted the necessary pressing
CELEBRATED
assed away.
Being an only ¢hild it was hard D.'M. WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keepence of the filament, and his machine was: she is thirty now ; but ** she is quite young
CIRCULAR SAWS,
SAWS
or the parents to give her up, but through
ing.
eloan. He did a full day's work. He earn- still,” “her friends, male and female, aver. business of the day-—before,perhaps,you had grace they bowed in submision to him who doeth
HAND
SAWS,
No deduction for legs thon half a term, exce; t on
risen!
I
rather
mention
those
that
are
gone
ed ample wages.
He made money for If she goes into society there is always a
account of sickness.
Half terms commence a the
»
WOOD
SAWS,
their reward than write of women still all things well. “Thy will, O God, be dope
beginning and middle of the term.
his employer, Peel saw it at a glance, vacant seat left for her, and there are none to
CROSS-CUT SAWS, (OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,
amongst us; but you may believe me when
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
bought the secret, had machinery
contrived more eager to. welcome her entrance than - i say that [ am constantly amongst those
SISTER LUCY, wife of Dea. Daniel Perry, died $2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s
Ate Superior to all others.
;
that chalked the whole mill, and rose sud- the young girls of her Soquel tance, for she
Litchfield, Maine, Oct. 15, 1871,ged 66 years. are formed.
who live such lives of energy and useful- inSister
Every
SAW Warranted.
‘Rooms
and
board
in
private
families
at
reasonable
P.
made
a
public
profession
of
religion
in
denly inte fortune ; from a common man he is always full of good humor,—ready to ness—but they so employ themselves withji
.
1855, and was baptized by she writer in connec- rates.

“ Obituaries.

mounted

the

gentry.
Europe.

His family is among the first in
It wields the destinies of states.

topmost

line

of the

He's got

£20,000,000.

All

English

that

art,

listen to their

they small or
advicear help.

and

there is,

stories, to

their

troubles, be

moreover,

an

under-current in all

Idismre, and culture, and wealth, and companionship can do for him has been done.
His son he made King of England, for the

her talk consisting in the desire to make
them all sensible women,—women who love

Premier of England is its king,
Robert Peel was the kingliest of

well-being of their fellow creatures, wheth-

to work’; women

and Sir
premiers.

er

And she Peels to-day are the nobility of the
earl. A large share of that place and forwc and miccess he owed to that secret.
The mean that tells the story says: ‘“‘He
paid the man well; he gave hima quart of

rich

or

out ostentation, or an idea that they are do-

great,—always ready with | ing more than their simple duty.
Without their knowing it,

who take an interest in the |

poor;; women

who

can

stand

Zz

a

The Use of a Long Nose.
C—O

A

2

this affliction to the family
services Y.1 the writer.

§
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WELCH

PIKE SEMINARY.
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occasions

and bringing his ex.

ing those. of Washington, his staff, his generals,
his cabinet, and every eminent American of his
time.
The literary world, for once, is startled by the
t
sudden byrsting forth of a new and commanding
poem by Longfellow, of which the first the public heard was an extended notice with lung extracts in the papers.
The title is, The Divine
Tragedy ; the subject underlying such a title can
only be one, the Incarnation.
Our readers shall
learn more fully concerning it in course of time.

quietly subsided.

A few

ployed a drover,

Mr.

about

twenty

drivento his
inspect them.

young

sheep.

yard,

he

When

took

the

“Well,” said Mr. G., “ what

for

resolutionto create a commit-

The

eommittee.

were

Colonel ‘up to

to the close of the session.
nal form.

The amendment
adopted in its origi-

resolution

rejected, and the

Mr. Trumbull

then

moved

to refer

to the newly-formed committee the subject-mat~
ter of his rejected amendment, which was dis-

cussed

without

till Monday.

- bill

action.

In the

The

Senate

House

the

adjourned

apportionment

was .considered in committee of the whole,

reported and passed.

983.

The New

The

England

number

was fixed at

apportionment

is, for

Maine, five; New Hampshire,
two, a loss of one;
‘Vermont, two, a loss of one; Rhode Island, two;
Massachusetts, eleven, a gain of one; and Connecticut, four. New York has thirty-two, an

i nerease of one.
On'¥Friday, 1 the House, a petition was received from merchants of this eity and New York,

asking for a reduction

of the

duty

upon rice.

/The

mystery

of the

* frozen

well” at Bran-

don, Vt., in which water’ remains frozen during
the hot months ot dh
10m has never been

satisfactorily explagfed.

It was sypposed that

the freezing was d
the dissolotion of some
material inthe water, or to electricity, but it is
found, by chemical analysis, that the water holds

nothing in solution which would

account for its

temperature, and the electric needle fails to show

any current of electricity. .

Enoch Carter, of Newburg, has in his possésgion a watch which was given by George ‘Wash-

ington to his petrothed, Mrs.

Martha Custis, in

1758. The watch was made in London, is of the
* BulPs eye” pattern, and has the letters of the
above lady’s name on the face of the dial—one

letter over each figure. The watch

was in the

Bills were passed making
appropriations for
land and a building in Chicago to be used for gov-

possession of some of the relatives in Virginia,
but, as one of the results of the late war, it had
to be sold with the other relies to keep starva-

ernment offices, to carry

tion from the door.

ington,

and

appropriating

McCartney deficiency

ment.

out the treaty of Wash$23,000

to meet

in the Post-Office

The Huse adjourned till Monday.
MISCELLANEOUS.
is nine
to ten inches deep

The snow
mond,

in Rich-

do you think of

Five thousand
teen hundred
the

dollars’ worth of jewelry

dollars’ worth

Jersey

City

and

was
seven-

of postage-stamps

post-office,

on

Thursday

a perforated

steam pipe

Every

has been in-

is run’

horizontally

the boiler. As the sparks from the fire box pass
through the stack they are moistened by.a fine
spray of steam issuing from the perforations,
and drop to the ground through a tube mgerted
for that purpose.

night.
sews-denier ‘in

Syracuse,

N. Y.,

has

been indicted
by the grand jury, and summoned
before the court og. Monday; for selling obscene
pictorials and weeklies.

The grand jury in New York Tas
further time to examine the
is believed that they have
entire expense

of the

ninth census was

$3,287,600.
Madame Burns, the New

¢

~

John Ruskin has given $25,000 for the endow-

York abortionist, has

when, having passed
sleets of a hundred
weakened and worn
hot suns of the spring.
farmer having a cow
an. ox that requires
neighbors to get him

showing would the cost of feed of these

machine, hy which homely noses are pressed into the most fashionable shapes, secording hi the

taste.of.the owner.

soil

The former was arrested and

kept at the

Metropolitun Hotel all night in the custody of 'The English Palestine Exjloration Fund has
sheriffs. On Saturday he ‘was taken into the just sent out an expedition whose busigess it
court of general sessions and refused bail by will be to map carefully every well or
ruined
Judge Bedford. Before he reached the Tombs, heap, every knoll or runnel west ofthe Jardan,
however, a writ of habeas corpus was issued by

giving to each

its local Arabic’ name.

Our

En-

and walking bereath the official umbrella “which

in mineral

feed had

become dissipated in the

frozen

ficed
to keep life in his beasts.
philosophy,

or

science,

or.

air or

For in this case

book-knowledge,

If two beasts are fed alike except that one is
kept well stabled and the other out of doors,
exposed to the cold, the one thus exposed
consume

just

double

the

will be in

amount

that

worse

condi-

besides.

conditions,

Every

man

One lot was

who

keeps

a cow

kept out of doors and

unsheltered, the other kept in a close pen. The
lot unsheltered ate 1912 pounds of turnips, against

886 pounds
weight

eaten by the other lot, The gain in

was 28 pounds

28 pounds per head

per

head in the

in the second.

first lot,

The. profit

can be figured out bgpany. man who knows what
turnips and mutton are worth.
Had not the
feeding been abundant, some of the
exposed
sheep would have.died.* And yet, sheep will

tml

crops,
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ing amount is being rapidly decreased by purchases

Home.

Clothing.

being

wool, silk

flax, jute, hemp

substances,

and

skins;

and cotton.
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because no more can be issued; while the
soon

will

Fund

Sinking

of their

|

urease the amount,

CHESAPEAKE

The reason why

are

the

the latter

all reduced to a fine pulp, are bleached, and then
felted by means of appropiate machinery. The
mixture of these substances produces a fabric of

wonderful flexibility and strength. It can ‘be
sewed together with a machine as readily as

i3

companied with Drafts or Checks,
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into effect within ope year after the completion of the
road.
:
s
The Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds are issued
either coupon or registered—the denominations are
as follows :
' $100, which cost to-day .........veeenen $04.13
$600,
“
2B
ivasviesssanes 471.56

"This paper is of a very serviceable nature, and
is made into table-cloths, napkins, handkerchiefs,
quilts, curtains, shirts, skirts, and various other

The petticoats'made from this

ou 8.

:

Sinking Fund of the Chesapeake and Ohie must a

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO BONDS.

felted paper are of very elaborate design and of
wonderful beauty. They are either printed or
stamped, and bear so close a resemblance to lin-
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In China and

Japan, paper

clothing

been worn by the inhabitants. It is very cheapis limited to twenty-five cents.

Water-Proof
J

Boot-soles.

——

—

- If hot tar is applied to boot-soles, it will make

them

water-proof.

will bear

without

Let it be as hot as leather
injury, applied

dried in the fire.

repeated two or three

The

It makes

may

be

the surface of the leathlonger, as’well as

keeps the water out.

It is a good

vide

during the

winter

a swab,

during the winter,

er quite hard, so that it wears
hoots for

with

operation

times

if necessary.

What corsets cangfot effect, ar-

has long

ly produced there, a good paper coat costing only
ten cents, while the expense of an entire suit

and

bene

plan to prosummer, and

prepure the soles by tarring, as they will then
become, before they are wanted to wear, almost
as firm as horn, and wear twice as long as those
unprepared. Ten years ago I met with a direc-.

tion in the Country
above, and with some

a piece of sepererogance, a pair of thin-soled

‘morocco
soles

boots

was tarred

boing saturated

and

with the other, the
the seaming

too, all

around, inciuding the lower rim of the moroceo

all round the soles,

der ds
—

"Ex Southern.6 25 @ 11 00
Ohio & West.6 60 @ 6 70
Canada...... 600 @ 700

IFLES, SHOT-GUNS, IR EVOLVERS,
Gun Material.
Write for Pri
Listy to
GREAT WE-TERN GUN WORK+, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Arms Guns, Revolvers, &c., bought or tra
for.
AGENTS WANTED.
6m32

26

As these boots are doing.

service yet and have been much used every summer during the ten years, I mention the (aot because it furnishes what I then wished for, namely, a proof that the tar would not burn or otherwise hurt the leather. The soles remain like
hotn, and have never required any repair, and
even the thin upper apparently cracked in all di-
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BEEF —~ Extra $8.75 to_9,75. First quality $ 8,00
|
to
$8.60;
Second
quality
$
7,00
to
7,87;
Third qual$425 Bighod, PRE SEAW, Alfred, Me.
ity #5.50 to 8 6,75 ¥ owt, on total weight of hide, far-row, and dressed beef.
WORKING OXEN—$10 50 to #11 per pair, or according to Hiei vitlue as
85 Beef, Handy Steers, $65 to $125.
Do you want an age)
fata ar traveling, with a
fi
1LCH Cows—$00 to $00; extra good,
$80 to $000
chance to make $5 to $30 pe day sei!'ug our new
with
or
Rak,
&
calves,
as may be agreed ; farrow
T8trand White Wire | Clothes inert They iast fore
and
ordinaty,
$00
to
ever; sample free,so there Is no risk,
Adress |
RTO
ling $2 to8 3oo." year old, $00 to
“at once
Hudson River Wire Works.
130 Malden |
A

MONTH

Horse and

Carnage

furs

GREAT CHANCE = AGENTS.

; three years o

Lane, cor, WaterBt, N. Y,, or 16 Hearoors Bt
Chicago, 111,

VIN:
Ni
hone.
x 10 hours.

Ready.

SHOTES—Wholesale, 546 to 6c; Retail

Rev. John J. Butler, D. D., is now
ready for delivery to our customers.

Fifteen. hundred

copies of

Haye already

this
been

the
sold.

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be.off

our hands.

Price $2,00.

Postage,

extra, 24 cents. Special terms given |
to agents who sell 100 or more. Orderen
i”

solicited. -

60

80

Hiprs—Brighton 00¢ to 8c; County lots, Tho to 8o
TALLOW=6g to 6}u; dite be to bic.
each; Coty lots,
PrLrs—with woo 6 90 to $1
1876 to $1,560.
*

, AJALF SKINS=—1fic to 18c.

—t.

The Commentary onthe Gospels by

first volume,

A

Far HoG8-—6} to bic.

¥ made of Cider, Wine, or Borgo.
F. SAGE, Cromwell,
Conn.

Now

hesitation. I concluded to

have it tried on the soles of a pir of field boots.

By

FITS; and agents at work are meeting with most extraordinary success. One reports un average of 50 subscribers
per day ; another 62 in twoNlays; another 23 in pur} of one
afternoon; another 48 in two days; another,a lady, 40 in
‘ene day. One in Cincinnatl, 51 in two days, One Agent
in Chicago has 260 subscribers already, and another 235,
1000 niore Agents can find very remunerative employ.
ment for the next few months in selling this intensely
interesting work, Inclose at once FIFTY Ly for
OUTFIT, and name the territory desired. JED. F . HOvVEY, 15
Montgomery Place, Boston. *
4w4y

Gentleman, similar to the

rections from the first, has never torn but a little
had a season of pure ani- on one boot, at the bend on the outer side of the
was thought enough if she ‘foot, It has been oiled about once each summer,
and could sing the “fives ” but the soles received only the one thorough tarDoodle, She myst have ring. Boot-soles will take the tar bést after hav” or out of Shem, before ing the grain worn off slightly. It Woon dries in,

horse, or padding down the stream on a raft of
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placed the financial affairs and resources of the Com-

In civilized countries the manufacture of paper into various articles of clothing has only been
the business" of a very brief period, but among
barbarous people it is an industry that hus been
cultivated for years.
With us the employment
still remains in its infancy, and it has taken us
many years to master the difficulties attending
its introduction.
At first, our manufacturers
confined their” production almost entirely to collars, cuffs, frills, and similar minor articles pertaining to the wardrobe.
Prejudice having been

call it whatJou will, is thoroughly ' corroborat-

will

OIL. .

Porto

The successful and rapid negotiation of nearly | LOW Biidung. 33. "

decided improve-

exanbine their

Paper

make on the account book, if such a farmer keeps
onel ‘He would find that a large portion of his’

The principal cause her own construeting,
comes from the fict . mal enjoyment, and it
that direetors of theaters are in the habit of buy- grew plump and rosy,
{ng the ehildren of slayes in order to ring them to the tune of Yankee
¢
o up who stage,
been far in the “teens
ie sal

shel rich

n
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oxaaodd 8. id
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and Shirtin.
three-fourths of the FIFTEEN MILLION LOAN OF
THE
CHESAPEAKE
AND OHIO R. R. COM.
Phteting hia: 13g 13
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PANY, and the energetic prosecution ot the work of | Medium 4-4. .

do we see clay

worth bringing to the surface.—~Rural

order of Judge Barnard, and Tweed was taken glish friends expect to undertake the Holy Land senic, slate-pencils, chalk and vijegar can, and
requisition,
into the supreme court, where he was admitted east of the Jordan,and we trust means will not be when all these aids are brought
® bailin the sum of $5000, The ‘grand jury, it lacking on this side’of the ocean to do the work. the saints-are rewarded by palld cheeks, puny
iwill return thirty or forty more indict
physiques,—~waists that a hand can "almost span,
A Mr. Skelton, of London, has recently invarious members of the ring, sev{ The mother knows that in the hour her little
oral ‘of whom have not yet fizured very conspic- vented a street lamp, with strips of looking-glass girl modestly requests that the hooks or buttons
arranged in its roof, somewhat after the manner
ugusly in the revelations thus far made.
!
bo set back, ** for mamma, see, I can run my
The Dumb Anjmils’ fair closed on Saturday ofsthe Venetian blind. He thus reflects into the hand ' between my dress waist and myself,
street rays of the light which would otherwise
vise netted nearly $20,000.
]
and T do feel go untidy with such a bag hanging
have gone over the houses. The result of exround me,” that the warfare has begun, and un#
1"
periments on this lamp, it is said, show that the
the day of her decline the apostle’s injunction,
til
Lin FOREIGN. 4
street receives three times as much light as
keep the flesh in’ subjection,” will be seru**
to
Wisk sgn in Cuba are fast coming back would =) upon it from lamps of the ordinary
5 pulously obeyed.
tothe allegiance
to Spain.
| kind.
:
Between the eras of the “swaddlihg band, and’
There is a ru
Madrid again that a min- In China. the dramatic profession is considered corsets and crinoline, there used to be a period
: yg’ and, a Aigsolution of contemptible, vile and dishonorable. * Those.
of a few years, when arms and limbs could climb
who exercise it are shut out from all literary trees and scale hights like their progenitors,menay States ; that the: hol competition, and can not indulge iin the hope, tioned by Darwin, and muscle, sinew, and blood
fatality among the na- open to all ether inhabitants of the great em- bade fair to hold their own. The little barepire, of obtaining by merit an adminstrative rank headed, tanned girl of . ten, astride a briddleless
shines like a silvery cloud.”
of this “general comtumety

er
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Who the Healthy Girls Are.

couth ; his deportment grave und abstracted,”

Just as frequently

Farmers shoghl

stand more exposure than calves ox heifers, or
The total amount of expenditure necessary for
The Senate has
ratified the supplemental
even full-grown ciittle. Notwithstanding all this;
~~Jonvention with Mexico extending two years the French government for the coming year, in- every winter's day one may seé young calves
for the settlement of claims between the’ two eluding interest on the war debt, is said to be humped up and stiffened with cold, shakingin
2,800,000,000 fr. or $560,000,000.
countries.
the keen breeze, and their owners knowing at
. The New York schoolship Mercury cleared
Coleridge
is thus deseribed in the memoir of the same time that a year’s growth is thus
‘Wednesday for Cape Palmas, Afriea, on a cruise Young the tragedian: ‘‘ His hair ‘was white, - frozen out of thém. This comes of Rot™ figuring
of instruction for the boys.
long and neglected; his complexion was florid? up profit and loss.
The grand jury of New York on Friday brought ‘his features were square; his eyes watery and
i n criminal indictments against Tweed and Con- hazy ; his brow broad and massive : his build unmolly.

barren

F

No

ment may be made by bringing up the subsoil
with the’ plow, and mingling it with the ‘top

animals

by a trustworthy feeder, viz: Two lots of sheep,
of five each, were selected, of equal weights and

prevail to a considerable extent in London. It
is supposed they are stolen for the few shillings

and

ing soils, but occasionally very

altogether;

The Russian government, after jong hesitation,

children seems to

pure

| Ganal

picion’. "6 8 5050 o4 69 7w,
A. 8. HATO. | Anthracite...
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and Dealers in Government Securities,

knolls in lands mainly friable and easy of tillage.
Drouth cuts short the crops on these, and makes
it exceedingly difficult to plow.
The best ingredient for these is muck, but loamy earth or sand
improves them wonderfully. There are many instances of this kind where mixing soils would be
practicable, and prove remunerative. On a generdl scale, we ean not afford the expense of mix-

through the snows and
wintry nights, they come
out
to gasp under the first
Thus it is we hear of this
lifting, or. that one having
the help of three or four
on his legs. And what

extent, though he may not
Here we give them,—
know the exact figures.
they are the result of a careful experiment, made

been "convicted and sentenced to seven years
that may be got for selling their clothes.
in State prison.
The latest London announcement is a nose
John Pettit and Izzy Lazarus, convicted of
illegal registration in New York, have been sentenced respectively to two and a half and one
year in the State prison.

more risk, too, of losing his animals

knows this to some

of kidnapping

of larger

———————
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Bankers

in a great measure overcome, our inventors exThe following timely remarks are from the
| tended their area of production towmany fabrics
American Agriculturist:
We should provide comfortable
shelter for of universal use, but requiring greater strength
and pliability than those worn about the neck or
stock, not only from motives of humanity, but
also because it affects, in a large measure, the ™arms. The garments made by this process failed to answer the requirements of our day, and
profits of keeping and feedifg them.
Every inch
were not received with general favor. At this
of snow melted on the back of a cow or an ox
juncture of affairs, it remained for an English
will tell on the profits of that animal next season.
There will be so much the less butter aitho inventor to solve the difficulty, and give usa
really serviceable paper fabric. It is a mixture of
much less beef for the owner to sell. So much

tion

has definitely decided to dismantle the fortress at

production

of quite

ble matter.

Shelter for Stock.

The Hungarians boast of having three daily papers, whose circulation is larger than that of

Riga.
The practice

the

ee

clothing never

“poor sandy knoll,” the owner terms it, from
which he never gets: produce enough to pay for
its cultivation, unless it is heavily manured. Manure on such spats does not last long, as its virtue pither leaches downward or is all required
to make the crop, which finds little else to assist.
The best jmprovement on such knolls, is to cover
them with clay soil which can usually be obtained near by. The best time to do this is. witha
crop immediately preceding grass, as‘the clay
helps form a thick turf, and thus makes vegeta-

ment for the master of an Art school at Oxford.

asked for any journal published in Germany.

City frauds,
and it
already fouud sever-

al bills of indictment.
The

A spark arrester for locomotives

composed

vented in Massachusetts, and consists of a curv- “the north winds; that a good portion of hay or
had gone to melt ice, and snow,
and
ed gmoke stack resembling a cornucopia.
In corn
this two wire screens dre placed—one at the evaporate cold rain water, and that what was left
mouth and one below. Just beneath first screen after these things had been done, had barely suf-

through the smoke stack andis connected with

Va.

stolen from a dwellingin Brooklyn,
from

the

depart-

*

lives. were free

whose

-

Pisx.
Hanysy
FISK

of forty tos

mixing soils is one of the most paying improvements the farmer can make,
We sometimes find
in loamy soils, where the subsoil is clay, knolls

them?’
The Colonel gave Clark, Mr. G.’s farmer, a sly wink, and replied: * Pretty good sheep,
I guess, but rather along in: years.”
¢ Not a bit of it; Mr. J. is a judge of sheep
ang he says they are all young.”
£ Mr. G.,” suid the Colonel, with emphasis,

ing year, but Lehigh coal was not shipped to
Philadelphia until 1802. Schuylkill coal was first
shipped to Philadelphia.

as the birds,

—re——

However desirable it would be to mix soils, the
great expense, in most cases, stands in the way
of its accomplishment; it is only where peculiar

journing frome December 21 to January 8 was
Mr. Morton moved to take up his resadopted.
The directors of the German Imithigration Soolution for a final adjournment on the third Mon- ciety report that during the past month 9,280 Gerseveral. amendments
day in’ May, whereupon
man immigrants were landed in New York,an in- [*
the iconsideration of crease of 3,500 as compared with the same month w Tl bet a dollar that half those sheep have‘lost
pending
were proposed
their upper front teeth, *‘There’s one there,”—
which the Senate wens-into executive session and | last year.
Since the 1stof January the German
pointing his fingef, —*¢ that has none.”
adjourned. In the House the resolution for an’ in- immigration at New York has amounted to 78,
Mr. G. was excited.
vestigation of the various executive departments
929, an increase of 10,242 as compared with 1870.
* Clark, catch that sheep.”
The sheep wes
was adepted.
The bill consolidating the postal
The late President Lincoln used to relate that caught, and the Colonel’s words were verified,
laws was passed. Tne judiciary committee repart‘4 There’s andther,” said the Colonel.
ed a bill fixing the first Monday#In November, there was a half civilized Indian in the 1llinojs
“ Clark, catch that sheep.”
years ago, named Tinkum
1872, for the presidentialjelection.
A bill appro- psettlements, many
It
was done with th¢ same result.
Todd,
who
was
reputed
to
possess
the
poetic
fac:
priaing $250,000 for the expenses of Geneva conMr. G. became very nervous, when the ColoLulty. He composed the following epitaph pon
ference was introduced and referred,
nel, looking
the flock
over, said, * There’s
Rh
On Wednesday, in the Senate, a resolution for himself:
another one there by the fence.”
2
a standing investigating committee of seven was
“ Here lies the bones of Tinkum Todd;
* Clark, catch that she ep.”
, discussed during nearly the entire session and
Have mercy on him. gracious God!
It was done; but no upper front teeth were
He would on you if he were God,
without adtion. In the House a bill was reportfound.
And
you
were
only
Tinkum
Todd.
2
ed for the appointment of a committee to investi.
Mr. G. was enraged, and with emphatic words
gate the whole question of labor and wages, inThe La
Survey has recently been making
he declared that Mr. J. should take the sheep
"cluding the Social, educational and, sanitary con- dredgings in the deepest portions of Lake Supeback, or he would prose cute him.
dition of the laboring classes, which, after a sigrior, at the depth of 169 futhoms, under the direcThe two gentleuie n started for home , when
.nificant discussion, went over.
Bills making
tion of Mr. 8. J. Smith.
Two species of shrimps
Clark, feeling a little sympathy for his employer,
appropriations for government buildings in Chistepped on hi the wall and dalled to them.
were found which proved identical with those incago and St. Louis were also reported.
A new
“ Mr.
x
habiting the bottom of Lake Wetter, in Sweden.
rule, providing for the .appointment of a territo- One of them is a common marine animal on the
“ What : you want”
rial delegate on the committee on Territories and’
Norwegian coast.
.
“1 guess Col. 1’. thinks sheep don’t have any
a Districtof Columbia delegate on the commitfront teeth.”
Bituminous
coal
was
first
mined
near
Richtee on the district, each without the right vote,
A new idea seemed at that moment to creep
mond, Va., as early as 1700, and in 1775 was exwas discussed, but no action was taken.
tensively used for the furnaces of an iron fouh- into Mr. Gs head, and after a moment’s thought,
On Thursday, in the Senate, a memorial was
dry in the’ vicinity in casting shot and shell for he replied:
received from several thousand women against
_ “1 don’t care a groat whether they have any
the Revolutionary army.
Soft anthracite coal
woman suffrdge.
A bill was introduced to reteeth or n8t.” Whereupon the Colonel, extend.
was first made use of for backsmithing purposes
ceive boy apprentices in the navy. The bill to
ing his index finger very near Mr. G.’s nose said:
in the Wyoming Valley; Pennsylvania.
Hard
equalize the pay of government workmen under
“Mr. G. won’t you tell me what are the pints
anthracite was diseovered in the Lehigh region
the eight-hour law was referred to the finance in 1791, and mines were opened in the succed- in a good sheep ?”—Brattiebore’, Vt., Phenix.
tee on entrenchment, and Mr. Trumbull’s pending amendment, made a subject for discussion
which was forcible and animated and prolonged

young

a hard

mae,

——

less there be some other reason for it than fresh | Moulds........ 12 @.

circumstances exist that the work can be done
with profit. ‘Where those conditions do exist,

him

they

Whose

women
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tarred soles.— Country Gentleman.

if it could be mixed with earth of a different nature. The farmer knows the defects of his soil.
It may be a stiff, heavy clay, and he wishes there
were more sand init; it may be the reverse,
and clay the ingredient wanting to perfect it.

days after, Mr. G. em-

J., to purchase

not (yield to art withqut
“¥ Fobust

cultivation and

in good sheep #’ The Colonel replied to the best
of his ability,when Mr. G. replied, *“ Mr. T., You
don’t know anything about a good sheep.” The
Colonel, thinking the charge not without truth,

classified and numbered,
is Very fine, compris-

looked

There is a large quantity of aréible goil which
would be improved and made capable of cheaper

Mr

tended index finger into close proximity
to his
nose, said«
{
“ Mr, T., won't you tell me what are the pints

of rarities, curiosities

She

Improving Soils by Mixing.

Many were thie evens

On one

The

careless

fury as to be-

ings spent in discussing the relative merits of
the different breeds, the methods’ of earing for

the flock, &c.

utterance.

fettered limbs nor préssed lungs, whose impulse| |
and instincts were never checked or killed.outright by Mrs. Grundy’s strictures. Woman's
Journal,
.
’

to émi-

improvements, and survived them. But

sheep

and

day, dre the oned’

near , neighbors,

each

she ‘would

‘struggle.

and a man

full confidence if his own “convictions.

come decidedly alarming.

:

and other valuables. His collection of autographs

for the im-

in his

owned a farm

1 modern

Rey. Dr. Sprague’s library, at Flushing, L. L.,
is described as a museum

isi

and

nence in agriculture and
stock-raiging. They
took readily the successive fevers incidentto

port alone has reached 141,000,000.

On Tuesduy, in the Scnate, the resolution ad-

3

adopted

gallons, and thus far in 1871 thé demand for ex-

riety ¢f other things'in the way of retrenchment
the restoration of “ republican simplicity ”
and
‘and the administration of public affairs. An efrules failed by a strong vote.
fort to Suspend the

®

These

Each

To show the growth®f the ‘petroleum trade, in

mediate reduction of direct taxation and import
duties to a strictly revenue standard and do a va-

?

who had

1860, a market could not be found for 10,000,000

Wood of New York, that the republicans of New
g ‘majority in Congress, and
a large
ork, havin

¢

has

Paragraphs.

marriage of white and colored persons and authorizing States to provide separate schools for
A bill to establish a labor
whites and negroes.
blireau was introduced. There was a little lively
discussion npon a resolution offered by Mr.

measures

States-General

of 'some

the

| alized citizens to be candidates for President or
| Vice-President, prohibibiting the raising of revenue only by a direct tax on property, to be
loollected by the States, and prohibiting the inter-

the Eresident, should take

or

that

Constitu-

allowing natur-

tiohal amendments were offered

better

the treaty recently negotiated with England for
the transfer of Sumatra to the latter power,

, ton, to prohibit Americans owning slaves abroad,

~And for a colossal statue of Farragut.

1]

of Walesis so much

)

Col. T. was
a New Sumpebire lawyer of con
. was a railroad conduct
‘siderable note. Mr.

the Queen has gone to Windor.
A despatch from the Hague says that the see

a number of bills were introduced, among them
Mr. Banke’s to carry out the treaty of Washing-

be

Prince

movement

upon the lpy figure with admiration, and forthwith commenced remodeling hersell, but with
indifferent, success.
‘‘ As the twig is bent, the
tree is inclined.”
Nature had a good start,

Points in a Good Sheep.

All the members of the board of arbitration
appointed under the treaty of Washington were

was

Mr. Sumner

On Monday, iin, the “Senate,

a.

Banal md Domestic

The

if exposed to the sun, aad the odor, even of gas
tar, is quickly overcome by the all-conquering effoots of dry earthy A short walk over a fallow
field will remove it completely, and make it entirely unnecessary to imitate the eastern custom |
of taking off the boots at the house entrance, un-

she caught a glimpse of the model young lady,
with tapered waist, pinched feet, fustidious uppetite, and p general air. of languor pervading

She

Ne ews

Li

{t is reported that the Orléans Princes are de
[termined to take their seats in the French assem| bly at an-early day, and will act with the party of the right center.
ol

Summa ry.

20, 1871. i
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